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Kelowna Driver
Killed In Crash
ONE DEAD, THREE INJURED । 
FOLLOWING SHOOTING SPREE
NANAIMO (CP)—Sixteen-year-old Brenda EUleen Danl- 
luk of Nanaimo died in hospital Sunday after being shot 
•twice in the head Saturday in a shooting spree at a restau­
rant in this Vancouver Island community.
She died 35 hours after a man entered the restaurant 
and emptied a ,22-caHbre pistol, injuring three other young 
persons.
Wayne Barber, 19, of StouffviHe, Ont., and Rick Coulton, 
24, of Nanaimo, were reported in fair condition in hospital 
in Victoria. Barber suffered a head wound and Coulton was 
struck in the shoulder.
Kathy Sweezy, 20, of Nanaimo was treated for a slight
head wound and released Saturday.
Police said a man had been drinking in the restaurant 
earlier and returned about 2 a.m. with the pistol.
A 30-year-old man is in custody, but no charges have 
been laid.
IRA Continues
Timothy Pells, left, who won 
the Wentworth House of Music 
- trophy for distinction in clas- 
I sic guitar at the Okanagan 
Valley Music Festival which 
began today in the city, talks 
business with adjudicator,
Ted Komar, during a break and has directed such well­
in the program at Centennial known personalities as Juliet,
Hall. Mr. Pells performed dur­
ing morning sessions of the 
festival today. Mr. Komar is 
a well-known musical direc­
tor of many CBC productions
Cab Calloway and Lena Hom,
.and the Canadian National 
Exhibition Festival al Toron­
to. The festival continues un-
He has adjudicated accordion 1
and guitar classes across the Community” Theatre, Centen-
til Saturday at the Kelowna
country including the Cana- nial Hall and the House of 
dian Accordion championships Wentworth.—(Courier Photo)
66-HOUR VOYAGE THURSDAY SPLASHDOWN
i Casper Heads For Home Tonight
I HOUSTON (CP) - The ApoHo 
16 spacecraft, heavily laden 
with a record haul of 245 pounds 
of lunar-rocks and soil, swung 
around the moon today as three
I tired but happy astronauts set 
I their sights for earth.
I M i s s i o n commander John 
I Young, his feUow moon explorer 
■ Charles Duke and command 
I spacecraft pilot Ken Mattingly 
[wiH Jettison the battered lunar 
[lander Orion and fire up the 
[main engine of their mother 
[ship Casper at 9:16 p.m. EST to 
[leave lunar orbit and begin the 
[66-hour, 240,000-mile voyage to 
learth.
I The cruise back to earth in 
■Casper, man’s weightiest cargo 
■spaceship to ply the lunar route 
I—wiH end Thursday with 
■splashdown in the Pacific.
I The mission, which began 
Height days ago at Cape Ken- 
Knedy, set records for lunar ex- 
Rp I o r a t i o ri. Young and Duke 
■bagged more rock specimens 
Khan any scientist dared hope 
■lor, travelled farther (16.9 
■miles) than any previous expe­
dition, and spent slightly more
than 20 hours driving and labor­
ing.among the craters, crags 
and boulders of the Descartes 
highlands.
AH told, the two men were on 
the moon for a total of 71 hours 
two minutes compared With the 
66 hours 55 minutes of last sum­
mer’s ApoUo 15 mission of 
David Scott and James Irwin.
MATTINGLY BUSY
During the three-day explora­
tion, Mattingly, alone in Casper 
circling 70 miles above his 
moon-bound companions, cap­
tured an unrivalled film record 
of the lunar surface and carried 
out scientific measurements 
that will enable future moon 
travellers to pinpoint good land­
ing sites.
For the second time since 
man first walked on the moon 
nearly three years ago, millions 
of people on earth Sunday night 
saw the sudden drama of blast­
off from the lunar crust as the 
upper stage of Orlon shot off 
Into the blackness of space to 
glide and link up with the com­
mand vessel.
The crucial docking of the two
spacecraft as they swung In 
orbit was „ only .achieved after 
hCaft-stoppingvminutes‘ of ten­
sion when Mission Control In 
Houston announced "something 
might have come loose from the 
skin at the back of the vehicle" 
when it leaped oft the moon.
■ Mattingly in Casper closed up 
to inspect Young and Duke's 
fragile vehicle and reported it 
was "pretty badly chewed up,”
A couple of the wafer-thin alu­
minum panels had apparently 
been ripped off by the force of 
the blast-off from the moon.
JOIN SMOOTHLY
But the two crews went phead 
calmly with their docking ma­
noeuvre and the/upper stage of 
Orion slid its nose in smoothly 
to Join the command ship.
FinaUy, the two crawled Into 
Casper for a reunion with Mat­
tingly, hauled in their precious 
rock and soil samples, battened 
down the hatches and slept.
The rest of the equipment
from Orion was to be ’ trans­
ferred today*. .Then- the trun­
cated moonship will be set 
adrift before plunging down to 
crash on the moon.
Because of lingering doubts 
about Casper’s reserve guid­
ance system, which malfunc­
tioned last Thursday and nearly 
forced cancellation of the moon 
landing, a planned 18-hour sci­
ence and photographing period 
from the mother ship today has 
been canceHecj.
Space agency engineers de­
cided they would not risk firing 
the main rocket engine more 
than necessary even /hough the 
primary guidance system, 
which acts as an engine tiller, 
has checked out perfectly.
A serious fault in the engine, 
which wiH thrust the astronauts 
out of moon orbit and into a 
trajectory for earth tonight, 
would doom Casper’s crew to 
almost certain death.
Sniping Attacks
BELFAST (CP) — Irish guer- 
rillas wounded four persons in a 
wave of sniping attacks on secu­
rity forces in Northern Ireland 
Sunday, and a band of masked 
gunmen abducted a shopkeeper 
and shot him in the leg after 
bombing his store.
GuerriHas of the Irish Repub­
lican Army in Londonderry 
raked a police truck with auto­
matic weapon fire, hitting a po­
liceman twice in the back and 
wounding a civilian passenger 
in the wrist.
A British soldier was shot in 
the leg later near a Roman 
CathoHc district of London­
derry, and another soldier was 
shot dn thehrm while patrolling 
in Belfast. . ' '
Seven masked gunmen forced 
the storekeeper from Ips home 
in East Middletown during tbe 
night. They drove him to his 
store and set off a 50-pound ge­
lignite bomb \vhich badly dam­
aged the shop. Then the gunmen 
shot the storekeeper in the leg 
and released him.
The wave of IRA assaults co­
incided with a burst of street 
fighting in Londonderry be­
tween Catholic arid Protestant
Passenger Escapes Injury 
Third Road Death Of Year
A single-car crash early Sun­
day at the corner of Todd and 
Saucier Roads, in South .Kel­
owna, claimed the life of 23- 
year-old David Botfield, of Kel­
owna. A passenger, Carlo Borg- 
netta, 20, also of Kelowna, es­
caped injury. ‘
Kelowna RCMP said today 
the vehicle Botfield was driving
failed to negotiate a curve and 
rolled down a small embank- 
I ment. Botfield, who was thrown 
| from the vehicle, was pronounc­
ed dead on arrival at Kelowna 
“ General Hospital. The accident 
occurred shortly before 5 a.m.
An autopsy was held today 
and coroner Dr. Peter Hooge 
has ordered an inquiry into the 
mishap.
The fatality was the third re­
corded in traffic so far this 
year in the Kelowna area.
.. _ . .... ... . .Other accidental deaths have
youths. The battling spilled oyer included six drownings and a 
in£° Waterside quarter, I young skier lost on Big White 
where the two communities nor-1 Mountain.
mally live together peacefully. I jn another traffic mishap lo- 
SAY GUERRILLAS SHOT cally during the weekend. David
Near Castlederb in Country I--------- ---------------- t-----------------—•
Richard Smid, of Kelowna, wm 
taken to hospital early Saturday 
for treatment of minor Injuries 
received when he apparently 
lost control of his motorcycle 
and struck a house belonging to 
Mrs. Wilma Kwlatowski, on 
Wills Road, Rutland. Total dam- 
age was estimate at $500.
THREE OTHERS
There were at least three 
other accidental deaths in Brit­
ish Columbia during the week­
end, aH of them on the roads.
Stanley Hantz, 50, of liytton, 
was killed Friday night when 
his car crossed the highway and 
sideswiped a truck on the Fraser 
Canyon highway, near Lytton.
Kenneth T. Yoshaika, of Al­
dergrove, died in hospital in 
New Westminster Friday night 
after suffering head injuries in 
a single-car accident
Keith Brooks, 16, of Surrey, 
was kiUed early Sunday when 
he was struck by a car as he 
stood outside a hall in Vancou­
ver, where he had attended a 
wedding reception.
Tyrone, miHtiamen of the Ulster
Defence Regiment claimed to a ■ as T f* I IIE:S~E W Moves Io Speed Up
lieved shot by British soldiers । 
returning the fire of snipers at­
tacking an army post in Belfast. Kidnapping Trial Of RoseBritain’s chief minister in Uls­
ter, WilHam Whitelaw, resisted MONTREAL (CP) — Mr Jus- 
increasing pressure to send|*tM<if’11^wVi „■ J.us.
troops into Londonderry’s Cath-oHc “no go’,’. enclaves where!Qj?e,ens Bench .clamped down 
they do not normaHy venture, ion irrelevant declarations Mon- 
OUtspoken' ConservativeMP I day toan effort to speedup the 
Enoch PoweH demanded in a kidnappingtrial of Jacques 
weekend speech in Scotland that! R°se> now in its 10th week. 
Whitelaw dispatch troops into Mr. Justice Marquis said aU 
the "no go” areas including the statements made outside the
Creggan and the Bogside in court which did not directly con- 
Londonderry. cem the trial would be liable to
Doukhobor Women Prisoners
The Conservative p a r t y’s contempt of court citations, 
headquarters in an unusual Rose, 25, is charged with the 
move refused to distribute the abduction of Pierre Laporte in 
speech while Whitelaw reaf- October, 1970. Mr. Laporte, then 
firmed his determination to try I Quebec labor minister, was 
to restore peace by reconcilia-1 found strangled a week later, 
tion and persuasion. | The judge also said state­
ments concerning events not re­
lated to the trial were not to be
Regaining Their Health
made in court and ruled that all 
motions henceforth must be sub­
mitted in writing.
He told the 12-man Jury he 
would do everything in his
power to end the trial with the
Defences Of Kontum City 
Smashed By North Vietnam
SAIGON (AP) - Spear­
headed by tanks, a North Vlct- 
1am division smashed the 
lorthern defences of Kontum 
Jity in the central highlands 
oday and drove South Vietnam- 
tse forces as far back as 15 
Mies. New air and sea battles 
■pfed deep inside North Viet- 
■n, in |he Gulf of Tonkin and 
Ho Gulf of Siam,
I The highlands defence lino ol 
ban Canh and Dak To 25 miles 
prth of Kontum crumbled 
nder the Communist onslnugh- 
pr and a new line was being 
brmed 10 miles, north of the 
provincial capital, said to be the 
lltlmate objective in the 26-<lny 
fietnameso offensive.
■ Not since the opening day of 
ha offensive, when thousands of 
forth Vietnamese troops 
iormed across the dcriillltnr- 
led zona to attack Quang Tri 
Irovlnce, have they made such 
Hvan^ea.
IA radio message was sent out 
b the scattered and badly bat- 
Bred, South Vietnamese 22nd In- 
Intry Division, which had its 
Brward command post, at Tan 
lanh and a regimental com- 
■and post at Dak To, to pull 
Bick to a new defensive line at 
K> Dinh on Highway 14. This Is 
Kout 15 miles south of Tan 
Rinh and about 10 miles north 
| Kontunm.
Rother lesser bases and towns 
Rumbled in the path of the 
Birth Vietnamese onslaught. 
RDosplte the critical situation 
■ the highlands,, hundreds of 
Ruth. Vietnamese paratroops 
®re being pulled out of Kon- 
■n province and being deploy- 
R| to the Saigon region to 
■vngtheq defences. Ranger 
Hita were, moved from northern 
Kang Tri province to the high- 
Rhdsln a reshuffling of thinly 
■ead government forces.
more than 200 North Vietnam­
ese troops were killed in fight­
ing Sunday on the northern 
front below the demilitarized 
zone and at An Loc, 60 miles 
north of Saigon.
Three North Vietnamese tanks 
and three South Vietnamese ar­
mored vehicles were reported 
destroyed In a tank battle west 
of Dong Han, 10 miles below the 
DMZ, and two more were re- 
ported destroyed a half mile 
east of An Ix>c, the provincial 
capital under selge for three 
weeks. '
In the air war, the U.S, com­
mand said about 10 surface-to- 
air missiles were fired at B-52 
strategic bombers raiding North 
Vietnam. One of the . bombers 
sustained what the command 




TORONTO (CP) -a Neighbors 
from blocks around were awak­
ened early today by an explo­
sion which rocked the Monarch 
House, a hotel in the city's 
west-central area. Police sus­
pect the blast wail caused .by 
dynamite.
> A spokesman for the Ontario 
fire marshal's office said a pre­
cise estimate of damage was 
not known although police rated 
damage at $40,000.
No one waa injured in the 
blast which scattered 'glass on 
to the street, blew a holo in the 
six-inch concrete floor, raised 
the celling three inches and buc­
kled a atetl girder below the
floor. ' ,
The hotel, owned by Paul





Apollo 16 schedule for today 
and Tuesday all times EST:. 
TODAY
3:52 p.m.—The lunar lander 
Orion is Jettisoned and Mis­
sion Control in Houston sets It 
on a course to smash into the 
moon.
4:54 p.m .---Astronaut 
Thomas Mattingly punches a 
button aboard the command 
module Casper to release n 
small substatelllte which will 
go into lunar orbit and trans­
mit solar wind and lunar 
gravity scientific date lo 
Houston Jong after Apollo 16 
has departed.
9:16 p.m.—While behind Ilie 
moon, Apollo 16's rocket en­
gine is fired to break lunar
gravity’s grasp and place
Mattingly and moon explorers 
John Young and Charles Duke 
on a return course to earth.
TUESDAY
4:41 p.m.—Casper’s hatch Is 
opened for the start of a 
apace walk by Mattingly to 
retrieve film cassettes from 
high resolution and mapping 
cameras he operated while or­
biting the moon as Young and 
Duke made their lunar sur­
face explorations.
5:58 pan. — Mattingly re­
turns to the spacecraft and 
the hatch Is closed.
THURSDAY
2:44 p.m. -Splashdown in the 
South Pacific about 170 miles 
southeast off Christmas Is­
land.
RECORD OF SUCCESSES
HOUSTON (AP) - Apollo 
16 starts home tonight with a. 
record of successes and one 
failure.
Here's a capsule of the ac­
complishments In man’s fifth, 
moon landing:
Finding of rocks believed 
formed by the volcanoes 
which shaped the early moon.
Moat rocks gathered on 
moon, n total 245 pounds, or 
30 pounds more than the first 
three moon landings com­
bined nnd 76 pounds more 
than Apollo 15.
Longest total houra explor­
ing the moon's surface, 20 
houra 14 minutes, and longest 
single excursion—moon drive 
which lasted; seven hours 23 
minutes.
Fastest lunar speed on 
wheels, 11 miles an hpur In 
’ the rover during the third or- 
curalon.'
First landing in the moon's 
highlands. The other landings 
were In maria, or platnl, 
areas of the moon.
Largest single rock col­
lected on the moon. The astro­
nauts are bringing home a 
mall bquldcr weighing, 10 
pounds.
Largest lunar crater aw
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) — 
Five Doukhobor women prison­
ers who have been fasting for 
several . months are regaining 
their health after a week in hos­
pital, prison physician Dr. Wil­
liam Amodeo said today.
He said the women, brought 
here from British Columbia, are 
co-operating with medical staff. 
AH are members of the radical 
Sons of Freedom sect. They 
have been fasting as a protest 
since being brought here to 
serve arson sentences ranging 
from three to five years. They 
have been forcibly fed for 
months.
Dr. Amodeo said one woman, 
Polly . Chernoff, was allowed 
temporary leave of absence 
from the prison to spend a 
weekend in a local hotel with 
her husband, who had arrived 
from the Kootenay district of 
B.C,
He said three women, Mary 
Malakoff, Mary Astaforoff and 
Tina Zmaell, are r e c e 1 v 1 n g 
force-fed liquid nutrients and 
also eat some solid foods.
Mrs. Chernoff and Vera Pos- 
nlckoff refuse the tube feedings, 
he said, but will eat some solid 
foods.
Mrs, Malakoff, Mrs. Astafor­
off and Mrs. Zmaeff entered the
prison in March, 1971. Mrs. Pos- 
nickoff and Mrs. Chernoff were 
sent to the prison last October.
The women broke their fast 
briefly in March when it was 
unofficially reported that they 
had been promised clemency. 
When this was not forthcoming, 
they resumed their fast.
"shortest delay.” 
The trial has been adjourned
several times since April 10 due 
to a Quebec public service 
strike which ended Saturday.,, 
Defence lawyer Robert Lem­
ieux told the judge Monday he 
would present a written bail re­
quest for his cHent Thursday.
Crown evidence Monday dealt 
mostly with events surrounding 
the arrest of Bernard Lorti Nov. 
6, 1970. Lottie, serving a 20-yeat 
sentence for kidnapping Mr. La­
porte, was arrested in a west­
end Montreal apartment.
Roget; Soucy, an officer with 
the Quebec Provincial Police, 
testified he had found a carton 
box in the apartment Nov. 10, 
1970. Testimony revealed the 
box contained pieces of pink 
cloth.
Pierre Boulanger, a chemist 
with the Quebec justice depart­
ment, said "slmHar cloth” was 
found in a house in St. Hubert, 
south of Montreal, where Mr. 
Laporte was held hostage for a 
week.
East Coast Salmon Fishing 
Closed May 1 For 6 Years
CANADA’S HIGH-LOW




NELSON, B.C. (CP) - A B.C. 
pollution control branch engineer 
died Sunday in a snowslide at 
the proposed Whitewater ski 
development, 12 miles southeast 
of Nelson.
John W. Ferguson, 44, of Nel­
son was the only victim In a 
35-person party surveying the 
area for possible ski runs. 
. Mr. Ferguson's IG-year-old son 
Robert was skiing nearby and 
waa knocked over by the edge of 
the 75-foot-wlde slide,
The rest of the ski-party 
formed two rescue groups nnd 
searched the 206-fpot-long slide 
area.
Mr. Ferguson’s body was 
found an hour and a half’later, 
burled under two feet of snow.
Ho had been studying the pol­
lution-prevention aspects of the 
proposed ski development.
OTTAWA (CP) — Closure of 
commercial salmon fishing in 
New Brunswick and the Port 
Aux Basques region of New­
foundland was announced Mon­
day by Fisheries Minister Jack 
Davis.
The closure, which the minis­
ter had forecast last week in an 
interview, begins May 1.
Mr. Davis said the decision 
win be reviewed annually but is 
expected to last six years at 
least—or one full cyclo of a 
salmon’s life.
"This drastic action has been 
forced upon us by a serious de­
cline in the number of salmon 
returning to the Saint John, 
Miramlchl and Restlgouche riv­
ers” in New Brunswick, Mr. 
Davis told the Commons. Fish­
ing in the Port aux Basques
Wall Street
Nose Dives
NEWS IN A MINUTE
visited, North Ray, three- 
quarters of a mile wide and 
COO feet deep.
First major lunnr surface 
experiment to fall. A power 
cord to the hent flow experl- 
„ment was. broken, ruining the 
device, While it wis being dc-
Vietnam Talks Urged
UNITED NATIONS (Reuter)-UN Secretary-General 
Kurt Waldheim called again today for resumption of the 
; Vietnam peace talks nnd\profferrcd his own offices to help 
break the deadlock. At a'surprise news conference he-said 
he would continue to offer the UN's help to the parties to 
the conflict whether they liked It or not.
Russia Maintains Stand
PARIS (AP)—The Soviet Ambassador Pyotr Abrosimov 
said today the Soviet Union will continue to provide "maxi­
mum aid to the heroic Vietnamese people in fighting Ameri­
can aggression.” •
Buchanan To Defend Title
LONDON (AP)-Ken Buchanan of Scotland said today 
Iio will defend his world lightweight championship against 
Hoherto Duran of Panama in New York’s Madison Square 
Garden for * record purs* of *152,000,
NEW YORK (AP) - Stock 
market prices took a nose dive 
In today's active trading on the 
heels of nows that the Price 
Commission would reduce 
prices at some of the nation’s 
major corporations.
The noon Dow Jones average 
pf 30 industrial stocks fell 0.62 
to 957.18.
Declines held a 2 to 1 lead 
over advances on the New York 
Stock Exchange.
In the news background, Ilie 
Price Commission said It would 
order price reductions and cus­
tomer refunds totalling several 
hundred million dollar!; at some 
if the Country’s major corpora­
tions in the next few weeks. ,
Analysts noted that concern 
about developments in Vietnam, 
the report that inflation rose in 
the first quarter, nnd the con­
tinuing high rate of unemploy-
area also was dependent on 
runs destined for mainland 
streams and would bo closed.
It will bo at least, six years 
before stocks will bo rebuilt to 
the point where ’'large-scale 
commercial operations tan 
commence once more."
WOULD SUPPLY ADVICE
Meanwhile, fishermen would 
serve on river management 
committees to advise on the 
duration of the closure and the 
manner in which the runs might 
best bo restored,
"Compensation will be paid to 
commercial fishermen whoso 
earnings are affected by these 
river closures,” Mr, Davis said.
"Payments will be negotiated 
on nn individual basis and the 
formula ... will bo worked out 
In close consultation with the 
fishermen themselves."
Closures would not apply to 
salmon returning to streams in 
Newfoundland, Labrador nnd 
Nova Scotia.
The opposition reacted with 
anger to the announcement.
Lloyd R. Crouse (PC-rSouth 
Shore) said the ban is another 
example of the "ham-handed, 
half-hearted, slip shod” restric­
tions on Canadian fishermen in 
general.
.The government had removed 
slck-marlners benefits ..nd the 
salt subsidy but had restricted 
the fishing of haddock and 
swordfish and now salmon,
went also pulled the market 
down* r* ''r _
RCMP Seeking ' 
Three Escapees
VANCOUVER (CP) - A11 
RCMP detachments along Geor­
gia ftlralt front Victoria to Alert 
Bay have been put on the alert» 
for three escapees from the 
William Head correctional Insti­
tute near Victoria.
The three, descrilMri’hy police 
as armed and* dangerous, es­
caped during the weekend nnd 
commandeered .a <-'17-foot boat
equipped with a ^horsepower
। motor. ,
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NAMES IN THE NEWS
Brandt s Rule Is Threatened
Quebec Schools Two Bombs Dismantled
Back To Normal
Battered by two political set- 
backs. Chancellor Willy Brandl's 
rule was threatened today by 
conservatives who hinted they 
might let his treaties with Mos­
cow and Warsaw go through 
while hitting Brandt on domes­
tic issues. Brandt, leader of the 
Social Democrats, lost an im­
portant slate election Sunday 
and the same night a govern­
ment supporter in parliament 
defected U ” ” Christian Demo­
crats. This educed Brandt', 
strength in the lower house, the 
Bundestag, to 249 Socialists and 
members of the small Free 
Democratic party, the minimum 
needed by his coaliton govern­
ment to stay in power.
Citing government statistics, 
a National Institute of Mental 
Health psychologist said today 
there Is growing evidence that 
"almost no family” In the Unit­
ed States is entirely free of 
, mental disorders. Dr. David 
Rosenthal suggested that the 
incidence of mental disorders 
may figure prominently among 
causes of the country’s social 
turbulence and disorders, in­
cluding crime and racial _ un­
rest. Based on a 1967 institute 
survey, which Rosenthal said 
contains the latest figures, he 
concluded possibly 60 million 
Americans are borderline schiz­
ophrenics or exhibit other de­
viant mental behavior in the 
schizophrenic category.
BRANDTWILLY
Cote said. "Although the U.S. 
strike ended on Nov. 29, 1971, 
the Canadian ports have only 
recently recovered fully from 
the effects 0/ the heavy conges­
tion and the subsequent Christ­
mas rush period,” he said.
Warning of possible radiation 
overexposure, the U.S. govern­
ment disclosed Sunday it has 
asked states to halt the use of 
mobile x-ray screening for 
tuberculosis which now is "al­
most non-existent in many re­
gions of the country.” “The use 
of mobile equipment, which re­
quires relatively higher levels 
of x-ray exposure than fixed
Frenchmen voting in a refer­
endum Sunday welcomed-Brit­
ain into the Common Market, 
but-the* reduced turnout raised 
opposition hopes of cutting 
sharply into the Gaullist major­
ity in the National Assembly 
elections next year. Interior 
Minister Raymond Marcellin 
announced that 39.64 per cent 
of the 29,312,637 registered vot­
ers stayed away from the polls 
Sunday, 36.17 per cent favored 
the enlargement of the West 
European trade bloc, 17.12 per 
cent voted no, and 7.07 per cent 
cast blank ballots. The yes-no 
vote was 10,601,645 to 5,020,683.
’MONTREAL (CP) — Teach­
ers and civil servants—and 
about 1.5 million school children 
—retarded, to their' desks at 
schools and government offices 
across Quebec today for the 
first time since April 10.
The return was apparently 
without incident, despite contin­
ued rumblings of dissension 
within the Quebec labor move­
ment over emergency legisla­
tion that ended a province-wide 
strike by 200,000 public servants 
Saturday.
The 11-day strike closed vir­
tually all schools, government 
offices and liquor stores and se­
verely curtailed hospital serv­
ice.
equipment, simply cannot be 
justified,” said Dr. Merlin, K. 
DuVal, assistant secretary
... shaky ground
If your mail from Britain has 
been unusually late this year, 
blame it on the strike by long­
shoremen at United States’ 
ea&t-coast ports that ended last 
Nov. 29. That’s the word from 
Postmaster-General Jean-Pierre 
Cote, replying to critics in a 
letter published. in The Globe 
and Mail, The longshoremen’s 
strike in October and November 
last year diverted shipping to 
Canadian east-coast ports, Mr.




John Fairfax and Sylvia Cook, 
whose historic trans-Pacific row 
from San Francisco to Austra­
lia was completed Saturday, are 
spending their final day in Aus­
tralia before returning briefly 
to England. They leave Sydney 
Tuesday for London and plan 
to return to Australia in about 
three weeks. Both looked re­
markably fit only three days 
after their 361-day, 3,000-mile 
row in the 35-foot rowboat Bri­
tannia II. It was at Rayman, a 
tourist resort 700 miles north of 
Brisbane, that their voyage 
ended.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities 
1654 Ellis St.
Ltd
TORONTO (CP) — The To-, Cominco
ronto stock market turned frac­
tionally lower in moderate mid- 
morning trading today.
The industrial index was down 
.67 to 201.28 and base metals .03 
to 97.03. Golds were up .38 to 
177.57 and western oils .06 to 
221.46.
Volume by II a.m. was 611,000 
shares, down from 659,000 at the 
same time Friday.
. Declines outnumbered ad­
vances 126 to 100 with 197 issues 
unchanged.
Biggest losers were beverage, 
merchandising, pipeline, trust 
and loan, steel and banking is- 
, sues. Industrial mining, general 
manufacturing and chemcal 
stocks edged fractionally 
higher.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
, were up in active trading bn the 
Vancouver Stock Exchange to- 
, day with a volume of 1,394,561 
shares.
Melton Real Estate led the 
, industrials, gaining .10 at $2.85 
on volume of 1,800 shares.
In the oils, Canadian Hydro 
Gas was down .09 at .91 on 4,000 
shares traded.
Highland Mercury led the min­
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Alberta Gas Trunk 53%
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Balco Forest Prod. 10%












Hys of Canada 
Integ. Wood Prods. 
Interior Breweries 
Ok. Helicopters 
Pac. West. Air. 




















Tor. Dorp. Bank 33%
Trans. Can. Pipe 43%
Trans. Mtn. Pipe 24


































































































One of Howard Hughes’s top 
personal aides said Sunday he 
was surprised at reports he is 
being sought by the RCMP on 
a warrant from the Quebec Se­
curities Commission. Howard 
Eckersley arrived m Salt Lake 
City about two weeks ago after 
staying with the Hughes party 
at Vancouver’s Bayshore Inn. 
Eckersley said he was in Salt 
Lake because it is his home. He 
said he has been in contact with 
investigators for the RCMP.and 
“the Canadian minister of fin­
ancial institutions and they 
haven’t found any discrepancies 
in what we reported to them.” 
Eckersley said he understands 
there will be a meeting of Ca­
nadian authorities today to 
“straighten out the warrant 
matter." A warrant was issued 
against him Thursday in Mont­
real in connection with an al­
leged fraud said to involve 
$262,000. Eckersley is charged 
with fraud, publishing a false 
prospectus and conspiring to do 
both in connection with his posi­
tion as president of Pan Ameri­
can Mines Ltd.
Non-medical hospital workers 
returned early Saturday morn­
ing. Liquor stores re-opened 
Saturday and long lines soon de­
veloped following the extended 
"dry” period,
In Quebec City, return of the 
civil service, today brought the 
first major morning-traffic 
congestion since the strike 
started.
CHANGE MINDS
The return to work was rec­
ommended just before midnight 
Friday night by leaders of a 
common front of public service
unions after, they had suggested : 
about six hours earlier that the | 
strikers stay out. Heavy penal­
ties were built into the strike- 
ending legislation, passed just 
before 3 p.m. Friday, in the na­
tional assembly after a 23-bour 
and 45-minute non-stop debate.
Presidents Marcel Pepin of 
the Confederation of National 
Trade Unions, Louis Laberge of 
the Quebec Federation of Labor 
and Yvon Charbonneau of the 
Quebec Teachers Corp., the 
three groups that formed the 
common front, changed their 
recommendation after prov­
ince-wide polling of membership 
reaction.
They said the 12:01 a.m. Sat­
urday deadline for an end to the 
strike, built into the emergency 
law, left inadequate time to 
sample feelings among the rank 
and file.
Earlier disobedience of court 
injunctions against a strike by 
essential hospital workers 
brought fines up to $5,000 and 
prison terms of. six months 
against 21 union leaders cited 
for contempt of court. Several
BERLIN (AP) — Two home­
made bombs found on a U.S. 
Air Force plane used as a mem­
orial to the 1948 airlift were dis­
mantled Sunday 40 minutes be­
fore they were timed to explode.
"These were explosive de­
vices rather than incendiaries,” 
said an air force spokesman at 
Tempelhof Airfield, where the 
C-54 Skymaster is mounted for. 
public display. "Had they gone 
off there would have been con­
siderable damage and we cer­
tainly would have had to get 
another airplane for our memo­
rial.”
It was the third attempted 
bombing against American 
property im West Berlin in a
unions also were fined, one of 
them $50,000. Two other strikers 
were fined' but giVen no prison 
terms.
ODDITIES ON APOLLO
fortnight. The first Involved the 
private car of i .e U.S. mission 
spokesman; the second was at 




sity of Victoria has announced 
two appointments. Dr. S. A. 
Jennings has been named dean 
of graduate studies, sucecding 
Dr. A. R. Fontaine, and Dr. M. 
H. Scargill has been named 
head of the linguistics depart­
ment for a five-year term, suc- 
cceding Dr, Jean-Paul Vinay, 
recently named dean of the 
faculty of arts and science.
CLEANS ITSELF
MONTREAL (CP) — Self- 
cleaning houses are only 10 
years away, says 30-year-oW 
Montreal designer Pierre Du- 
perre, who has already built 
two completely furnished 
moulded rooms using cement, 
plaster and a shiny epoxy finish 
for $4,000 each. To wash such a 
dwelling, remove rugs and pil­
lows, turn on a soap-filled sprin­
kler system, using rinse and dry 
cycles then move back in.
BASIC FOOD
The basic food of all fishes is 
plankton, one-celled plants and 





12 noon to 2 p.m. 
“Always Good” .... 1.99






















Mme. Nguyen Thi Binh, head 
of the Viet Cong delegation to 
the Paris peace talks, has writ­
ten to all members of both 
houses of the U.S. Congress ask­
ing them to use their constitu­
tional power to force President 
Nixon to end the Vietnam war, 
it was announced today.
PERTH (AP) — Four car­
tons of Western Australian 
beer are on their way to 
Houston for the Apollo 16 as­
tronauts.
The gift follows a conversa­
tion Saturday in which moon 
walkers Charles Dyke and 
John Young joked about hav­
ing a “cold Swan.”
The conversation apparently 
puzzled some listeners, but 
Swan Brewery's public rela­
tions man explained that 
some of the astronuats had 
been to the Carnarvon satel­
lite station near Perth and 
they remembered the local 
beer.
looks like a small metal foil 
windowshade on an aluminum 
staff. The foil went into 
Duke’s pack but the alumi­
num staff followed the rake.
“There goes the world’s 





JOHN L. FARRIS, Q.C.
John L. Farris, Q.C. of Van­
couver was elected a director of 
the British Columbia Telephone 
Company at the company's an­
nual meeting.
Mr. Farris, the current president 
of the Canadian Bar Associa­
tion, was born in Vancouver 
and was educated at public 
schools there and in Victoria, at 
the,University of B.C. and at 
Harvard Law School.
He served during the Second 
■World War in the Adjutant 
General's Branch and the Judge 
Advocate’s Branch of National 
Defence Headquarters, and 
from 1945 to 1955 lectured on 
commercial law at the Univer­
sity of British Columbi.. He 
was appointed King’s Counsel 
in wo.
Ho is the senior partner in 
the law firm of Farris, Farris, 
Vaughan, Wilts & Murphy and 
is a director of the Toronto- 
Dominion Bank, Pacific Petro­










































































Peace River Pete 
Ponderay 
Stampede Int’l 
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State Secretary Willi im Rog­
ers said today in a film pre­
sentation at the annual meeting 
of The Associated Press that 
President Nixon hopes to be able 
to sign a strategic arms limi­
tation agreement with the So­
viet Union when he visits Mos­
cow next month. Halting the 
flow of Soviet arms to North 
Vietnam also will be discussed 
during the president’s Moscow 
trip,.Rogers said, although, “we 
have no reason to think they 
| will” do so.
David Lewis, leader of the 
New Democratic Party, pre­
dicted Saturday night that the 
federal government’s new plan 
for distributing family allow­
ance benefits wilj. be a/’night­
mare" to administer. “The un­
employment insurance mess will 
be child’s play compared to 
this,” he said. The NDP leader 
said the government’s plan to 
allot family allowance payments 
, on the basis of income will 
penalize the wage-earner group 
( that contributes the greatest 
. portion of taxes. Families earn- 
[ ing between $7,500 and $10,500 
, will lose most or all family ai- 
। lowance benefits, he iqid. This 
, middle-income group, he said, 
J contributes the most taxes, and 
! often has trouble keeping out of 
debt.
HOUSTON (AP) — If ar­
chaeologists visit the Apollo 16 
lunar landing site in the fu­
ture there will be plenty of 
evidence astronauts John 
Young and Charlie Duke were 
there.
Some of the leftovers, such 
as the moon rover with its 
swiveling television camera 
and the base of the lunar lan­
der, were carefully planned 
and scheduled. Others were 
inadvertent.
“Guess what, John?” Duke 
said early in the third moon 
exploration Sunday. “My SCB 
(sample collection bags) fell 
off somewhere.” '
The plastic-like bags are 
Used to hold soil and rock 
samples.
“Are we through with the 
rake?” Duke asked Mission 
Control as they were return­
ing to the lunar lander. 
Ground e o n t r o 1 said they 
were. “Okay, here gobs. Ah- 
h-h, look at that beauty go.”
The specially built rock-col­
lecting instrument soared out 
across the moonscape,
A few minutes later, Duke 
dismantled the cosmic, ray 
detector experiment—which
HOUSTON (AP) — Charlie 
Duke’s mother watched her 
son tumbling around the moon 
Sunday and said: “He's going 
to take ballet lessons when he 
gets home.”
Nimble-footed he Is not, ad­
mitted the astronaut’s wife, 
Dottie. “But I was probably 
more concerned with his get­
ting tired than hurt . . . I 
knew he’d get up.”
By his own count, Charlie 
fell five times as he and 
Apollo 16 commander John W. 
Young roamed the lunar sur­
face for three days.
A television audience 
watched live as Duke took his 
final spill, toppling ovpr on his 
back during what he called an 
abbreviated “Luna r Olym­
pics."
Back home, the astronaut’s 
mother, Mrs. Charles Duke of 
Lancaster, S.C., said she 
never dreamed sheld see a 





































































TONIGHT AND TUESDAY — ,< ADULT)





The United States believes 
that nations must exercise 
greater control over the fish 
stocks off their coasts to pre­
vent exploitation of ocean re­
sources, says a top official of 
the commerce department. Dr. 
Robert M. White, administrator 
of the national oceanic and at­
mospheric administration in the 
commerce department, outlined 
the problems of fish exploita­
tion in a lecture Sunday at the 
New Bedford, Mass., Whaling 
Museum.
President Bhutto of Pakistan 
said Sunday he might repatriate 
Indian prisoners of war regard­
less of whether Indian Prime 
Minister Indira Gandhi responds 
to his offer. ‘If Mrs. Gandhi 
doesn't reply to rriy offer, I 
might unilaterally lend them to 
the border," ho, told correspond­
ents, Bhutto said at his inaugur­
ation Friday that he would re­
turn 600 Indian soldiers held 













“SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE” 
One complete show — 7 p.m.
PARAMOUNT Serving Kelowna —■ Every Dny nt 




McKay can prepare you hr 
a highly rewarding position 
In any of the following 
flclih:
1. □ Computer' 
Programming
2, ri 'IBM Keypunch ,
3, [J Accounting t Machine)
4. |J Jlolel-MoU'l (Acc'l)
5. i j Speed Typing
We offer PLACEMENT AS­
SISTANCE, Student Financ­




2151 Bnrrard Hi., Vancouver 
Gentlemen: . '
I'd like lo know , more nbdul;
1. n 2. O 3. □




J ’hone . 7 . ..... . ।, •
The Career School for the 
' Career Minded
DEATHS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Saint John, N.B.—H. Watson 
James, 67, former A tian tic 
provinces’ agent-general in Lon­
don, following a lengthy illness. 
' Paris—Soo Young Lee, 51, 
South Korea’s ambassador to 
France since 1965, by suicide.
Yonkers, N.Y.—Raymond B. 
O’Neill, 65, retired national 
news editor of the The New 
York Times, in a car accident.
Waterloo. Iowa—Alleta M. 
Sullivan, 77, mother of five Sul­
livan brothers who died when 
their warship sank during the 
Second World War leading the 
U.S. Navy to prohibit all the 
sons of the same family, from 
serving on the same ship.
KAMLOOPS (CP)-A commit­
tee Of mayors from the greater 
Kamloops area plans, to look 
into management of essential 
services in communities in the 
area, The decision was m a d e 
Saturday at a workshop organ­
ized by the Thompson Nicola 
Regional District following un­
successful attempts to form one 
municipality in the area.,
REFERENDUM PASSED
BURNABY (CP) - Burnaby 
ratepayers Saturday approved 
a $2,25 million caoital projects 
referendum for school construc­
tion. About 61 per cent of 
those who voted favored the 
referendum, which required 60- 
per-cent approval.
EXTENSION OPENED 
. NANAIMO (CP) - Mayor 
Frank Ney officially opened a 
138-bed addition to Nanaimo Re­
gional General Hospital, Sunday. 
The $4.5 million addition brings 





“SI 17,ZI ITE 
MONIQUE”
Stripper • Spanish
Novelty • Cowboy Nov­
elty e ' French Waitress 





M,C, • Comedian 
Pantomime • Comedy 
Sir.ger • Tup Dancer 







Phone: 762-2956 or 763-3407
NOTED FOR FINE FOODS'
275 Leon Ave.
The following space is now available every Monday I
for service organisations, clubs, church groups. auxiL |
larics and sports to inform the public of their coming 
events. There is no charge for this service blit they 
must be brief and to the point.
Any of the above organizations wishing to use this 
space must either bring in their copy or phone it to 
the newsroom of the Courier no. later than noon Friday 
for the following Monday edition. When phoning in ask 
for the NOCA Calendar events editor. I
MONDAY
■Annual meeting of Okanagan 
Society for Children with 
Hearing Handicap will be 
held in South. Okanagan 
Health Unit (annex) on 
Qucenswhy Avenue. All in­
terested people may attend.
Okanagan Valley Music Fes­
tival will be held daytime 
and evenings at the Kelow-na 
Community Theatre Monday 
to Wednesday. Monday will 
feature dance bands and Tue­
sday will feature senior piano 
and vocal. Showtime 7 p.m. 
Wednesday, Senior choir,
TUESDAY
Bi-annual general meeting of 
Kelowna Lawn Bowling Club 
will be held In the Clubhouse 
at City Park. Non members, 
men and women are wel- 
. come lo attend.
WEDNESDAY
Okanagan Mission Commun­
ity Hall Women's Auxiliary 
Will hold a coffee parly and 
bake sale at 10 a.m. It will 
be In Mission community 
hall. Everyone welcome.
The ACW spring ten and ba­
zaar will be held in Anglican 
Parish Hall,. 2 p.m. Home 
baking, white elephant and 
plant stalls.
Gpqi'I'O Pringle Secondary 
School will hold open house, 
1 to 4 p.m. There will be dis­
plays of equipment, projects,, 
art, metal and wood work an 
well nn day Io dny activities 
of n xrHiiidmy .*ich<wl. Col- 
(co will bn nerved.
THURSDAY
Okanagan Valley Music Fes­
tival will ’be held in Centen­
nial hall and Dr. Knox School 
gym during the day, Thurs­
day and Friday at 7 p.m. 
Thursday will feature senior 
bands and Fridav will be 
championship night.
Kelowna citizens association 
annual general meeting at 81 
p.m. in Women’s Institute 
hall, Lawrence Avenue, A 
beef and banquet session will 
be part of this years meeting. 
The public is invited along 
with members.
SATURDAY
Okanagan Valley Music Fes­
tival presentations will be 
made in Kelowna Community 
Theatre nt tho highlight con­
cert,
Dingo In St. Joseph’s. Hall, 8| 
p.'m. Sponsored by Knights of| 
Columbus.
Intermediate girls group r* 
First Baptist Church, 1U(. 
'ioii'I and Bernard arc pl'., 
renting a friendship ten, 2:30| 
to 4 p.m, nt the church hull..
Kelowna North Litllo lenguej1 
schedule, Lions vs MidvallcyJ 
4 p.m. OV vs People^, 1 
)>,m, OKBP vs Kinsmen at 
10 a.m. All. games will lie 
held In llecrcnlion Park, 
Klchler Strm.'t,
hunday
Kelowna Babe Ilulh 20 mile 
wnlkatlion. beginning al Elks 
Sltifliinn. 8 a,in. The walk
ends.In Die sladlum, All pro­
to Babe Ilulh baseball,'needs
PRODUCTS
In Kelowna more and 
more people arc turning 
to their local dairy, 
NOCA Dairy. Their milk 
Is produced, and delivered , 
locally by local citizens 
who corn their livelihood 
locally opd whose earn­
ings enter the sales chan­
nels of local economy . .. 
Yes, locally produced 




SHOOTING FOR FUN AND COMPETITION
Local Shooting buffs bone^ sharpens the eye for future 1 groups. The Kelowna Trap i | turning up each Sunday at the
up on marksmanship at the hunting conquests, but also ' Club, with a membership of club’s location at Sportsman’s
city’s only trap range in prep- provides for a lot of personal • 32 meets every weekend, with Field on Casorso Road. The
aration for the hunting season. ' "blunderbu"” fun in competi- some 15 to 20 trap shooters . ' organization is planning its
The popular sport not only tion with friends and other
Lockout Notice Served 
Sitting Tight'? Locally
Local construction was still in 
progress at noon today pending 1 
official word from the Construc­
tion Labor Relations Association 
which threatened to lock out the 
entire industry if one union 
strikes a member firm.
And earlier this morning, 
plumbers went on strike against 
five more contractors in the 
Lower Mainland resulting in 
swift action by the CLRA in 
issuing 72-hour retaliatory lock­
out notices on 18 construction 
industry unions.
But in K e 1 o w n a , Patrick 
Graves, area representative of 
local 170 of the Plumbers, Pipe­
fitters and Steamfitters Union, 
said, "we haven’t been told a 
thing as of noon today." He 
indicated all local plumbers 
were still on the job.
The swift developments in the 
dispute between the CLRA and 
the B.C. and Yukon Bdlding
1 annual round table shoot May 
' 6 in competition with other 
I Okanagan groups.
(Courier Photo)
New Government Symbol CITY PAGE
For B.C-Grown
A new symbol identifying 
B.C.-grown food products has 
been unveiled by Waldo M. 
Skillings, Minister of Industrial 
Development, Trade and Com­
merce, and Cyril Shelfard, Min­
ister of Agriculture, to mark the 
start of a major government 
promotion of B.C. foods.
[ The symbol, incorporating a 
i stylized dogwood and the slo­
gan “Home Grown B.C. Qual­
ity”, has been designed to pro­
vide shoppers with easy recog­
nition of locally-grown products.
It will be incorporated on 
packaging and display material' 
in food stores and promotional 
literature and print advertising.
"There is no sense in telling 
shoppers about how good B.C. 
foods are if they can’t identify 
I them when they get to the 
I stores,” explained Mr. Skillings, 
I whose department has the prime
responsibility for the promotion­
al campaign.
“This symbol can be adapted 
to all sizes—from posters and 
large display signs down to ap­
plication bn the smallest pack­
age.”
Six Jaunts into The Field 
For Okanagan Parks Society
The Okanagan - Similkameen 
Parks Society plans six field 
trips this year, peon Blumer, 
chairman of the field trips com­
mittee, reported on the up-com­
ing hikes at the annual meeting 
this week.
The first will be in the Vaseux 
Lake area April 30. Hikers will 
i meet at the Vaseux Lake camp­
site at 9.30 a.m. to walk approx­
imately five miles.
The second trip, May 7, will 
be to Wild Horse Canyon at Ok­
anagan Mountain. Hikers will 
meet at ?) a.m. about one-eighth 
of a mile on the Kelowna side 
of Deeper Creek, on open head­
land. *
I Thqy. should park on the left 
I side of the road. The hike is 
I about 12 miles return.
I • The next trip will be May 14 to 
I the Osoyoos Arid Biotic Area 
I eight miles south of Oliver. Par- 
I ticipants should turn off Hlgh- 
I way 97 beside the Consumer 
I Concrete Company plant, cross 
I the meadow and bridge of the 
I canal and meet at the old ranch 
I house. The vyalk is two miles.
I June 25 is the date of the 
I next trip, to Conklc Lake. De-
|j)ANIEL CORRELL
tails will be announced later.
Apex and Brent Mountains 
will be the destination of the 
July 23 trip. Hikers will meet at 
8:30 a.m. at Long’s Building 
Supplies on Fairview Rd. The 
walk is approximately 12 miles 
return. The date was chosen to 
coincide with the peak of the 
alpine flower display.
The final trip will be a week­
end camping expedition to Cath­
edral Lakes Park south of Kere- 
meos. Jeeps will meet parties 
at 6 and 8 p.m. Aug. 4 at the 
bridge crossing near the park, 
approximately 12 miles from 
Keremeos, to take people and 
gear to camp 11 miles away.
Cost of the jeep ride is $10 
return and gear costs an addi­
tional $2. Participants should 
notify Mr. Blumer a month 
ahead of time.
On all t r i p s , participants 
should bring a lunch, water 
bottle, rain-gear, and first-aid 
kit. They should wear stout 
shoes and stay with the party. 
In dry country a snake-bite kit 
is recommended. Matches in a 
water-proof container, a map 
and compass are recommended.
Produce
He said he and Mr. Shelford 
had met with the heads of the 
major food stores who had 
pledged their full co-operation 
in the Buy B.C. campaign.
Mr, Skillings said he expects 
the symbol will begin appearing 
on packages and in-store pro­
motional material by early May. 
The government campaign will 
continue for at least six months 
but he expected use of the sym­
bol to continue indefinitely.
Mr. Shelford sqfd the nurpose 
of the campaign is to make 
British Columbians more aware 
of the great variety of food 
products grown and processed 
m B.C. and of their many tasty 
menu applications. “We hope to 
encourage more people to buy 
B.C. products when they are in 
season because local products 
are fresher and better, tasting 
than foods brought in from other 
provinces or imported from out­
side Canada.”
He said the agriculture indus­
try is important to the economic 
health of the province. The di­
rect value of farm production is 
over $200 million and indirectly 
agriculture generates many 
hundreds of million more dol­
lars.
The government wishes to en­
sure a healthy future for agri­
culture in the province, said Mr. 
Shelford. “It is in our own best 
interest that we have a flourish­
ing food industry right here at 
home and that we are not com­
pletely dependent .in imports."
The $200,000 government cam­
paign will include advertising in 
media throughout •'.he province, 
tie-ins with local food store pro­
motions and advertising, prepar­
ation and distribution of menu 
ideas involving different B.C. 
foods, development of B.O. food 
menus for use' in restaurants 
and hotels and efforts to pro­
mote increased consumption of 
B.C. foods by tourists and tra­
velling British Columbians dur- 
. ing the summer holiday reason.
Decision
Community Resources 
On 4 Personal Basis
"I came to Saskatoon when 
there were 112 people,” says 
Kelowna Senior citizen Daniel 
Currcll, who celebrated his 80th 
birthday, Feb. 17.
Still active' with fishing, gar­
dening and golfing diversions, 
Mr. Currcll Is a spry testi­
monial to longevity,
Born In Belfast, Ireland, In 
1883, he migrated to Canada In 
1904, settling In Sa ska tonn 
where ha stayed for four years 
as a homesteader. In 1908, he 
moved to Vancouver until 1914 
when he came to Kelowna.
An; accountant by profession 
Mr. Currcll joined the Cana 
d'nn Army engineers corps dur 
ing the Hist World War ex 
I peeling to sec, action, ‘-Hit hi: 
I fcunerlors thought him mon 
I xalunblc in his civilian trade 
I rnd he served Iwo years Iti that 
I cT'ncIty, He »|>cnt 10 years with 
I n Vancouver chartered necoun- 
I t i cy linn wiiiih he joined In 
I !!!>!>.
I Mr. Currcll retired froth busi- 
| ncss life in 1960 to pursue such 
| ax golf. /
I ’ ‘ 1 ’ i fo'.ir tinv's
li ',' ' \ v • ■ bu.
to meet with labor and manage­
ment 1 representatives.
"It appears thatnegotalatfona 
have broken down, positions 
have finned up and there’s no 
compromise from either tide,” 
Mr. Chabot said Sunday.
"It seems that there’ll bp a 
shutdown by lockout or by 
strike early this week and 
I’m attempting to avert that.”
Neither the CLRA nor union 
officials would comment
Talks in the industry resumed 
Friday after the CLRA made 
an offer of an average increase 
of 6.5 per cent in wages and 
fringe benefits in each year of
and Tr adea Council resulted 
from "escalation of strike action 
by the plumbers' union," said 
the CLRA.
. Herb Pulman, president of the 
Southern Interior Construction 
Association, could offer no com­
ment on the local situation say­
ing "everybody’s just sitting 
tight at the moment"
The plumbers went on strike 
against four contractors in Van­
couver and one in Burnaby just 
five hours before Labor Minister 
James Chabot was to meet with 
both sides in "last ditch efforts 
to avert a shutdown."
No pickets were immediately 
established. la two-year contract
Talksbe tween the building The CLRA, with a lockout 
: and trades council and the! mandate from its 840 member
CLRA broke down during the I contractors, has threatened to 
weekend. I lock out the whois industry if
: The labor minister put the I one union strikes a member
Average Mill Rate The Same 
But District 23 Up From 71.
situation into grim perspective firm.
when he announced his intention Plumbers went on strike 
■-----------------------—------------- against three Vancouver-area
firms last week however, with- 
I out any action being taken. Sat* 
urday, ironworkers at three 
Vancouver firms voted 83 per 
cent in favor of strike action 
in what they called a "defen* 
sive move.”
A lockout in 1970 shut down 
the industry for three months.
Eighteen unions with a mem­
bership of 60,000 are involved.
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Increased grants to school dis­
tricts under the education fin­
ance formula, as well as grant 
hikes to colleges will result in 
"practically no increase” in 
province-wide average school 
mill rate.
The statement was contained 
in a directive from Education 
Minister, Donald Brothers, who 
added because of the home 
owner grant increase the ma­
jority of residential property 
owners "should have a reduc­
tion in local school taxes for 
1972.”
To reduce local school taxes 
on residential property owners, 
the government increased the 
home owner grant from $170 to 
$185 and provided an additional 
grant of $50 to property owners 
over 65.
A total of $72,570,000 has been 
provided for these grants.
The government has provided
is 32.26 mins, as against 30.631 Contracts In the Industry ex­
in 1971. Operating budget this | pired at the end of March.
year in the district is $10,822,- 
844, compared with $9,125,837 in
1971. I 111 Hair Tanf
The increased budget figure f y I VI Vvlll 
this year is due mainly to con-1 
struction of more educational as |. A | 
facilities in the district I 11* l*F
The basic school tax levy is I */■ IIJ vUCII 
based on the total assessed I
value of land plus 15 per cent The local Canadian Cancer
of assessed improvement val- Society campaign, which ended 
ues, and in most of 75 school Sunday, is within 70 per cent 
districts in the province direct I of last year’s $23,000 collected 
education taxes • are offset by total.
the home owner grant. Sub-chairman of the Okana-
VETERANS' UNIT ESTABLISHED
Gunnar T. Gunderson (right) newly established local unit, 
accepts the unit plaque from . Among about 75 attending the
provincial command secretary 
Tommy Fontaine Saturday at 
the inaugural meeting jf Unit 
376 of the Army, Navy and Air 
Force Veterans. Mr. Gunder­
son is the president of the
inaugural meeting were other 
officers of the provincial com­
mand and acting mayor Aid. 
Gwen Holland.
—(Ken Rink Photo)
direct grants of $188,000,000 to 
elementary and secondary 
schools and, in addition, has 
also provided $8,520,000 for 
teacher superannuation as well 
as $1,000,000 for teacher unem­
ployment insurance. The direc­
tive also adds the government 
has also provided 322,000,000 for 
college grants to school districts 
and direct payments to colleges 
for vocational training. The to­
tal sum of provincial grants and 
payments to school district edu­
cation and training cost was 
listed as $292,090,000.
The government announcec 
the basic levy for school taxes 
for the 1972 calendar year at 
24.7 mills, adding the average 
province-wide mill rate for ele­
mentary and secondary schools 
and colleges was 31.89, compar­
ed with 31.88 in 1971.
The 1972 mUl rate in Schoo' 
District 23 (Central Okanagan)
The government estimates it gan, Rutland, Winfield drive, 
will spend $210 million this year! Win Shilvock, said today the 
in operating costs for schools campaign “went very well” al- 
and community colleges, with though tabulations have not yet 
more tonn 90 per cent of the been completed on various cam­
total gross amount budgeted by lPalgn areas which also included 
school districts for operating Kelowna, Westbank, Lakeview 
expenses of public schools elig- Heights, Casa Loma and Oka- 
ible for the grants, the govern-1 nagan Mission.
ment directive points out. The local campaign is still
It also indicates the differ-
ence of 7.19 mills between over-1X®°T I
all average mill rate of 31,891 health Unit,
and the basic 24.7 levy covers Queensway. On request, 
the local share of debt and P™ati?"s W1U als0 bLolc,“d 
capital costs, college costs and
the full cost of excess operating campaign areas by contact* 
budgeted by school districts ^fiR7oainpai®Q headquarters at 
pSXtal eUgible for fSough officiallycompleted 
PX SSSlaid the provln- Sanday- drive will be kept 
cial government “is doing ev- a1^® to donations for another
*“ “ “ *“ VrCCK»erything possible to assist the 
local taxpayers in meeting the 
rising costs of education” by 
allotting 31 per cent of its $1.4 
billion budget for education.
He warned spending of these 
public fundst is done by local 
education authorities, and it was 
“their responsibility to make 
certain that full value is receiv­





Howard Gabreau, of Winfield, 
was fined $100 for driving with­
out a valid driver’s licence and 
remanded to April 26 for sen­
tencing after he pleaded guilty 
to a charge of leaving the scene 
of an accident.
SEEN and
Gary Douglas Mower and 
Stephen Dale Jopson, both of 
no fixed address, were remand­
ed without plea to April 25, 
charged with possession of LSD.
Glen Fergus McPherson, of 
Kelowna, was fined $200 and 
prohibited from driving for one 
month, after pleading guilty to 
a charge of driving with a blood- 
alcohol level exceeding .08 per 
cent. *
Junior Forest Warden Club 
Being Formed At Westbank
Junior Forest Wardens of Some of the courses are for-
HEARD
The provincial government’s 
new bail reform act came in for 
a bit of a test in Kelowna Pro­
vincial Court today when Judge 
R. J. S. Moir ruled the RCMP 
could hold an arrested person 
for 24 hours before laying a for­
mal charge.
Michael Dirk, defence cousel 
for a Kelowna youth arrested 
Sunday, said his client should 
have appeared in court this 
morning as the 24-hour period is 
not mandatory, "and there has 
been an undue delay as far as 
the police are, concerned in 
bringing this matter before the 
court. I ask the court to order 
the Crown to bring this boy for­
ward immediately,”
.Crown Prosecutor, Hans Burkl 
said, "The Crown is not trying 
to abuse this 24-hour period, but 
has spent the time preparing its 
information correctly," adding 
that the youth was to appear in 
court later today.
, Judge Moir said, “As I read । 
the act . . . they (the police) 
can, rightfully or wrongfully, in­
sist on that 24-hour period."
B.C. will form a club in West­
bank area in the near future. 
The first organizational meet­
ing will be in the United Church 
basement hall, Tuesday, ar 7:30 
p.m.
The yoiith oriented movement 
is sponsored by Canadian For­
estry Association of B.C. and is 
a non-profit, non-political group 
devoted to the cause of conser­
vation, education and protection 
of natural resources.
6
Most of Junior Forest Warden 
courses are action programs, 
planned to get wardens out of 
classrooms and into the woods 
for practical training.
estry, woods travel, first aid, 
water safety, tree Identifica­
tion, radio communication and 
fire fighting.
All boys are to be accom­
panied by a parent to the or­
ganizational meeting.
A regional summer camp is 
under construction at Silverlake, 
near Peachland, and Junior 
Forest Wardens from Westbank 
area will have an opportunity to 
attend a seven-day conservation 
training camp-
This will include fishing, 
canoeing, hiking, and conserva­
tion education.
Paul John McHaffie, of Rut­
land, was remanded without 
plea to May 1, charged with 
possession of a stolen gold nug­
get, valued at less than $50.
John Gordon Begg, of Kel­
owna, was remanded without 
plea to April 26, charged with 
driving with a blood-nlcohol 
level exceeding .08 per cent.
Arrangements may be made 
for the limousine connecting 
Kelowna and the airport to pick 
up passengers in Rutland, says 
operator Oliver Gauthier of 
Kelowna. He is thinking of 
having a merchant phone in 
when there arc passengers to be 
picked up.
Awaited
A decision Is expected in about 
three weeks on the application 
of six Okanagan communities 
sacking accreditation for a 
joint organization to negotiate 
contracts with employees.
Kamloops, Salmon Arm, Kel­
owna, 'Penticton, Oliver and 
Osoyoos were originally accred­
ited last September through the 
Labor Relations Board as the 
Okanagan Mainline Municipal 
Labor Relations Association.
OMMLRA has since had to 
reapply for accreditation be­
cause of a procedural defect in 
the manner ln( which the six 
communities formed the bar­
gaining organization.
The Kelowna Citizens Associ­
ation has scheduled a public 
meeting Thursday in the 
Women’s Institute Hall at 8 
p.m. Resides election of new 
directors, the planned agenda in­
cludes invited comments from 
the floor on civic, municipal and 
regional government as well as 
matters related to the associa­
tion. Comments will also be en­
couraged through a ‘beef .and 
banquet' box at the door.
Henry Lukinuk, of Okanagan 
Mission, was remanded to May 




Kelowna General Hospital 
adult and children admittances 
during March fell from 611 to 
593 this year, while overall In­
patients to date rose froni 1,729 
last year to 1,748 to date this 
year. ,
The Increase Is also reflected 
In out-patients which rose from 
5,563 to date last year to 7,381 
to date this year. In the same 
category, there were 2,777 out­
patients during March this 
year, compared with 1,951 for 
the same period In 1971,
Patient • days during March 
this year totalled 5,289 as 
against 5,415 for the corres­
ponding period In 1971. PAtlcnt 
days to date this year total 
15,701, a rise from 15,608 in 
197b Ayera^e day's stay during 
March this year wns 9.1 from 
9.2 in 1071, with 8.9 average 
days to date tills year, compar­
ed with 9 dpys for the aame 
period in 1971.
Newborns during March rose 
to 81 this ye ar from 74 for Ihe 
same period last year, with 201 
Io date compared with 198 for 
th© aam« jptrfod & Wk
DANIEL CIJRRELL 
, . . spry testimony
There are a number of ways 
of proclaiming momentous oc­
casions, but one proud parent 
has come up with a novel idea. 
A fence along Bernard Avenue 
has a message to the public on 
It, "it's a boy — 7 pounds 5 
ounces." Congratulations.
Sunny
The weatherman forecasts 
clearing this evening, And his
outlook for Tuesday is for 
sunny skies and a few cloudy 
periods. The high for Tuesday 
is predicted to be a pleasant 55 
to 60 degrees. The high uhd low 
In the city Saturday was n cool 
54 and 35 compared to 53 and 
26 for the city on Sunday. The 
high and low nt the mr.xirt Sat­
urday wns 53,and 28 degrees, 
compared to a warmer 56 and 
24 for the airport <m Sunday, 
There was no precipitation re­
corded over the weekend for the 
city or airport. Overnight tow 
today is expected to be near 35 
degrees.
refused to1 disclose his average 
score. \
He hax a son, Patrick, living
CANADIAN DOLLAR
NEW YORK (CP)-*C«uadlan 
dollar up >j, at 1.00 43-64 in
in Kelowna and a daughter, terms of U S. funds. Pound stcr- 
r. lecn, residing in Kamloops, ling unchanged at $2,60t r , i l .
Mary Higgins 
Funeral Held
Funeral services were held 
from .The Garden Chapel, Sun­
day ijt 3 p.m. for Mrs. Mary 
01 Higgins, 78, of Brcndalce 
Road, Westbank, who died Fri­
day.
Mis, Higgins Is survived by 
four (ions, Ivan of Westbank. 
Paul of Moncton, Alton and 
Vaughan, both of Calgary; ope 
daughter, Mrs. Vernon Dem- 
mlngs of St. John, New Bruns­
wick; 14 grandchildren and six 
great-grandchildren.
Rev. I. G. Hind officiated. 
Remains are being forwarded 
to Newcastle, New Brunswick, 
to ba burled in the family plot.
More funds for the Kelowna
and District Safety Council's 
school bicycle safety program 
a re contributed by fire chief 
Charles Peltman, acting in
ANOTHER BOOST FOR SAFETY
s member of the council, Mfr. । month n> r pitot project tiT 
Pcttman made the $100 che- three schoola, backed by ma- 
que presentation to bicycle tertal from the British Colum- 
safety chairman, Mrs, J. H. bta Safety Council and School 
Harland, at the regular meet- District $3. „ • ' '
Ing ot council Wednesday. The । *•-
> s,
l InP
the capacity of Kelowna .. .
Rotary Club president, AuJNPKwa btgSA aarly this
I, I
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IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
Think Child Safety
The First Week In May
May 1 to 7 is Canada’s National 
Child Safety Week, a time to consider 
our responsibilities in protecting our 
young.
The toll taken of children’s lives 
and health in Canada by accidents is 
staggering—some two thousand killed 
and tens of thousands injured ser­
iously.
What can be done about it? There 
is no easy solution but progress will 
be made in reducing accidents through 
simultaneous improvement in the fol­
lowing four areas:
Safety education of children at 
home and school.
Creation of a safe environment for 
children.
The assumption of parental respon­
sibility for the safety of children.
The assumption of responsibility 
by adults, especially drivers, for the 
safety of children.
To be effective, safety education 
must change the attitudes of children 
towards safety, starting in the pram 
and continuing until adulthood.
Children must know how to cope 
with traffic before being allowed to 
‘run out and play.’ They must know 
the rules of the road and traffic saf­
ety before being allowed t.o bicycle on 
public roads. They must be taught to 
swim before allowed to play in any 
but shallow bodies of water.
To create a safe environment for 
children, all poisonous substances 
must be kept away from tots as well as 
stove and electrical hazards. The very 
young should never be ‘eft alone in
out of their control.
But it is not reasonable to place all 
the blame for accidents on children, 
cither. They do not start off as mature 
people with judgment. That takes a 
long, long time. They have short at­
tention spans. They may be safe most 
of the time but unsafe at others be­
cause they are distracted by some­
thing new, something exciting.
This is where the responsibility of 
all adults for the safety of children 
is most important. Should a child be 
sentenced to death because a driver 
wants to go at the maximum speed 
through a residential area and a 
youngster makes a mistake?
Adults must recognize that there 
are many kinds of children—some 
careful, some risk-taking, some too 
careful for their own good (like the 
adult driver who goes 25 mph in a 
60 mph zone.)
Minister of National Health and 
Welfare John Munro in a message to 
Canadians said, few tragedies can be 
as heart-breaking as death of an in­
nocent child. We learn of a child
4-2*
WMH MIO WANTED 




A LUNATIC FRINGE 
CROUP LEADER WHO 
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HIS MEETINGS WERE 
HELDUNDER5AJHSW4 
BANNERSANDALLlilS 
TRAPPINGS OPSlE HITLER 
NAZIS. ttSMWMfMEDAM)
SOLDATA
OF DOLLARS'WOtfMOF ME# OMV 
MONEtf- TASSEEDEEMEOATAACE 
iteEENW&EMZMnxwitee
k WAS T4e NAME GIVEN 0/
Jagxjes Cartier. T01UE U06& river he ' 
SAILED INTO IN 1534. THEN, BECAUSE HE 
ENTERED rr oil Tte FEAST MY oP-
ST-EAWgEfJCF, HE GAVEtTTMTSAultHME
Stanfield Won't Use Piston Job 
When He Does His Electioneering
OTTAWA (CP) — When the 
Conservatives began planning 
for the next general election 
campaign, one of the first deci- 
sios was that Robert Stanfield 
would never again wallow 
across Canadian skies in an old 
piston-driven airnlane.
With Prime Mnister Trudeau 
zipping around in a jet during 
the 1968 campaign, the compari­
son was too obvious.
struck down by a car, cremated in a 
burning home, drowned in the midst
of a joyful swim or perishing oy in- . g0 tjme> the party has 
advertently swallowing poison, and
In the 1968 campaign, Mr. 
Stanfield stressed quality of life 
while Mr. Trudeau was over­
powering that with his just soci­
ety.
One thing Conservatives plan 
on avoiding this time are long- 
t e r m commitments to any 
schedule for the leader. “Flexi­
bility. ■ is our objective,” says 
one official.
Tourists Still Go To Cuba
But Things Are 'Wearing Out'
HAVANA (CP) — Cuba still 
has a tourist industry but it 
caters mainly to Cubans and 
most of the foreign visitors 
who come to lie on the is­
land’s beautiful beaches are 
from socialist countries.
The hotels—most built by 
developers with United States 
affiliations—have -the same 
problems as the American- 
made cars that struggle nois­
ily along Havana streets. 
They need replacement parts 
to bring them up to North 
American standards and 
American companies no 
longer will sell.
Group tours of Canadians to 
Cuba began in March under 
the director of a. Toronto tra­
vel agency, which scheduled 
five chaffer flights on an ex-
perimental basis.
Graham Atkin, president of 
Unitours, said in an interview
in his Toronto office that he 
was asked in 1969 by the 
Cubans if his firm was inter­
ested. This was a time when 
Cuba was developing contacts 
in several areas to improve 
relations and trade with Can­
ada.
Atkin said one of his first 
problems was chartering an 
airplane. He got in touch with 
regional carriers in Canada 
and was told they did not 
want the job because it might 
jeopardize their charter busi­
ness with U.S. government 
agencies, such as those main-
our hearts bleed.
But do we do anything to .stop 
this needless slaughter of the inno­
cent?
The message went on to say that 
adults—not just parents and teachers 
—must assume the responsibilities for 
the safety of our children. We must 
train them from birth to avoid dan-
made arrangements 
a twin-jet DC-9, the
to charter 
same type
baths or wading pools.
A safe environment includes living r
in a home that is not a fire trap. The . ing dangers out of their way, to pro- 
‘ ‘ ‘ tecting them when they cannot pro-
gers. We are also committed to keep-
leading causes of fire are adults 
smoking, electrical hazards and de­
fective heating. A safe environment 
includes a car in which rhild passen­
gers are secured by restraining de­
vices.
Parental responsibility for a child’s 
safety is concentrated on the patient, 
positive teaching of safety starting 
with the very young. But this can all 
be undone if the parent himself or 
herself fails to teach by example,
It is not intended to give parents 
guilt complexes about safety. They 
can hardly be held responsible for 
the safety of children when they are
tect themselves.
The message concluded that child­
ren are not naturally imbued with 
protective instincts but they are nat­
urally imbued with trust in the adults 
who. surround them.
There are children who can be
of plane Mr. Trudeau used in 
the last campaign, and the type 
he is likely to use again.
Both leaders will make short, 
snapny forays out of Ottawa—as 
Mr. Trudeau did last time—and 
thus create the impression of 
being everywhere at once.
Mr. Stanfield, however, ;s not 
adopting manv other of Mr. 
Trudeau’s methods.
LOW-KEY PLANS
Conservative planners, for in­
stance, are not thinking in 
terms of shopping centre extra- 
vaganvas. More, thought is being 
given to low-key mainstreeting 
and visits to fairs, factories and 
farms.
With television and the press
FEWER PROBLEMS
This is designed to eliminate 
some of the 1968 problems—the 
leader being committed to a 
lengthy stay in one region when 
unscheduled events would have 
made it more profitable for him 
to be in another area.
taining DEW line installa­
tions.
He wrote the U.S. state de­
partment asking for a clarifi­
cation of government policy 
and subsequently received a 
telephone call from a consular 
official in Toronto.
Only in the case of major ral
recording Mr. Stanfield’s con. _ _
trained easily and others who have versations with individuals headquarters staff has been
tn learn through their mistakes. But about “the incentive society,” beefed up with exoerts, pdva-c°o about “the incentive society,”
Canada has need for all .hese differ- SS? tag-ie™
ent types of individuals. •
Guard their lives. Always be on 
the lookout for the safety of children. 
Always give them a break. They are 
the future of the country.
Full - Blown Ruckus
impact than mob scenes.
“The incentive society" will 
be one of Mr. Stanfield’s key 
phrases in the campaign, say 
organizers. He already has 
begun referring to it in some of 
his speeches.
badly dressed,” & European 
businessman who makes regu­
lar trips to Cuba said. “But 
after I had been here a month 
I didn't think so,”
SHORT OF MEAT
The clothing the Cubans 
have is plain and so is the 
food.
Lack of meat at restaurants 
is one of the things that 
makes Cuba an unattractive 
vacation spot for many North 
Americans.
Another irritant for visitors 
Is the fact that there are fre­
quent periods of electric 
power failures, often in the 
early evenings.
Hotel prices In Cuba are 
reasonable—about one-quarter 
of the prices in North Ameri­
can cities.
Prices for meals at hotels 
which cater exclusively to for­
eigners are slightly less than 
prices at hotel restaurants in 
Canada. The government re­
cently established a dual price 
structure at other tourist fa- 
cilitles—one for foreign and 
one for Cuban tourists.
A few Canadian tourists do 
go to.Cuba each month during 
the winter but considerable 
advance preparation Is neces­
sary. The shortest route to 
Havana by air Is via Mexico 
City and advance hotel reser­
vations are needed. After ar­
riving in Havana reservations 
must also be made if the vis­
itor wants to eat at a restaur­
ant away from his hotel or 
travel to another part of 
Cuba.
Money-Producing Solution 
Seen For Left-Over Woodstuff
EVERETT, Wash. (AP) — 
What does a lumber mill owner 
do with tons of wood chips, 
bark, sawdust and sanding dust 
left over from making lumber?
If he can’t sell it to pulp 
mills, make compressed fire­
place logs out of it or burn it
blocks, corrosion-proof sewer 
pine, rocket motor insulation, 
ablative heat shields, cryogenM 
(suner cold) insulation for am 
other use where resistance 18..
extreme heat, cold or radiation 
is a requirement,” he said. 1
Tucker said he originally was 1 
looking for an economic means 
of producing c a r b o n for in­
dustry.
Once the furnace is heated to
in his, mill operation—provided 
the burning doesn’t violate air 
pollution laws—he lets it pile up.
However, a money-producing 
solution may be in store for 1.500 degrees by liquefied gas, ]
him through the invention of the gas is shut off, and the oxy­
gen in the organic material jGordon Tucker of Buckley, 
Wash., backed by several Ever­
ett men. They have teamed to 
offer companies a furnace they 
say won’t pollute the air, -md 
produces pure carbon, market­
able to rubber companies andAtkin said he was told “the -
United States government and ® 2J'inutn, an^ steel firms. — . _ . _ _ T’ha Arihf nvknnr.4 AUthe OAS (Organization of 
American States) would not 
condone any activity which 
would put new sources of for­
eign exchange in the hands of
The only exhaust gas, they 
say, is carbon dioxide, accom­
panied by water vapor.
American Boiler Works, in
lies will plans be completed the Castro government, 
more than four or five days in Air Canada was then ap- 
advance.
Except in the West, where big 
meetings remain the most at­
tractive feature of campaigns, 
Conservative planners are hop­
ing to keep rallies to a mini­
mum. They feel that as much 
can be accomplished through a 
televised chat with a farmer or 
factory Worker as through a 
strenuous 40-minute speech in a 
hall.
Unlike 1968, the Conservative 
organization is highly tuned for 
the coming cam p a i g n. The
teams are ready to move across 
the country to lay the ground­
work for Mr. Stanfield’s visits, 
and a whole new communica­
tions network has been estab­
lished'.
“If groundwork by itself won 
elections,’’ said one organizer, 
“we’d have it.”
Everett, has built a prototype 
furnace Tucker has been dem­
onstrating to wood products in-
being burned sustains the fur- |
nace without additionl outside ]
fuel, he said. |
The furnace is almost main- I
tenance free, he said, because 1
it has few moving parts. . |
“Also, since the waste mate- , 1 
rials are reduced to carbon, 
carbon dioxide and water vapor, 
there is nothing left in the fur- ■ 
na ce to clean out,” he said. J
By mixing oxygen with wood * 
waste in the combustion cham­
bers, he said, all of the waste ;
(Victoria Colonist)
Now it is Stanford that is stealing 
Berkeley thunder in controversial is­
sues. Far-out people with far-out ideas 
seem to grow bold in the California 
sun and the latest to germinate what is 
blossoming into a. full-blown ruckus 
is the Nobel prize winner, Dr. William 
Shockley, co-inventor of die amazing 
transistor.
Abandoning the field of science in 
■which he excels, Dr. Shockley has 
plunged head-long into the science of 
genetics with a theory he calls “dys- 
gcnics” which has the blood of racism . 
nearing boiling point.
He defines “dysgenics” fcs meaning 
“retrogressive evolution through die 
disproportionate reproduction of the 
genetically disadvantaged." In simp­
ler terms, he’s saying that the quality 
of the human species is deteriorating 
because blacks who already have low­
er intelligence quotients than whites, 
are breeding faster.
The transistor expert has proposed, 
as what he calls a ‘Thinking exercise,”’ 
that people with a low IQ should 
paid by-the government lo be steril­
ized. He argues that the government 
would save money by not having to 
support the children of such people 
with welfare assistance.
dents have organized successful dis­
ruptions of his classes, burning him in 
effigy on one occasion. Students for a 
Democratic Society, a national group 
which was once a major radical force, 
.has firing sights set on him.
Algoma Steel Chief Raos Japan 
For Its 'Unfair Competition'
On the other hand, Dr. Shockley. lion from foreign^steel produc- 
has supporters in other “higher and
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ont. of the steel used in Canada—ai- 
(CP) — Canada’s anti-dumping most 2.000,000 tons—compared 
legislation is almost totally inef- with 15 per cent the previous 
fective against unfair competi- year.
‘ • “A very large part of the in­
Certainly his theory is (honght-pro- 
voking, but some facts arc missing 
which rule it out of the lecture thea­
tre where Dr. Shockley would take it. 
In attempting lo do so, he is asking 
for nothing but trouble. And he is 
getting it. Stanford authorities arc 
showing resistance and groups of stu-
finer” places. Professors Arthur Jen­
sen at Berkeley and Richard Hcrrn- 
stein a( Harvard hold with his belief 
that welfare aid programs, by cncour- 
. aging selective “down-breeding” will 
produce tragic results in that “the 
consequences may be a form of gene­
tic enslavement that will provoke ex­
tremes of racism with agony for all 
citizens.”
They aren’t admitting that extremes 
already have been reached, and some­
thing is being done about racism; slow 
as it might be, progress is being made 
toward equality.
And most important is that “down- 
breeding” basis to the Shockley 
theory. Scientists actually working in 
genetics claim it is not possible to 
reach any conclusions on the role of 
genetics in determining the . intelli­
gence quotient until the social and 
physical environment in which black
, people arc raised becomes compar­
able with the environment in which 
most whites are raised.
This position is taken by the entire 
faculty of the department of genetics 
at Stanford’s medical school in den­
ouncing the theory of “dysgcnics.”




, IQ YEARS AGO 
April 1962 
Charles Heathman, who wait twice 
arrested and tried In Vernon on a 
charge of murdering a ten year old boy, 
declared to a Vancouver Sun reporter 
that he did kill the boy. He was twice 
sentenced to hang for the come but 
eventually set free by the B.C. Court of 
Appeal.
20 YEARS AGO 
April 1052 
W. A. C. Bennett was named tho 
Social Credit candidate for South Okan­
agan; defeating Andrew Ritchie, reeve 
of Glenmore. who was nominated by 
John Clark. After the voting Mr. Bennett 
was presented with a new broom bv > 
Mra. Bartier, as a symbol In the South 
Okanagan contest.
30 TEARS AGO 
April 1942 
Two thousand, two hundred men, 
women and children spent two huirs 
viewing Canada's army train at the 
C.N.R. station. A'steady stream of cit. 
Dens passed through,the <ars, viewing 
the ■ exhibition of service etiutpment, 
from Mills bombs to tanks. Sixty offic­
ers and men composed the staff of the 
train.
ers, particularly those,in Japan,, 
David S. Holbrook, president of
Algoma Steel Corp., said.
In a speech prepared for de­
livery to company stockholders, 
Mr. Holbrook said Ottawa must 
take action to protect segments 
of the steel industry from unfair 
cut-nrice competition.
“Whole segments of the 
.United States industry have 
been effectively destroyed by
imports from Japan and else­
where, "he said.
creased imports came from 
Japan which more than doubled 
its shipments to Canada last 
year.
“Shipments into Eastern Can­
ada, where Japanese steel was 
not previously an important fac­
tor, increased more than five 
times to 400,000 tons.”
FACILITIES THE BEST
Mr. Holbrook said “it is well 
known” that the Japanese pro­
ducers are given a great deal of
“I don’t want the same thing encouragement and assistance 
by their government, enablingto happen here, and I don't 
think it has to."
Mr. Holbrook told the com­
pany annual meeting Imports 
increased by 46 per cent in 1971 




If Alan McIntosh, MD (letter, 
April 20, 1072) can manage to
them to build “some of the most 
modern and efficent facilit'es 
in the Western world ovbr the 
last decade;"
The Japanese mills are built 
at capital costs far lower than 
those prevailing in North Amer­
ica and “In operating these fa­
cilities they have the advantage 
of hourly-omplovment costs less 
than one-third those in Canada,
as well as rapidly rising output
proached and after lengthy 
discussions, Atkin said, the 
Crown corporation agreed to 
provide a charter aircraft.
Unitours first scheduled a 
charter tour to Cuba in Nov­
ember, 1970, but Air Canada 
cancelled out, saying equip­
ment was not available. The 
charter would have left 
shortly after the kidnappers of 
James Cross were flown from 
Montreal to Havana in return 
for the release of Cross.
,U n i t o ur s tried again in 
April, 1971, but the Cuban 
tourist agency cancelled re­
servations, saying hotel em­
ployees were needed to work 
on the sugar cane harvest.
Atkin said another problem 
has been finding accommoda­
tions that approach North 
American standards. The Uni­
tours groups spend four days 
at Varadero Beach and four 
days at Havana—about two 
hours apart by car or bus. 
FEAR BLACK MARKET
Lack of adequate facilities 
apparently is one reason why 
the Cubans have been cau­
tious about encouraging tour­
dustry representatives the past 
couple of weeks. Western Prod­
ucts Developmen tCo., Everett, 
a firm devoted to promoting 
inventions to solve environmen­
tal problems, is backing the 
venture.
“What makes this furnace so 
attractive to the industry is 
that it is a pollution-free oper-
ism and one observer of 
Cuban foreign trade and rela­
tions said another reason is 
the “revolutionary ethic.” Fa- 
ci 111 i e s once reserved for 
wealthy tourists and high-in- ,
come residents have been 
converted to.. accommodate 
mass groups.
Tourists may expose Cu­
bans to influences that the 
Castro government considers 
undesirable and they may ex­
pand black market trading in 
a country where consumer 
items arc scarce.
A large portion of available 
hotel rooms in Cuba is rc- 
served for honeymooners. 
Cuban couples get about a 
week free at a hotel when 
they marry.
Russian tourists come to 
Cuba regularly. There is an 
Aeroflot flight weekly from 
Moscow and a diplomat In Ha­
vana said the trip is a reward 
for exemplary Soviet workers.
“The first time I came here 
I thought the Russians were
Exchange Set
per man hour." _ .
...  Mr. Holbrook said Japanese ( anp+Q 
ond, i Would like to 'set the tariff and administrative bar- I UI VUUCIO 
record straight for him. riers give almost total protcc- OTTAWA (CP) —
The recent council salary in- tion in the home market.
“I would venture to soy that.
cool his hilarity for just a scc-
Cadet ex'
creases (long overduel were
not of Mayor Roth's instigation, not one-tenth of one per cent of 
but came as the result of an the steel consumed In Japan
Indcpendent study, 
’ It must bt> many n year 
since an MD had to get by on 
an income comparable to the 
modest stipend granted the 
mayor. Only a man of Hilbert
Roth's dedication would 
it worthwhile.





lation requires that Canadian 
prices be lower than those 
charged In the foreign produc­
ers’ home market, and that 
dumping has caused material 
Injury to Canadian production.
ation and can burn 
waste, including 
Tucker said.





include anodes for- aluminum 
manufacturing, fire bricks for 
ovens and other high tempera­
ture environments, building
can be consumed If the user** 
does not want a carbon product. 
For the user who does want to | 
produce carbon, Tucker has en- ! 
couraging figures. i
“There is a one-milllon-ton .
market for carbon annually in ' 
the Pacific Northwest,” ha 
said.
“Kaiser Aluminum in Spo­
kane, for instance, is shipping 
carbon from Pennsylvania ad 
Texas to supply their plant.
“It takes two pounds of pure 
carbon for every one pound of 
aluminum produced,” he said/, 
“and our furnace turns out 
pure, carbn useable in a variety 
of industries.” .
Tolerable Levels Of Mercury 
For Humans Being Assessed
OTTAWA (CP) — An Interna- not be released until the report 
tiona) committee looking into was ready.
tolerable levels of mercury for As well, he said, the report 
humans has decided “it could would only “suggest provisional 
not set the level so low" that it tolerable weekly intakes ” Each 
would interfere with diets of
those who get their main pro­
tein from fish or disrupt the 
fishing industry.
country still would determine its 
own standards.
The WHO release said mer­
cury poisoning outbreaks occur
A news release from the Ge- from time to time and cannot 
neva-based World Health Or- be predicted. It said unborn ba- 
ganization said a nine-nation bies sbow extreme sensitivity to 
committee of WHO and United eyen levels of mercury if
Nations experts plans early rec- “>e mother is exposed and that, 
ommendations regarding maxi- fbere,,seems to be some rela- 
, mum levels of mercury for indi- tlonshlp between exposure to
vlduals following a technical re­
view early this month.
The current WHO standard Is 
.05 parts per million in the daily 
food as a safe maximum. Other 
countries, including Canada and 
the United, States have estab­
lished .5 ppm—10 times the 
WHO level—as the maximum 
allowable standard for food.
Canadian standards , have in­
terfered with the fishing indus­
try, especially Nova Scotia 
swordfishing, and have caused 
some fish to be kept off the 
markets because the standards 
were exceeded.
However, other countries and 
some U.S, states still are har­
vesting fish that exceed Cana- 
, dian pollution standards,
D. M, Smith of Ottawa, vice- 
chairman of the nine-nation 
, committee, said Wednesday the 
report will not be available until 
Inter this year and figures could
mercury in fish and the incid­
ence of genetic disturbance.
“The committee took these 
factors into account in deter­
mining the maximum tolerable 
intake of mercury in food,” the 
release said, adding members 
could not recommend levels so 
low that those who depend on 
fish as a diet staple would bo 
deprived of this food.
Mercury levels in fish re­
ceived considerable . attention 
from the committee because 
levels in most fish are higher 
than in other foods, it said. I
"It was also necessary to take j 
Into account the situation of the 
fishing industry, already se­
verely affected In some areas 
such as Sweden, Eastern United 
States and Canada,” it said. 
"Unemployment, lack of Income 
and possible malnutrition In 
fishermen’s families could not 
but defeat the purposes of pub­
lic health workers,"
change programs involving Can­
ada, the Caribbean, Britain and 
West Germany were announced 
here by the defence department.
Canada will send 94 cadets to 
the Caribbean, 30 to Britain and 
10 to West Germany this sum­
mer to participate in training 
activties, sports events, rifle 
matches, mountain-climbing, 




40 YEARS AGO 
April 1032
Big ncWs from the, Kelowna Oil Well 
No. 1—oil shows up strongly in the bore. 
Petroleum of the best type, namely 
parrafln base, has been making Its 
appearance in Increasing quantities dur­
ing the Inst 35 feet of drilling. Tho bore 
passed tho 2500 foot level today, and 
continues In marine limestone,
50 YEARS AGO
April 1922
Two dead, seven wounded, was the 
loll of last niglit’s fighting in the town 
of Mullingcr, Ireland, Troops of the 
Free State gained control of ||^ town 
following severe fighting, and ciplured 
25 prisoners, n number of rifles and 
Ujuch ammunition,
60 YEARS AGO 
, April 1912
The Kelowna Boy Scouts gave their 
first entertainment In the Opera House, 
and showed a surprising rale ^f pro­
gress under tho instruction »f Mr. V. R. 
Gilmore, There are six |>atrols cf which 
the leaders are W. Duggan, W. Fletcher- 
Albert Curts, D MctyUtlnn. George <»its 
, and Clareijcp Jones! H. T. Biwd, pro­
vided plana accompaniment, <o the phy­
sical drillr’and aonga,
firomptfl him to ignore party Ines In fioekihg the quickest 
way to realize his pinna for the 
betterment of his fellow man.
„ A similar number of cadets
But home-market prices "are, frorn the West Indies will vhilt 
almost Impossible to phi down,” Canada in the some period.
and few Canadian producers 
have been successful In provlhg 
they had suffered material in-
jury.
The Canadian Industry proba-
If Dr. McIntosh could awnp 
shoes with the mayor for an ...
hour, he’d find It takes a lot bly was not seriously damaged
more than a bedside, manner, ’ bv the sharp rise In Imnorts In
or even a eoup|c of vipulns, to 1971, he said, but If the trend in 
the Imports continnea “the existing 
antl-duinplng legislation Is rot 
going to lx> very helpful to the
resolve the problems of 
City of Kelowna.
Yours truly, 
ED SPILLER. Canadian steel Industry,
TODAY in HISTORY
Anrll ?L, 1972 ...
Gen. Sir, l'>cdcilck ,Dob- , 
son Middleton was held up 
on his advance on Luis 
Riel during the Second Riel ' 
Hclicllloii 87\years ago to- 
day-in 188!)-r-when he met, 
a force of Metis al Fl:;h 
Creek, Sask, The cnfqigc- 
miiit.dn the South Saak it 
chewnn River waa only a 
i iiiiMriiry check to bls ad- 
\an< e and nn. May 13 lie <ic 
fcaicd Ricl’i main force nt 
Batoche and Riel was cap­
tured a few days later. >
1951—United States forces 
'in Germany were armed 
with six atomic cannons. ’>
WSSn-SIr Winston Church­
ill became a Knight of the 
Order of the Garter.
1956—Tlie Red River, 
which' liegati rising at Win­
nipeg April 21, floodcdTnost 
of Emerson, Man.
1919—(; n n d y rationing 
ended in Britain: it was 
lain i emimed until 1951
1898-Wai4 was \dc< Inn «| 
against tho United .States by 
Spain.
Canada In the some jierlod.
During July 3 to Aug, 12 a
special camp will be net up in 
Banff National Park, It will be 
attended by 27fi Canadian mas­
ter cadets, 12 cadets from Brit­
ain and 10 from West Germany.
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Press Is ex- 
to the use for 
al) news dis- 
to it or tl>n 
or Reuters in
thiM paper and kino the k'-al 
ium publlslicdtherein All 
nghtn of republication of ape- 
rial dhjjnt he« herein are also 
reserved
By BQB BOWMAN
According to the official 
record, the marching song of
the Princess Patricia’s Cann
(Ilan Light Infantry Is a medley 
of Has Anyone .Seen the Colo­
nel?, Tipperary, and Mademo­
iselle from Armentlcrs,
However, anyone who has 
been close to the Princess Pats 
knows that their favorite song Is 
Tlieky-Dam-Do, about the em­
blem that was made for them 
by Princess Patricia herself,
Canada's famous permanent 
force regiment was formed In 
Ottawa Aug. 10, 1914, of men 
who had already seen military 
service. It was the first regi­
ment to go overscan In tl|c First 
World War and landed In Fence 
, Dec, 21, 1914, as part of the 
llriiish 27|h Division, Later It 
joined the Canadian Corps and 
three of its members won the 
Victoria Cross: Lieut. Hugh 
McKenzie, Sgt. G, II. Mullin 
,and Sgt. Robert Spall.
The Princess Pats were put 
on active service basis Sept. 1, 
1939, for the Second World War. 
, They were In action In Sicily, 
Italy, and Northwest Europe 
and won iniuiy det'orntlons,
1 ne Princess Pats were Io ac­
tion again In the Korean War 
and arrived at Pusan Dec. 18, 
1950 On April 24, 1951, at Ka-
pyong, they held Hill 677 against 
, a force of 0,000 Chinese and 
atopped their advance after two 
days of hard fighting, For this 
action they were awarded a 
U.S. presidential citation, the 
only time this honor has been 
given to a Canadian unit.
Lt,-Col,' J, R, Stone, the coin-' 
mending officer, was awarded a 
second bar to \hls DSO while 
Captain J; G, W1 Mills received 
the Military Cross, Pte, W. R. 
Mitchell a DCM and Pte. K. F. 
Bnrwlno the Military Medal,
At present the 1st Battalion Is 
stationed nt Calgary and tho 
2nd Battalion at Winnipeg, , 
OTHER APRIL 24 EVENTS
1620—Champlain sailed from 
Dieppe on 11th voyage to Can­
ada.
IHSk-PHncc Edward hkin I
achieved responsible 




1885—General Mlddleten r 
tacked Moth nt Fish Cr:*°k.
1895—Royal commiHi'oii < 
liquor made its rcpoYt,
1896—Ixtrd Strathcona beco^o 
Canadian high coinmhaloncr to 
Britan. ’>
1952 Find nhlpmenl of oil 
from Alberta arrived at Sarnia, 
Ont, by pipeline and tanker, 
1056-Trade mission from 
Britain began tour of Canada.
..
THEY'RE READY TO GO
Good weather has brought morning against Winfield. ' Dawes, Craig Bakala. 
the ball teams out every- From left, front, Ralph Morri- Murphy, Larry March, Gerald 
where. Members of Division son, Robin Ottenbreit, Todd Lenarcic; rear, assistant 
6, Rutland Juvenile Soccer Buchanan, Alex Draper, Peter coach, Ted Dawes, sponsor 
Association, paused before Thompson; second row, Mi- , Orest Bakala. Coach Fred
Kelly
DISTRICT PAGE
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank 
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Winfield Hospital Auxiliary 
Buys Wheelchair, Patient Aid
WINFIELD (Special) — The 
April meeting of the Winfield 
Hospital Auxiliary was held in 
the Centennial room of the Win­
field Memorial Hall with 21 
members in attendance.
A wheelchair and portable 
patient helped have been pur­
chased by the auxiliary for use 
by area residents. The wheel­
chair can be borrowed by con­
tacting either Mrs. J. Dehnke, 
Mrs. Frank Wilson or Mrs. Jim 
Campbell. A refundable down 
payment is required. The port­
able patient helper is currently 
out on loan.
President, Mrs. Jake Sallen- 
bach, reminded the members 
that the 1972 hospital auxiliary 
regional conference will be held 
in Summerland April 24. Dele­
gates, Mrs. Sallenbach and Mrs.
willing to donate any article 
such as baking, white elephants, 
looks, etc. may do so by con­
tacting any member of the auxil­
iary and pick-up will be arrang­
ed.
A parade advertising the fair 
will be held May 12.
The auxiliary is currently 
finalizing plans to cater to a 
luncheon for Hiram Walker on 
May 4.
Before the serving of a de­
licious -refreshments by host­
esses, Mrs. Hugh Brown anc. 
Mrs. Ed Galigan, the president 
reminded members to attend 
the Kelowna .Hospital Auxiliary 
Fair on May 6.
their first tangle Saturday chael Shell, David Gaal, Tim
ft CH g MUSICALLY SPEAKING
A Second Look
At Oklahoma!
March met the team at Win­
field. Some of the smaller 
boys found their sweaters 
much too big for them.
—(Courier Photo)
Wharves, Softball And Rentals 
Discussed By Rec. Commission
Michael Lingenfelter will at­
tend. The Winfield auxiliary is 
planning to set up a display at 
this conference.
The Spring Red Cross Blood 
Donors Clinic will be held at 
the Winfield Memorial Hall on 
May 9 from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 
pan. and from 6:30 p.m. to 8 
p.pi. The Oyama Legion is do­
nating a trophy to the organiza­
tion whose members donate the 
most pints of blood. This will 
be done on a percentage basis 
of eligible donors. Hospital 
auxiliary volunteers working at 
the clinic will be as follows:
Afternoon shift: Recovery 
Room, Mrs. David Rayfield, 
Mrs. Margaret Teel and Mrs. 
Trudy Wharton; registration, 
Mrs. Ken Tiessen and Mrs. 
Bob Henderson; coffee, Mrs. 
Michael Lingenfelter, Mrs. A. 
Roundhill; recorder, Mrs. Hugh 





ficers of the Peachland Ladies’ 
Curling Club for the 1972-73 sea­
son were elected recently at a 
meeting held, at the home of 
Mrs. Pete Veger.
President - elect was Pat 
Brown, with Edith Carley as 
vice-president, while the club’s 
new secretary is Anne. De Leen- 
heer and treasurer is Doloris 
Houghtaling.
At this meeting league tro­
phies were awarded and the 
Brenda Mines Trophy went to 
the Joan Cousins rink. The Bill 
Robinson Trophy was awarded 
to the Kay Chevalier rink.
A vote of thanks from the club 
was given to retiring president, 
Joan Cousins, and the executive 




MON., TOES. & WED. ONLY
lb
GROUND BEEF
Canada Good, Canada Choice
69c 3* 1.99
Prime Rib Roast « aq 
Canada Good, jgOj'
Canada Choice .............—  D>.
ROUND STEAK









A small reprise for Oklahoma! I attended again Friday 
evening but for the first act only. I wanted to hear Curly sing 
Oh, What a Beautiful Morning and the Surrey With The Fringe 
on Top, once more. He was still in full voice, gorgeously rend­
ered, and he was performing his songs with a bit more move­
ment and meaning. For the uninitiated ... to perform a song 
as well as sing it introduces meaningful action to the words. 
That is why musical theatre demands that a singer act as 
well. There can be no more of just standing and singing the 
song arid then when finished go on with the acting out of the 
story. At the same time a good actor may get away with just 
performing a song without actually giving voice. It’s all very 
involved but is part of what we call total theatre.
Carly looked the part, but why couldn’t he smile once in a 
while? He was much too serious all the time. He could take a 
leaf from Ado Annie, and by the way, Gloria’s Ado Annie is the ‘ 
perfect example of a song superbly performed as well as sung.
I liked Will Parker Friday night. He had at last managed 
to contact the audience and was really communicating. Laurey 
was in fine voice but still a bit stiff. She was performing her 
songs to better advantage but not participating enough in the 
other characters’action.
I sat at the back Friday and saw the Dream Ballet to better 
advantage with much more perspective. With local male danc­
ers acquiring more expertise as time goes on, the ballets, 
Wherever male dancers are needed, are more polished with the 
choreography more advanced than in the past. For the Dream 
Ballet, Dr. Lloyd was able to follow the Agnes de Milles chor­
eography. Michael Meakin as a professional was a great asset. 
Friday Regina Bittner had lost her nervousness and was the 
lovely young and beautiful untouched Laurey. Her mime was 
superb.
Earlier, Friday I attended Dr. Knox Secondary to hear the 
Naden Band perform for some five hundred junior secondary 
music students. In the interim since Tuesday I had forgotten 
how badly put of tune the Oklahoma orchestra sounded. After 
hearing the Naden Band so beautifully tuned, the music at 
night was a shock to my ears. What a pity when the source of 
a fine combo was right there all the time ... the bass, the per­
cussion, Brock Lupton's clarinet and the superb piano. A good 
small is preferable to a large awful.
Dr. Lloyd wishes it understood by the public, “that all 
money donated over the years by KMP, KTP and KLT is used 
as bursaries for senior students to attend the Banff School of 
•Fine Arts. And is not, as quoted on the Oklahoma program, 
given to the Canadian School of Ballet”.
The Naden Band was a joy, fine band music superbly 
played. The music ranged from Mozart, to rock. Yes rock, and 
I stayed and because the ensemble was so beautifully in tune 
it did not hurt these poor old ears.
Naden knows how to entertain junior secondary music 
students and I am certain many of these present Friday morn­
ing will be encouraged to go further, more seriously, with their 
music studies.
As a fine example ns to what can happen our own, Stewart 
Dawson, son of Scotty Dawson Is a member of the band and is 
now playing the flute. He joined the band six years ago after 
two years of training nt the band school. As the master of 
ceremonies. stated in his closing remarks, “If you young 
people have any dca you might want to join an organization 
such as ours our advice to you Is to practice, practice.”
The band is currently touring the province before leaving 
on n tour of California, New Zealand and Australia. School 
■district 23 is grateful for the largess of the Canadian Forces 
HUmunand. Such listening Is necessary If our students are ever. 
B%ing to know what a good performance represents. How else 
Penn they broaden their horizons? _______ _________
PEACHLAND (SpeciaD- 
Wharves on the beach, softball 
and the structure of hall rentals 
were all matters dealt with at 
a special meeting of the Peach­
land Parks and Recreation Com­
mission last week.
A full discussion was held on 
regulating wharves on munici­
pal beaches, and the commis­
sion drew up a brief for presen­
tation to municipal council at 
their next council meeting. The 
four-part motion was read and 
passed unanimously by the com­
mission.
After much discussion it was 
decided that owing to a lack of 
response and poor urnout at the 
April 12 meeting on family soft- 
ball, there will be no Parks and 
Recreation - sponsored softball
this season. Though members 
came to tnis decision reluctant­
ly,"' softball, it was felt, must 
have a large number of parents 
willing to help to be a success. 
It. was reported the hardball 
group are off to a good start, 
with these boys playing regu­
larly.
The park advisory committee 
has recommended that work on 
the installation, of a water sys­
tem on Trepanier Creek Park 
be started immediately. The 
meeting authorized this com­
mittee to go ahead.
E. W. Lawby requested infor­
mation as to hall rentals for use 
of the Community Hall. He ask­
ed why a community organiza­
tion, such as the Peachland 
Chamber of Commerce, should 
be charged for a dinner meet­
ing. Chairman Don .Wilson ex­
plained that all organizations 
pay hall rent if they are not 
sponsored by the Parks and
Evening shift: Recovery 
room, Mrs. Sigh Kokayashi, 
Mrs. Laura Walker, Mrs. John 
Dehnke, Mrs. John Hein and 
Mrs. O. L. Kleppe; coffee, Mrs. 
Len Michalkowand Mrs. Frank 
Wilson; recording, Mrs. Ed 
Galigan; registration, Mrs. Jim 
Campbell and Mrs. Graham 
Campbell; juice, Mrs. John Fiw- 
chuk.
A colorful array of prizes and 
crafts to be used at the annual 
Hospital Auxiliary Spring Fair 
were on display. The fair will 
be held in the Winfield Hall on 
May 13, beginning at 2 p.m.
Any organization or resident
BEST FUEL
Up to the mid-1800s, the best 
lighting fuel was sperm whale 
oil.
Rutland KDRS Branch Plans 
To Take A Summer Breather
RUTLAND (Stuff)—The local 
branch of Kelowna irid District 
Retirement Services will cense 
most activity for the summer 
months. Tills was lecidcd Sun­
day afternoon when n group of 
■enior citizens met In the Cen­
tennial Hall. Visits will con­
tinue to two area rest homes, 
and a meeting will be held in 
the fall to discuss the future of 
the group.
“We had quite a strong group 
hero nt one time,” nnld Mrs. J. 
A. Rigale of Kelowna,' KDRS 
Executive director. “But people





Ixrcatcd on Hwy. 97 
Jtnl South of the Odeon 
Drive-In
Open Tues, thru Sun. 
, 10 a.m. 'til dusk
George Pringle
I Recreation Commission. He sug- 
|| । g gested that all waivers for hal
Haaaf Mud Ante rent should be bought up at IIUIIUI JIUllVlIlj the commission meeting prior 
to the event, so that all special 
\ dispensations could be dealt 
WESTBANK (Special)—Once I with by the membership.
more the honor roll is out for I-----------------------------—---------
George Pringle Secondary , 
School, and following ■ are the 
honor students for the April re­
port period.
Grade 12 students include Clif­
ford , Addison, Gary Brookfield, 
David Duncan, Bill Huva and 
Elizabeth Janse, Randy Taneda 
and Aven Wakefield.
Grade 11 honor coll students 
are, Gregory Ehlers, Ruoeri 
Griffin, Bruce Kennedy, Larrie 
Lund, Janice Martens, John 
Sherstobitoff and Jim Slater.
Grade 10: Dan Ashman, Sally 
Mae Dobbin, Wendy Fraser, 
Angie Genovese, Jan Hewlett, 
John Knapp, Iris Proctor and 
Garth Walker.
Grade 9: Diane Angus, Bren­
da Balson, Renata Bauert, Tim 
Charman, Joe Furman, Linda 
Gallant, Nirmal Gidda, Debra 
Grumann, Glen Griffin, Tom 
Hiebert, Linda Huva, Leslie 
Miller, Jo-Ann Ramsey, Joanne 
Tjaden, David Toevs, Steffnn 
Toth, Ray Turner and Julia 
Loan.
Grade 8: Susan Anstruther, 
Linda Cross, Rosemarie Ficke, 
Kathy Fitzpatrick, Mary Gor­
man, .Wendy Groiss, Janice 
Tjaden, Chrlstyanne Maxson, 
Heidi Mueller, Kristine Mylly- 
korpi, Karen Raffelnor, Lori 
Rlchnrdsbn, Debra Schellen­
berg, Wendy Tanaka, Margaret 
Valair and Maureen Van Spron- 
sen.
LARGE FAMILY
There are at least 250 differ­
ent species in the shark family 
of fishes.
so
oil but visits to the rest homes 
were dropped. With the com­
munity growing the way it Is, 





Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Includes t 
5 , courses, salad and 












■ A PUBLIC 1
STATEMENT |
by Mir I
"It is our belief that Mir liquid 
detergent is one of the finest 
and most effective products 
you can get for the price. 
Ours is an extremely low 
profit, high volume brand. In 
spite of little advertising Mir 
has usually been Canada's 
biggest selling brand for over 
ten years. Women lov it for 
its effectiveness,, pleasing 
odor and particularly for its 
price. Of course, there are 
other excellent brands. But, 
we suggest you try our Mir 







, P.S. It’s fully guaranteed.
FREEZER BEEF
Canada Choice, Canada Good
SIDES ib 73c HINDS ib. 83c
PORK SIDES ........... ib. 49c





Nobody else has it.
Solid state ignition.
See the new 1972 
Lawn-Boy line.
The Super CD Series is the first lawn 
mower to use a complete solid state 
ignition system: This means no breaker 
points to wear out. No coil or conden­
ser problems. Instead, you get a re­
markable new, one component capacitor 
discharge system that's trouble-free. 
And you get more power. With up to , 
four times more plug life. These new 
solid state ignition models are extra 
quiet—-thanks to a full circle muffler. 
Best of all, they're built to last for 
years. Just like our hew Deluxe 
“MAG” Series—-with their famous 
Lawn-Boy engine, the one power unit
that most experts consider to be the 
finest lawn mower engine in the world. 
(It’s got only 3 moving parts—fewer 
parts to wear). Our Deluxe “MAG” 
models also come with clog-free grass- 
catchers. And feature whisper-quiet 
operation as well. See all 14 new 1972 
Lawn-Boy’s at your nearest dealer. 
Choose die model you need for your 
lawn. We’ve got push, self-propeUcd 
and riders. Whichever one you 
buy—years from now You’ll a 







Brand Seven, 15 oz..... ................
CiOIIP Heinz, tomato or




Shapes That Cotfl 
Guys Go For
Aviator and wire-frames 
. , . top shapes arc here, 
Seo them.
Far expert flttfM* ae« 
Wayne IL KenM
LONDON OPTICAL
438 Lawrence Ph. 2-4516





A product of Outboard Marino Corporation 
of Canada Ltd,, patarborough, Canada, 
makara of Evlnrudd and Johnson Outboard 
Molora. O.M.C, Stam Drive onglnaa, 
Evlnruda and Johnaon anowmobllas, and Pioneer 
Chain Sawa.
Lawn-floy conforms to 
vAJ* * COPEA sslsly standards,
Lawn-Bop






. . 5 99c
You may pay your Okanagan Telephone 
and Wed Kootenay Power bills al Dion's
WIN A TURKEY
This week, 2 lu<;ky ihoppen will each win a 
Turkey. Enter at the checktaL





- OF RUTLAND - 
Open 7 Days a Week - 9 to 9 
PHONE 765-5152
HITHER and YON





Mrs. Ernest Smalley 
| Florenceville, N.B., was a 
cial out-of-town visitor in 
owna this past weekend,
attended the presentation of 
Oklahoma by Kelowna Theatre 
Players.
WOMEN’S EDITOR. MRS. H. R. GREER
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Mr. and Mrs. Hector Purvey 
are happy to be back home in 
their lovely Lakeview Heights 
home after spending the winter 
months in Hawaii and later in 
Victoria.
Mrs. Rose. Mr. Rose directed 
the first musical production in 
Kelowna 15 years ago, which 
was Oklahoma, also. He com­
mented ’on stage’ after the final 
curtain on the improved quality 
of the production and mentioned 
how pleased he was to have hac 
a small part in starting this 
trend. He and Mrs. Rose also 
attended the special wind-up 
back-stage party Saturday 
night.
Many out of towners were 
among the many, many guests 
who enjoyed the hospitality of 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hambleton 
during a preview showing of 
the paintings and drawings of 
Raymond Chow of Vancouver. 
Not only did they enjoy his ex­
hibition of paintings and draw­
ings of England, Holland and 
(France, but they were delight-
,ed with his artistic ability on
____ ___________ Oatman on the left and Mrs. the piano keyboard. Mr. Chow 
vener. Beatrice Parker, shar- her committee, Mrs. Wilma F. H. Bebb, right. recently returned from a year
(Courier Photo) hn London, England, where he 
held a successful exhibition of
/-• \ I I'll I | his work at Canada House. He
Sta r Sta m p La dy n o no r e d few ' . . I Among the many out-of-town-
By Eastern Star Members
* Rose, MP for Fraser Valley and
Long suffering spouses of the 
cast and production crews of 
Oklahoma were guests at the 
back stage, after-the-play party 
Saturday night at +he Kelowna 
Community Theatre. Harold 
Pettman, producer-director of 
the play was presented with a 
Stetson hat and Howard Young 
the choral director was present­
ed with a western, belt and tie 
A beautiful bouquet was pre­
sented to Mrs. Pauline Mark­
wood, pianist, who also provid­
ed rehearsal music faithfully. 
Adding to the relaxed fun spirit 
was a skit, during which three 
of the male characters dressed 
as ballerinas, performed for 
choreographer Dr. Gweneth 
Lloyd, hopefully to gain scholar­
ships from the Canadian School 
of Ballet’s summer school at 
Banff.
WESTBANK (Special) — Ap­
ril is cancer month in British 
Columbia and at the regular 
meeting of Kelowna Chapter 
No. 62 Order of the Eastern 
Star, worthy Matron, Mrs. Al­
ice Davis, tok this opportunity 
to honor the Cancelled Stamp 
Committee Convenor, Beatrice 
Parker and her assistants, Mrs. 
F. H. Bebb and Mrs. Wilma 
Oatman. A special addendum 
with verses composed by Mrs. 
W. R. Hurst, secretary of the 
Chapter, and a corsage ot 
stamps artistically put together 
by Mrs. A. H. McDermid; a 
bouquet of carnations and a 
special sheet of stamps, made 
up by Jack Ritch, philatelist, 
were the rewards to an ardent 
worker, Miss Parker, the Stars 
Stamp Lady.
CANCER PROJECT
In 1954 the idea was suggest­
ed that the members of the 
Order of the Eastern Star 
throughout British Columbia 
collect and sell cancelled 
stamps with toe money to go 
towards the Cancer Project. Ke­
lowna Chapter began its pro­
ject some 15 ye j ago with 
Mrs. A. Raybould aS convener.
When she moved to White Rock 
in 1962, the entire chapter be­
came a committee with Beat­
rice Parker as convenor with 
Mrs. F. H. Bebb and Mrs. Wil­
ma Oatman as assistants.
The annual sale of cancelled 
stamps for the Kelowna Chap­
ter has steadily progressed 
and for the year just ended 
the sum of $263 was realized, 
making their grand total $1,770. 
The stamps are sold to various 
buyers in British Columbia and 
as far away as Kindersley, 
Sask.
These same three ladies are 
on the membership committee 
and are busy collecting Super 
Valu slips and Campbell’s soup 
labels. These slips and labels 
would be most welcome and 
can be sent to Box 335, Kel­
owna, or left at Dyck’s Drugs 
on Bernard Avenue. Proceeds 
from these efforts are also 
channelled into Cancer re­
search.
Mrs. H. W. Fowlow is in 
charge of Nabob and Blue Rib­
bon Coupons; proceeds help out 
on such things as Elizabeth 
Bentley Scholarships and Estarl 
which is Eastern Star Training
Awards for religious leader--------—-—— =  —------------- --------- —-------------------
After A Year On The High Seas
workers under the conveners 
and especially Mrs. R. J. 
Buchanan are to be commend- Couple Will Go Separate Ways
ed for the many hours of work BRISBANE, Australia (AP) 
they give for this wonderful — After a year alone together 
work they do. There were 2,400 rowing across the Pacific, 
tour inch gauze dressings] John Fairfax, 33, and .Sylvia 
shipped in December and other] Cook, 32, have no marriage 
dressings and eight patients plans. / , '
served locally and seven at "He would make an appall- 
this time. These dressings are ing husband, said Miss Cook. 
aU given free to cancer pat- "Who wants a husband who
ients. The Westbank Stars have „ away 011 Jaunts hke
their own dressing meetings in “~s. _ „,iaiw
each others homes,^Mrs. Wood- 8>000.mile journey from
row Truitt was San Francisco, through four
many years and Mrs. William cycjones and a shark attack.
C. Mackay is the present con- "why not!” said Fairfax.
venor. “We are civilized and sensi-
At the moment there are bfe ”
many workers canvassing in ..’And we doift talk very 
the cancer campaign whocare much„ MiSs Cook chipped in. 
members of_ the Eastern Star. <jhe coupie arrived at Aus- 
Mrs. H. Kinzli has the task tralia’s Hayman Island re- 
of collecting old cotton goods. cently in their 35.foot Britannia 
The sale of these items after nthe first persons known to 
they have been made ready, have rowed a boat across the 
helps the members purchase pacific to Australia. : They 
material for the cancer dressing then flew to Brisbane.
station. Both are British. Fairfax
ney would come to an un-
Good used ■ clothing for
children, from infants’ sizes
FAIR TIME NEARING
welcomed by the auxiliary 
who sponsor the fair as one
to size 14, will be one of the of their main fund raising
popular booths at the upcom- projects. Toys and games
— ■ • - • -- contact is Mrs. Richard Long-
Literature 
Studied
And Art Programs 
By Alpha Epsilon
April was another busy month 
for Alpha Epsilon. The chapter 
assisted in serving at the Okan­
agan Neurological Association 
general meeting on April 17 
and helped usher at the recent 
production of "Oklahoma.”
Lorna Anthony, ways and 
means chairman, reported that 
just over $20 had been raised 
at the bingo social held in 
March.. The money will be set 
aside for the wheelchair to be 
purchased for Orchard Park,
Mrs. R. L. Trudeau, Mrs. J. 
H. Leckey and Mrs. G. B. 
Ackerman hosted surprise din­
ners in April and last minute 
plans were discussed for the 
Founders’ Day celebrations to 
be held in Vernon on April 27.
Get well wishes were sent to 
Mrs. D. R. Foster who is ill 
in Vancouver General Hospital.
The cultural program for 
April concerned literature and 
art. Mrs. W. M. idcCutcheon 
discussed mythology explain-
St. Andrew's ACW Sets Date
For Annual Flower Show, June 21
ing the world and man’s place 
in it. They were directly re­
lated to religion and were tak­
en very seriously. Carole also 
stated that, even now, in some 
backward ares^s, myths are 
still taken quite seriously.
She said that some myths 
can be traced back to 5,000 
B.C. with Norse, Greek and 
Roman myths the most famil­
iar in our culture, The Rom­
ans tppk Greek myths, chang­
ing deitys’ names and some de­
tails to suit themselves. Today, 
myths have a great influence 
upon our , art, music, dances 
and literature and often live on 
in our affections as in the case
The April meeting of the 
Anglican Church Women of St. 
Andrew’s, Okanagan Mission, 
was held at the home of Mrs.- 
D. C, MacDonald, Collett Road, 
with 17 members present Re­
ports were given. Thrift had 
been sorted, and donations 
made for the Evening Guild
CWL Members
To Attend
The members of ‘.ho Cntho- 
JI Women’s Longue »,( Imma­
culate Conception Roman Cath­
olic Church will nttenl .mass 
together nt 9:15 n,in. on April 
26 in observnncc of Our Lady 
of Good Counsel Day, Follow­
ing, the service they will meet 
together hi n coffee hour In the 
Ybrnry nl St, Joseph's Hall,
Engagement 
Announced
, Mr. and Mrs, Henry Schlcr-
rummage sale held at the Com­
munity Hall.
The craft group meeting in 
the Parish Hall on Thursdays 
at l;30 would welcome nr ore 
workers, and asked members 
to save the old light bulbs with 
the long necks and the square 
styro foam trays,
Mrs. Vincent Blaskovloh in­
troduced the speaKer, Rev, P. 
B Black of the Rpmim Catho­
lic Church of the Immaculate 
Conception who announced there 
would be a youth hostel run at 
St, Joseph's Hall again this 
year, He appealed for dishes 
and mattresses.
Mod Mothers' group will meet 
next on April 27 at tnc home 
of Mrs, .Russell Ferguson, 
Lakeshore Road, at V:30 p.jrn 
Guest speaker will be Rev, 
John Davidson,
Partial plans for the annual 
flower show were made. This 
will be held at the Eldorado 
Arms Hotel„on June 21, Final 
arrangements for this show will 
be made nt the next nrcting 
of the ACW which will be held 
nt the home of Mrs. Howard 
Cnrrpthers, Walnut Street, on 
May 16.
of leprechaun folklore.
Mrs. M. C. West chose 
traiture for her topic. She 
plied oil pastels, paper 
books of helpful hints 






structions that each should 
sketch .someone else’s nortrait. 
At the end of an Interesting and 
sometimes hilarious 20 minut­
es, everyone tried to guess 
which sketch represented'Ahlch 
woman. It wa? generally 
agreed that Mrs. J. II, Leckey 
had the best likeness with her 
sketch of Mrs. Ackerman.
On May 10, the meeting will 
begin nt the National Film 
Board theatre at 7:45 o.m, and 
will cn(l with the instal’ation 
of officers nt l)ie home of Mrs 
V. J. Il, Jnnz, The meeting on 
May 24 will tnko the form of a 
costume social to entertain the 
other sorority chapters. It will 
be held nt Mrs. Cha-.’le.s Men- 
dleinnn's new home,
rowed alone across the Atlan­
tic in six months in 1969, and 
decided he’d like to try the 
Pacific—but with a compan­
ion.
He placed an advertisement 
in a British newspaper and 
Miss Cook, then a secretary 
at a London art gallery, re­
sponded. All the rowing she 
had ever done was in Lon­
don’s River Thamas—and she 
can’t swim.
SHINY NO LONGER
Their $5,000 Britannia II, 
painted a bright orange when 
she slipped under the Golden 
Gate Bridge in San Francisco 
last April 26, was crusted with 
barnacles when she put in at 
Hayman Island.
Fairfax and Miss Cook 
barely could walk.
"They were wobbly qn their 
legs and a bit weatherworn," 
said Andre Meestracci, man­
ager of the Hayman Island 
Hotel.
Island vacationers cheered 
the couple as they came 
ashore.
“Good bn yer, mate,” one 
Aussie called out. “Bloody- 
great show.",
"We would like showers, 
some breakfast—and I'd like 
a can of beer," Fairfax told 
his greeters,
They were deeply tanned 
and their hands jvere covered 
with calluses. Fairfax wore a 
bandage on one arm covering 
a gash caused by a shark bite 
last month.
"It was a miserable jour­
ney," Fairfax remarked, "I 
don't care if I never touch 
another oar.
I "I have another Journey in 
। mind, but It won't Involve nny 
rowing."
i ,, He and Miss Cook appeared 
relaxed and cheerful.
s NOT TO WORRY
I "No one need have worried 
■ about us," Fairfax said, “At 
no t|me did we think the Jour-
timely end. We are lucky peo­
ple and experts on survival.
“I do it for kicks, not for 
money. Some people turn to 
drugs for thrills.... I turn to 
adventure for mine. That is 
what I will be until I die—an 
adventurer?’
Fairfax said the shark at­
tack occurred March 21.
“I couldn’t do any further" 
rowing. Sylvia rowed us half 
way across the Coral Sea 
which is pretty good going for 
anyone.
“Apart from being good 
with the oar she was an excel­
lent nurse.”
Miss Cook said: “When the 
shark attacked, I nearly 
fainted at the sight of the 
blood. Then I thought that if 
he was still all right it would 
be stupid of me to go and do 
that.”
Until the shark attack, they 
had taken spells of rowing— 
Fairfax rowing for 10 hours a 
day and Miss Cook for five.
Fairfax said they spent 
some time spear fishing and 
reading.
“Mainly you feel so tired 
you just sit in the boat and 
look at the sea.”
Fairfax said: "The worst 
weather of our 361-day jour­
ney from San Francisco was 
about two weeks before our 
Hayman Island landfall.
"The waves were huge, we 
strapped ourselves in with 
leather harnesses.”
A FINE CRAFT
"Britannia II behaved mag­
nificently. I have nothing but 
praise for her."
The couple, whose radio had 
broken down soon after leav­
ing the Gilbert and Ellice is­
lands, did not know they were 
only 200 miles from the centre 
of Cyclone Emily which 
lashed through the area.
Hayman Island was the first 
land they had sighted since 
leaving the Gilbert and Ellice 
islands Feb, 10,
A doctor examined both 
Fairfax and Miss Cook. He 
found she had nursed his 
shark wound well and said 
both seemed fit. 1
NO EYELIDS
Fishes have no eyelids.
ing Blossom Time Fair, May <
6. sponsored by the Kelowna man at 762-2726 and Mrs,
Hospital Auxiliary. Donations 
for this booth will be welcom­
ed by convener, Mrs. R. M. 
Turik, at 762-0685. There is 
also a demand for brownie 
and guide uniforms. Other 
donations for the fair will be
John Dyck is in charge of the
white elephant booth and can 
be contacted at 763-2609 for 
donations. Other booth con­
veners seeking donations for 
the event are, baking and 
rhubarb, Mrs. Victor Pash-
nik, 763-3133; candy, Mrs. 
Beryl Brownlee, 764-4492; 
plants, Mrs. Terry Scaife, 764- 
4353. Seen here posing in 
some of the ‘good as . new’ 
donations already received 
are: left to right, Barbara 
Turik, Echo Enns, Nancy 
Eldridge, Paul Moxness and 
Jacqueline Jansen, who is 
not too sure she wants to be 
a model.
(Courier Photo)
University Women' s Clu b
The University Women’s club 
of Kelowna held its annual 
meeting at the home of Mrs. 
R. D. Knox on Bluebird Rd.
A new written constitution 
was presented by Mrs. E. H. 
Birdsall and approved by the 
meeting with minor additions.
. Three members were elected 
to fill the following offices: 
president - Mrs. R. J. Bailey: 
vice president - Mrs. L. S. 
Ashley; .treasurer - Mrs. E. 
Metke. Other offices are to be 
filled by the present incumbents 
for one year.
The chairman of the stand­
ing committees presented their
annual reports, and the retir­
ing president, Mrs. E. R. Pelly 
summed up the interests and 
accomplishments of the club 
during the two years of her 
presidency.
Mrs. William Wadeson was 
the speaker for the evening. 
She and her husand spent 
years, hunting, and photograph­
ing the wild flowers of the Co-
lumbia River Valley In their v 
native haitat. To her com- >' 
mentary on, where, and when, . 
these flowers may be seen at il 
their best, she added many in- I 
teresting sidelights on the me- I 
diclnal and nutritional use that 
was made of them by the In-; 
dians. She made the desert | 
bloom again and the dry lands ( 
flourish.
beck of Kelowna,arc pleased to 
announce Ihe engagement af 
their daughter, Anke-ute Chris­
tine Io Peter Kulls, son of Mr. 
and Mrs, Pelcr Kalis of Kel­











CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YAltD
Largeat aeleciion, of fabric* 
in the YRlW. Custom ma<le 
swags and covered valances.





Give one to your husband 
he will never forget. 













TURVEY’S — Your 
Downtown
Furniture Headquarter*
T V R V K Y S FUR Hi tu«f
1618 Pandosy St., Ktlownn Phone 762-0836
Local News 
Appreciated
Local news makes a, home­
town paper popular and up-to- 
date items about people, fam­
ily, anniversaries, visitors from 
out-of-town, returning travel­
lers are welcome along with 
coverage of club meetings.
It you have such items phone 
the Daily Courier and ask for 
the women’s desk nnd provide 
the Information to the woman's 
editor,
IJOWN UNDER HAZARD
More shark attacks have heen 
reported In Australian waters 
than anywhere else in the 
world.
BENEFICIAL’S NEWEST OFFICE
1472 ST. PAUL ST.
(INLAND GAS BUILDING) KELOWNA
Phone: 763-6120
Loans up to’5000
Something new has boon added to the local scene! It s 
Beneficial's now office right hern In town — modern, 
comfortable,' convenient ■ the latent addition to the 
world's latest system of affiliated finance offlccu -- 
ready to give you Beneficial's own special kind of cash 
loan service — Beneficial's Big O.K. sorvicel
You are cordially Invited to colno ln'aipl gel acquainted.
Moot thn Maimgor. nnd liis ——
Staff. You'll find that Beneficial (RJ'p TlLVl^? 
Is n good neighbor, a good 
citizen, and a good placo to get | f ’ I 
moneyl I‘"•"'•J*\
Call up or come In and get l/fk W/" I \
Dcnoficlal's famous Big O.K. iff ■ HA I '
tor cash. How much can you ? JE.% I \ 
use right now? Wo'ro hero to \
servo you,., todayl , ***
Beneficial \





April 24 to 29th
7 p.m. Nightly 
.........................................Dance Bands 









PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN TO 
THE ELECTORS OF ELECTORAL AREA I 
(ELLISON, EAST RUTLAND BENCHES, 
BEIjGO AND JOE RICHE AREA) OF THE 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF CENTRAL 
OKANAGAN,
THAT I require the presence of the said electors at 
540 Groves Avenue, Kelowna, British Columbia, 
on the forenoon of the 2Hth day of April, 1972 at 
10:00 a.m., for the purpose of electing persons to 
represent them as Director to fill the vacancy created 
by the resignation of the former Director, 
'i he mode of nomination of candidates shall be as 
follows: v
Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two duly 
qualified electors of the' said Electoral Area. The 
nomination paper shall be tdclivercd to the Returning 
OlTiccr at any lime between the date of this notice 
and noon of the day of nomination. The nomination 
paper shall be in the form prescribed in the "Municipal ; 
Act", and shall state the name, residence and occu­
pation of the person nominated in such a manner as to 
sufIkiciitiy klenlily such candidate. 'Ihe nomination 
paper shall be subscribed to by the candidate.
In ihe event of a poll being necessary, such poll will 
he opened on the 6lh day of May 1972 between the 
hours of 8:01) a,in. and 8:00 p.m. and located in Ute 
Rutland Kindergarten Hall, Rutland Centennial Park, 
of which ever)' person is hereby required to' take notice 
and govern himself accordingly, , ■’
Given under my hand nt Kelowna this 20th day of 
April, 1972.
A. T. Harrison, Returning Officer, 
540 Groves Avenue, 
Kelowna, Brilisli Columbia.
UY^4.w...II____ .J.-1 1




F. Zais during repairing
Perhaps the most indispens­
able member of the staff Is
Charles Zals, a highly .lualified
Ai 








Basle tools of carpentry, the 
square and the level, are ex­
plained by Community Re- 
. sources Centre instructor, C.
the classes on United Church. Students, left
Kelowna
10.15 Sutherland Ave.
low cost home repairs and to right, are Bruce Neifer, 
maintenance currently being Bryan Johnson and Joe Lobb, 
taught at the centre on First who find there is more to
structures than just driving 
a nail.
Phone in advance — 769-4828 >
1 1 For an appointment with Joan and
\ Io welcome her Io yom Community!
OPENING SPECIAL
Will be Shampoo and Sets......
. f
ANN LANDERS
Bashful Kidney Remedy 
Is Whistling A Tune
Dear Ann Landers: When I ! 
read the letter in your column I 
from the guy with the bashful 
kidney it made my whole day. 
It’s good to know I’m not the < 
only one in the world with such । 
a kooky problem.
I'd like to help my afflicted ; 
buddies by sharing a gimmick 
that helped me cope with the 
situation. It was suggested by 
my high-school football coach. 
The idea is to get your mind off 
yourself and oh to something 
completely unrelated. The way 
to do it is to whistle your favor­
ite tune. Mine was Lulu's Back 
in Town.
A few years ago I was in a 
large office building in a 
strange city. I started out for 
the men’s room and couldn’t 
find it. I did go by a ladies’ 
room, however, and seeing as 
how my kidneys were killing me 
I decided to chance it. I ducked 
into one of the alcoves, which, 
of course, had a door on it. At 
that very moment I heard an­
other person come in.
I started to whistle Lulu’s 
Back in Town. The voice next to 
me yelled, "I hate that tune!" 
So I immediately switched to 
Way Down Upon the Swanee 
River. She shouted, "That’s bet­
ter." So Swanee has been my 
tune ever since.
story. What do you think?' 
Louisiana Reader
Dear Lon: I think a 58-year- 
old man does not need his moth­
er’s permission to get married. 
Also, you don’t know what their 
personal life is like and it’s 
none of your business. It might 
be better than you think.. You 
should be pleased that your son 
has found a woman he wants to 
marry and who wants to marry 
him. Stop trying to undermine 
the situation and wish them 
luck.,
Dear Ann Landen: I’m a 20- 
year-old college student and I 
can’t believe the things people 
write to you about. The letten 1 
read in the papers seem so ab­
surd; for example, the 14-year- 
old girl who fell in love with the 
jus driver, and all those Idiots 
who fall for married men.
Do you believe they are real? 
My hunch is. that they are from 
a bunch of clowns who are 
trying to get their letters in the 
paper. Level with me, Ahn. 
Don’t you think the people who 
write to you are a little weird? 
—GMG In Kalamasoo
building simple
If you print my letter please 
don’t use my lame or initials. 
I I’d never hear the end of it. 
Thanks, Ann.—Bashful Kidney 
In Minneapolis
Dear Bashful Kid: Swanee 
River is somehow a more ap­
propriate selection. Thanks for 
your letter.
Dear G.: The other guy’s 
problem sounds a little weird 
until something similar happens' 
to you. If you haven’t seen your­
self in the column yet, keep 
reading. You will. Suddenly 
other people’s problems will 









MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY 
Corner Bernard and Glenmore St.
PEOPLE PALACE DAILY WINNERS
Helen Scheer, RR No. 2, Gibson Rd. 
Martin Khlssen, 1376 Mountain View St. 
Mr. D. Furman, Westbank
E. T. Johnson, 1945 Carruthen St.
Community Resources Centre Sets 
'People Need s' As First Priority
By DOT ANDERSON
With the growing upsurge in 
social awareness, there is an 
escalating concern in both ur­
ban and rural areas in regard 
to the social and economic 
needs of members comprising 
the community, not only repre­
sentative of majority and min­
ority groups, but at the level of 
the individual.
In Kelowna, one of the most 
successful attempts to meet 
these social objectives has been 
established at the Community 
Resource Centre where ‘peo­
ple needs’ have been met 
through working together to­
ward effective communication, 
organization and co-opera’ion.
Funded under the Local In­
centives Program and co-ordin­
ated by Mrs. Ann Kujundzic; 
the centre, now entering its 
third month of operation, has 
been a nucleus where hundreds 
of local arid rural community 
residents have shared the ex-
visitors, especially senior citi­
zens and mothers of pre-school 
children, lack transportation 
and have few chances to meet 
community neighbors. At the 
centre, they have enjoyed the 
companionship of working to­
gether with all age groups. 
Perhaps1 the concerned and 
friendly atmosphere may best 
be summed up by a recent as­
sessment from a -etired citizen, 
who, after an active day at the 
"entre, was heard to remark: 
“I only intended to drop in 
briefly this morning to see what 
was going on, but I feel as 
though I’ve spent the day with 
friends ... and I've learned 
and discovered so many won­
derful new things and ideas.”
Centrally located in the city
carpenter with more than 30 
years experience in the con­
struction and building trade.
Constantly on request, Mr. 
Zais has provided scores of 
community- members with ad­
vice and assistance on low-cost 
home repairs and maintenance. 
As a result of his background 
and experience in feasibility 
studies, he is well equipped to 
advise on proposed home reno­
vations both from an economic 
and structural viewpoint. In
Dear Ann Landers: My son is 
58 years old. He had a stroke 
last year and Is partially crip­
pled. His insurance and early 
retirement money take good 
care of him so he has no finan­
cial problem.
The woman he wants to 
marry is 43 years of age. She 
has four children. One child is 
still at home with her, a 15-
TWO-CHILD LIMIT
MONTREAL (CP) — No cou­
ple has the right to give birth to | 
more than two children, says 
Dr. Robert Goodland, a McGill 
University ecology professor | 
who is setting up a local branch 
of Zero Population Growth. 
Those who want more than two 
should adopt to avoid "over­
straining the resources of the I 
country in what essentially I 







perience of a three-fold pro­
ject.
The three main areas of ac­
tivity and concern have resol­
ved around: a high nutrition, 
low-cost meal service and food 
preparation; a household and 
automobile service; and a craft 
workshop designed to meet the 
creative needs of the individual, 
develop further skills and pro­
vide a greater realization of 
human potential.
The project has also success- 
fuly functioned in bringing 
] Je together for social ex- 
c ■>11 ge. Gossiping together 
while’ working or at meetings 
has often brought common 
needs and problems to the 
forefront. Many of the local
at First United Church, Bern­
ard and Richter, the centre is 
manned by six additional staff 
members, equally resnonsible 
and capable of their respective 
duties and under the guidance 
of Mrs. Kujundzic, prepared ‘to 
adapt anv part of the program 
so as to function on r percon-to- 
person basis.'
Mrs. Nina Arajs instructs and 
prepares gourmet cooking on a 
next-to-nothing basis. Her Euro­
pean background affords new 
zest to simple and inexpensive 
menus and her knowledge of 
the use of foods results to best 
advantage to the maximization 
of flavors and nutrition. As the 
mother of five active school
addition to this, he builds and 
constructs the essential teach­
ing aids in the centre’s craft 
room such as upright weaving 
looms, inkle looms, rug hook­
ing frames, warping boards, 
craft tables, display bulletins 
and countless other items.
Car and truck maintenance 
and repair is in the capable 
hands of Joe Lobb, an experi­
enced mechanic who firmly be­
lieves in vehicular cost reduction 
and feels that,, other than the 
purchase of parts or materials, 
he can share his skills with the 
community through instruction 
and assistance.
The centre’s most recent staff 
acquisition, Lynne Garner, in
dimensions; student - teacher ' 
roles are frequently reversed; 
young men and women work 
side by side with pre-teen stu­
dents and senior residents in an 
atmosphere of ‘people helping 
people.’
To enable mothers of pre­
schoolers to share in the com­
munity experience without ex­
pense of costly baby-sitting, an 
activity centre for the very 
young is set within the craft 
area, complete with building 
blocks, paints, craft papers and 
gymnastic toys.
The final measure of success 
of the centre’s objectives may 
never be definitely established. 
Since many of the community 
members have been helped in 
developing skills, they are 
anxious to do their part—they 
want to pass on the help that 
others have given to them.
And so, the individual who 
was assisted by Charles Zais in 
home repairs plans to help a 
neighbor with similar prob­
year-old boy.
I am against this marriage 
but I cannot persuade my son I 
am right. I don’t believe it 
would be fair to a 43-year-old 
woman to marry a man who 
can’t give her the physical plea­
sures she is entitled to. I have 
not discussed this with him be­
cause it is not a subject for a 
mother and a son. But it both­
ers me a great deal.
The woman is very cool to­
ward me because she knows I 
am against the marriage. They 
seem to get along fine together 
but I’m afraid after they are 




Orchard Park. Shopping 
Centre 
763-7777
Unique in Western Canada 
"Combination Art Gallery 
and Flower Shop!”
Watch for our “Doghouse" 
Specials.
THE
S’ hoe (Bl ox
SLICK TRICK
• ‘ As an extra safety measure 
lor the vacation cottage, fire- 
proof cotton rugs and curtains. 
kAflcr washing, immerse them in 
। solution of nine ounces of 
lorax and four ounces of boria 
'acid to one gallon of water.
children, she is well equipped 
to provide new ideas on how to 
stretch the family food budget. 
Kitchen demonstrations on 
bread making, soup making, 
meat substitute dishes and in­
expensive meal planning are 
conducted at afternoon and ev­
ening sessions, Emphasis is 
placed not only on nutrition but 
attractive meal preparation 
combining as much as possible 
‘unprocessed and untreated’ 
ingredients. Noon lunches are 
served to the public three days 
a week at minimal cost.
Youthful Linda Barrat, assist­
ing Mrs, Arajs, contributes her 
wide knowledge of the value of 
natural unprocessed foods, meat 
substitutes and advahce Infor­
mation of. herb and combined 
herb cookery.
Recipe sheets are also avail­
able to the public as well as in­
formation on the purchases of 
natural foods.
her capacity as public relations 
officer, is also responsible for 
recordsandsupplies.
The centre’s bright, well- 
equipped crafts room, in all like­
lihood, dominates the commun­
ity scene. The young custodians 
of this popular area are Sue 
Morrison arid Babs Bremner. 
Well known to the Kelowna 
area, their handicrafts have ap­
peared in various local shops 
and at community art and craft 
displays. Assisting them on a 
part-time basis, is Ann Mac­
Millan, local weaver and potter, 
who for many years has play­
ed an active part as a member 
of the Kelowna Arts Council and 
given workshop instruction in 
elementary schools and with or­
ganized community groups.
At these daily relaxed teach- 
in . or ’ learn-ins,. community 
members learn the skills of 
weaving, carding, spinning, dye­
ing, macrame knotting, crochet, 
sewing, clothing repair, rug 
hooking, batik, stltchery; and 
for the less-serious. dlversipn, 
Friday fun-days enable com-
lems; a mother who learned the 
art of macrame knotting is 
teaching her teen-age daughter 
and her three friends similar 
skills, a community couple is 
providing frames and instruc­
tions in rUg hooking to several 
handicapped shut-ins; a young 
parent is supplying duplicates 
of the centres recipe sheets to 
visiting relatives and a young 
man is assisting a friend in 
automobile tune-up techniques 
taught to him by the centre’s 
mechanic.
Like some pfopituous tails'- 
man, the self-perpetuating ob­
jective is set into timeless mo­
tion. ' .
All services at the centre are 
free . . , minimal prices are set 
for ‘ craft materials and , food 
preparation ingredients. Mrs. 











559 Groves Ave. 






pletion of one-day projects^in 
papier-mache, sand-cast and 
dipped candles, Gods-eyc mo­
biles, baker’s clay jewelry and 
countless other craft adven­
tures. Visitors, encouraged' by 
the centre’s staff, propose new
Drop In To
POT POURRI 
to see the selection of 
POTTERY, PAINTINGS 
ART CRAFTS A 
SUPPLIES 
JEWELERY 
1177 Sutherland Ave. 
(behind The Bay) 
763-7020
GROUND BEEF . . . ib69c
3 lbs. 2.05; 5 lbs. 3.39
DEEE ruiiri/ Cut and Wrapped 
DEEi LnUvIx for Your Freezer. / 
Average Weight, 70 lbs...........................lb. vvG
Coffee 7.. $1 AQ
“Nabob” Kadana L IDS. ■ M| 
brand .........................
Milk £ .. $i nn
Skimmed Carnation. TITIS ■ Illi 
Tall tins:..... ..... '
Instant Coffee $1 70
Nescafe 10 oz. jar ....  ■ • ® B
FEATURED AT OUR IN-STORE BAKERY
PUFF PASTRIES6“L 59c
RAISIN BREAD F “ OU 4V “ eor
Fresh loaves ................. ........ A for J7C
STILL WATERS
PRiVA IF. HOSPITAL 
1150 Sutherland Ave.
Oilers day , care service 
for senior citizens, Treat 
yourself to a rest. You 
deserve it.
V«H 762-0555
I, Guaranteed Fittings 
2, Guhrnntccd Continuous 
Maintenance
The S50.00 Gov’t Hearing 
Aid is Available.





762-2131 — 9 to 5 p.m.
769-4656 — Niehl Call
GOT SPRING FEVER?
Beautify your yard with our
SHADY TREES ... \
ENHANCING SHRUBS .
& BEAUTIFYING PLAN IS
Also a good nclectlon of: , 
LAWN SEED, PEAT MOSS
& Fertilizers
Hours:
8 a.m. - 5 p.m, Mon, - Sat, 








on Anders 1 Road, Lake- 
view Heights is especially 
happy to announce the ar­
rival of her npw Beauti­
cian ।
MISS JOAN DAVIES
formerly from Vancouver 
and the past two years in 
the Caribou. Joan has six 
yea: a of experience and 
specializes in "High Styl­
ing" and "Long Hair."
Orange Crystals AOC
I “Swing” 3% oz.........5 envelope pack w
PeanutButter $1 fiO
“Squirrel”;, . ............. . 48 or. tin ■ • V a
Strawberry Jam OOf
“Nabob” Regal brand ... .. 48 or.
POTATOES 79c
CABBAGE"!™....... 2 lb. 25c
CEEH DATATAEC Now available. Nor- 




uTph™ 397 ■ 597
You'll pack more than you'd expect In these 
smart carryalls, because they're soft sided — 
they always seem to be able to expand just 
a little more for that extra something! Water 









SlmpMonrSearn: Etigiago <14» Kelowna 703-5644.
Park
\
Free While You Shop Simptona-Scari, 
OrchardPark, Kelowna.
Bathroom Tissue 7Qf
“Cashmere”. Asst. ........... 6 roll pack B «
Surf Detergent $1 fiO







Pillsbury” finest quality 20 lb. bag1.29
PEOPLE'S
FOOD MARKET
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.
Ranger Tenacity Just Too Much 
Hawks Humiliated In Four Straight
NEW YORK (CP) — New 
York Rangers, showing a tenac­
ity that could not be denied, hu­
miliated Chicago Black Hawks 
6-2 Sunday night to enter the 
Stanley Cup hockey finals for 
the first time in 22 years.
The Rangers’ first-ever four- 
game playoff sweep came on 
two goals by veteran Bobby 
Rousseau and one each by Phil 
Goyette, Rod Gilbert, Vic Had­
field and young Gene Carr. But 
the victory was essentially a 
team effort, as was the case all
through the Rangers’ 4-2 quart­
over Montrealer-final victory 
Canadiens and 





The Rutland Five-Pin Bowl­
ing Association capped a suc­
cessful season with an equal!} 
successful banquet and awards 
night, and trophies tor a num 
ber of leagues were .present­
ed. Two of the bowlers honor-
d, Don Volk, left, and Jack 
Murphy, right, join Rudy 
Xunzer, president of the Rut 
.and Five-Pin Bowling Asso 
ciation, for a picture. Voll 
recorded the first oerfeci 
game at the Rutland alleys,
md received a watch for his 
150 game. Murphy was the 
winner of a number of tro­
phies, one for a 1061 triple. 
The high triple was ihe top 
recorded in Western Canada 
this year.
NHL Players Would Be Honored




TORONTO (CP) — Most Na­
tional Hockey League stars 
would be "honored” to olay for 
Canada against Russia in a Sep­
tember hockey series, the presi­
dent of the NHL Players’ Asso­
ciation said .Thursday.
Red Berenson of Detroit Red 
Wings said in a telephone inter­
view from Detroit with The Star 
that he is certain NHL all-stars 
will volunteer for the eight­
game series.
a mental letdown” after a few
games. ’
He did not comment on Wed­
nesday’s warning by Weston 
Adams Jr., president of Boston 
Bruins, that stars like Bobby 
Orr and Phil Esposito would 
not be available because of th< 
danger of injuries.
Allan Eagleson, Orr’s legal 
adviser, said the Bruin defence­








However, he said, the players i
would be motivated more from I |/A|Ai>fn9
love of their game than national! iVvIUWIld I vOlllv 
pride.
“I don’t feel there’ll >e much 
patriotism involved.
“We represent the best hoc­
key in the world, but it’s spread 






















the States. It will be the NHL 
versus international hockey."
Berenson, whose association 
represents All NHL nldyers, said 
he was glad to hear NHL presi­
dent Clarence Campbell has 
sanctioned the use of NHL stars 
against the Russians. Campbell 
has said players from U.S.­
based teams will want to par­
ticipate.
Berenson said he doubts if the 
NHL stars can sweep all eight 
games because "there’s always
Bulls Are Sold
To Canadian
SAN DIEGO <AP) ■— Chicago 
Bulls of the National Basketball 
Association have been sold to 
the operator of the San Diego 
Sports Arena, but the team will 
remain in Chicago for at least 
three years, it was reported to­
day.
The San Diego Union said the 
bu^er was Canadian millionaire 
Peter Graham.
Win In Soccer
Kelowna. Kickers won their 
second straight game after 
opening the season with a loss, 
and Kelowna, Monte Carlos won 
their first game of the season 
in three outings Sunday in Kel­
owna in Okanagan Valley Soc­
cer League action.
Kickers, who dropped a 2-1 
decision to Vernon Heidelberg in 
the opener then drubbed Pen­
ticton 5-1, blanked Revelstoke 
Rangers 6-0 in their third game. 
Monte Carlos nipped Penticton 
Molsons 2-1,: after losing their 
first two games 13-0 to Vernon 
United SC and 3-2 to Vernon 
Heidelberg.
Three players slaved the 
Kickers' scoring, with John 
Haar, Tony Ambrosio and. Fred 
Molzahn rapping two goals each 
home. Kickers utilized sharp
other best-of-seven semi-final. 
There was speculation here that 
the best-of-seven final might not 
start until Sunday afternoon in 
Boston, even if the Bruins com­
plete a sweep over the Blues.
THE CAT PURS AGAIN
"We got a tremendous effort 
from everyone," said Emile 
Francis, the Ranger general­
manager coach, who must be 
tempted to put the statement on 
tape for1 regular uSe after 
games involving this fired-up 
Ranger team. He added:
"A lot of guys there would not 
be denied. I Just can’t say
Bobby Hull. 33-year-old long­
time ace of the Chicago team, 
worked his heart out in an ef­
fort to prevent a Ranger sweep, 
and scored the first goal of the 
game unassisted while his team 
was shorthanded. The second 
Chicago goal,-by Pat Stapleton, 
also was unassisted. IL came on 
a second-period power play and 
narrowed the New York margin 
to 3-2. From then on it was all 
downhill for Chicago.
The Rangers expect to meet 
Boston Bruins in the final, but 
don’t know when. The Bruins 
have swamped St. Louis Blues 
three times in a row and play 































Detroit at Milwaukee 
California at Texas ,N 
Only games scheduled.
Games Tuesday 
Oakland at New York N 
California at Milwaukee N 
Detroit at Texas N 
Baltimore at Kansas City 
Boston at Minnesota* 




























passing to dominate the game 
and allow goaltender. Walt Stutz 
to record the shutout.
Roddy Walker scored twice in. 
the first half to give Monte 
Carlos a strong lead but Mol­
sons came back at the 65-min- 
ute mark with a goal by Lud­
wig. Martins to make it close. 
Carlos’ goalie Oscar Kempf 
came up with a number of out­
standing saves to preserve the 
win for Kelowna as Molsons 

































cleanly from the faceoff circle 
to his right after a passing play 
with Rousseau and Brad Park. 
SET UP ROUSSEAU
Rousseau’s first goal came at 
15:32 of the initial period, when 
he was set up by Gilbert and
enough about this team.”
Coach Billy Reay of the Black 
Hawks was a gracious loser.
‘‘I didn’t think the Rangers 
could beat this club four 
straight but they got stronger as 
they went On,” he said in the 
dressing room. ’’Their defence 
was much better than ours and 
physically they seemed stronger 
than us."
Stan Mikita and Jim Pappin 
of the Hawks and Gary Doak of 
the Rangers were in the penalty 
box when Bobby Hull opened 
the scoring at 5:37. He swiped 
the puck from Rod Seiling at 
the Black Hawk blue line and 
beat Gilles Villemure with a 
backhand shot.
Goyette got that one back 12 
seconds later, with Pappin still 
off. beating Tony Esposito
Hadfield 10 feet from the net.
Gilbert's power-play goal at 
4:37 of the second period came 
with Doug Jarrett serving an 
interference penalty. Esposito 
stopped a drive from Goyette on 
a semi-breakaway and Gilbert 
was there to ram home the re­
bound.
Seiling, among the Rangers' 
best defenders this year, was 
victimized again on the second 
Black Hawk goal, which came 
on a power play at 12:10 of the 
second period while Doak 
served time tor interfering with 
Chico Maki. Trying to clear 
from his own zone, Seiling put 
the puck oh the stick of Staple­
ton, who zoomed in from the 
blue line and beat Villemure, 
playing his third consecutive 
game in the Ranger nets since 
Ed Giacomin twisted a knee in 
the Chicago opener.
Hadfield chalked up his sixth
goal of the playoffs when 
swooped in to gobble up the 
bound off Gilbert’s blast 
16:25.
The biggest ovation from
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR
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Bruins Waltzing Way To Final 
Blues An Expansionist Joke
Games Today 
Chicago at Houston N 
Only game scheduled.
Games Tuesday 
Chicago at Houston N 
Montreal at Los Angeles N 
New York at San Diego N 
Philadelphia at San Francisco N 
St. Louis at Atlanta N 
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh N
ST. LOUIS (CP) — They’re 
calling it the longest wake in 
National. Hockey League his­
tory. And with good reason.
St. Louis Blues are either an 
expansionist joke or are subject­
ing loyal fans ’ and Boston 
Bruins to an overplayed scene 
from old Roman days when 
they fed Christians to the lions.
The Blues offered little more 
than token resistance while 
being led once again to the 
slaughter Sunday afternoon, 
falling'7-2 to the overpowering 
Bruins.
Following up 6-1 and 10-2 
Bruin victories at Boston Gar­
den, it marked the third 
straight game in the best-of- 
seven Stanley Cup semi-final 
that St. Louis suffered through 
trials and tribulations.
The Blues opened an early 1-0 
lead on Mike Murphy’s power­
play goal at 2:05 and had the 
heavily-favored Bruins reeling 
for the first five minutes before 
Boston recovered for a 3-1 lead 
going into the second period.
SAW IT COMING
mendous night as penalty kill­
ers.
Rousseau's second goal of the 
game and his fourth of the play­
offs closed out the scoring at 
3:40 of the third period. Rous­
seau swept in fast to take a 
perfectly-timed pass from Had­
field.
Not only was the series the 
first ever won by the Rangers 
in four games, but it was their 
first-ever series victory over 
Chicago. The Rangers, who won 
the last of their three Stanley 
Cups in 1940, beating Toronto, 
have not been in a cup flna 
since 1950, when they lost 4-3 in 
games to Detroit.
, “I’ni new in this league, sir. 
Can you tell me which twear 
words I can get away with and 
which will get me thrown out?”





capacity Madison Square Gar- 
ri e n crowd—except for the 
cheering at the final buzzer— 
came at 18:22 of the second pe­
riod for Carr, the nervous 
rookie acquired from St. Louis. 
Carr scored his first playoff 
goal on a passing play with line­
mates Walt Tkaczuk and Bill 
Fairbairn, who had another tre-
Bobby Hull, in the playoffs for 
the 13th time, had four goals 
and four assists in the eight 
games the Black Hawks played 
against Pittsburgh and New 
York and moved into third 
place ahead of Maurice Richard 
in Stanley Cup scoring totals. 
Hull has 129 playoff points to 
126 tor the Rocket.
Hull’s points are made up of 62 
goals and 67 assists in 116 
games. Top playoff point-getter 
is Jean Beliveau, who retired 
from Canadiens after they won 
the cup last spring, with 176 
points in 162 games spread over 
17 years. Gordie Howe of De­
troit, also retired, is second 
with 158 points in 154 games 
over 19 seasons.
Gilbert, regaining his form 
after a late-season neck injury, 
also had three assists to raise 
his 1972 playoff total to three 
goals and five assists and his 
Stanley Cup totals to 21 goals 
and 21 assists in 47 games 
• spread over seven seasons.
763-7322
11 ■
Stanley Cup Game Summaries
NEW YORK 6 CHICAGO 2
First Period—1. Chicago, B.
"I Hull 4, 5:37; 2. New York, Goy­
ette 1 (Rousseau, Park) 5:49; 3. 
New York, Rousseau 3, (Gilbert, 
Hadfield) 15:32. Penalties—Mik- 
ita C, Doak NY 3:43, Pappin C 
5:15, Korab C 10:18, Magnuson 
C, Irvine NY majors 12:57.
Second Period—4. New York, 
Gilbert 3, (Goyette, Rousseau)
SL 5:50, McKenzie B 5:59.
Shots on goal by 
Boston 17 10 11—38







the Blues in the final 20 min- 4:37; 5. Chicago, Stapleton 2, 
utes. 12:10; 6. New York, Hadfield 6
Ken Hodge provided the other (Gilbert) 16:25; 7. New York, 
Boston score while Gary Sa-Carr 1 (Fairbairn, Tkaczuk) 
bourin notched the second St. 118:22. Penalties — Stemkowski 
Louis goal at 18:15 of the final! NY 1:11, Jarrett C 3:53, Staple­
period. ton C 8:57, Doak NY 11:03,
The Bruins are within three MacGregor NY 13:36.
goals of a record 26 scored by Third Period—8. New York, 
Montreal Canadiens in a tour- Rousseau 4 (Hadfield, Gilbert) 
game series with Chicago Black 3:40. Penalties — Seiling NY 
Hawks and the Fred Stanfield- 7:02, Hadfield NY 11:10.
John Bucyk-McKenzie line is Shots bn goal by 
closing fast on the record for Chicago 7 6 12—25
most points amassed by a line New York .19 8 10—37
NOTICE!!
“Yes I have made the pur­
chase,” Graham told the news­
paper from his home In Vancou­
ver, B.C. “It you, want il con­
firmed, I’m confirming it. It 
was me and me alone—a onfc- 
man group.”
No purchase figure was an­
nounced.
i Although San Diego has been 
without a professional basket­
ball team since the Rockets of 
the NBA were, sold to ,a group In 
Houston Inst June, Graham, raid 
he had no immediate plans to 
move the Bulls to his sports 
arena.
"I have made a commitment 
to keep the Bulls In'Chicago for 
at least three years," he said, 
“After that," he said, "I would­
n’t cave to speculate."
The purchase must be' ap­
proved at Tuesday's meeting of 
.the NBA finance committee. 
Qrahiim said that while “every­
one in the league may he a little 
surprised by the transfer of 
ownership," he, didn’t anticipate 




The Okanagan Frack and 
Field Club arc nreparing for 
another season, and itart their 
indoor sessions Thursday at the 
Kelowna Secondary School at 
7:30 p.m' with a series of films 
on' si>oi:ts.
The films, shown in rooms 
123-125, will be on a half cen­
tury of the National Hockey 
League, Highlights of the Brit­
ish Press Review 1959 nnd 
B.A.A.C. Basketball Champion­
ships 1969.
A silver collection will be 
taken to further the activities 
of the track chib,
HOCKEY SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
..SUNDAY 
Stanley Cup
Boston 7 St. Louis 2
. (Boston leads bcst-of-scven 
semi-final 3-0)
New York 6 Chicago 2 
(New York wins best-of-seven 
semi-final 4-0)
Calder Cup
Cincinnati 4 Baltimore 1 
(Bcst-of-sevcn semi-final tied 
2-2)
Quebec Junior
Quebec 4 Cornwall 2 
(Bcsl-of-seven final tied 1-1) 
Western Canada
Brandon 5 Regina 3 
(Best-of-seven semi-final






Rosetown 4 Campbellton 3 
(Rosetown leads best-of-five 
final 2-1)
BOWLING
MERIDIAN LANES | 
Wed. Night Mixed. April 19. 
IIiKh single, women, Myrt Law­
rence 284, men, Frank |’c»cod 
209; High triple, women, Mary 
Guidi 664, men, Frank Pcscod 
•JD3; Team high single, Straight 
, Shooters 1306, triple, Straight 
Shooters 3570; High average,; 
women. Ann McHain 2D7, men, 
Vince Bcrlucci 242; Driun stand. 
Ings; Catona Wines 1515. 
Straight Shooters 1459, Whiz 
Bangs 1391‘i.
HOME ON THE PARK
VANCOUVER (CP) - Gordon 
and Dorothy DeWitt live on a 
7’a.acrc playground, complete 
with wading pool, and a soccer 
and rugby field. They are 
among the 67 caretakers in city 
parks, who live In quarters 
provided by the par|c board In 
return for their services. DeWitt 
keeps the playing fields free of 
litter, "It's a good retired life,” 
ho says, "especially If you enjoy 




Sharks and rays have no real 
bones; their skeletons are made 
of cartilage.
“We expected them to come 
out strong,” said Boston general 
manager Milt Schmidt, “but I 
felt if we could hold them for 
the first period we’d lake 
them.”
However, Schmidt, the one­
time Bruins' centre ace of the 
famed Kraut Line, would not 
hazard a prediction on the out­
come of game No. 4 here Tues­
day night, starting at 8 p.m. 
CST (9 p.m. EST).
If the Bruins win here Tues­
day.night, they will meet New 
York Rangers in the Stanley 
Cup final. The Rangers reached 
the final by beating Chicago 
Black Hawks 6-2 Sunday to win 
their semi-final series in four 
straight games.
The Blues willed Sunday in 
the face of Boston goaltender 
Ed Johnston's sharp reflexes 
and the overwhelming Bruin 
firepower that produced (wo 
goals each from John McKenzie 
and Mike Walton.
Veteran Ed Westfall broke the 
Blues’ offence-minded pattern 
at 8:40 of the first period, Mc­
Kenzie added another about two 
minutes later, and Phil Esposito 
provided,the clincher 18 seconds 
before the period ended, with his 
seventh playoff goal.
MCDUFFE NO HELP
Blues' rookie goaltender Peter 
McDuffe provided little relief 
for the St. Louis goaltending 
problem that has already 
yielded a near-record 23 goals 
in three games.
It was no contest In the scc- 
i ond period as the Bruins opened 
a 0-1 lead and traded goals with









With a II. of M. Loan
Come In and See us 
Any limo , >
Right Hours to suit you 
\ Friday Until 8:00 p.nl.
All Day Saturday.

















907 Ethel St Kelowna, B.C.
in playoffs, 52, set by the same Goal — Villemure, New York; 
trio two years ago in 14 games. Esposito, Chicago.
The line picked up five points Attendance—17,250.
in Sunday’s game, giving them 
39 points in eight playoff games ST. LOUIS_2
this year First Period — 1. St. Louis,
McDuffe, a refugee from St. Murphy 2, (Barclay Plager, 
Louis minor chain with Denver Roberto) 2:05; 2. Boston, West- 
Spurs arid who ■’lowed six goals toll 4, 8:40; 3. Boston, McKenzie 
in a four-gam^ Western Hockey 4 (Orr, Bucyk) 10:36; 4. Boston, 
League playoff sweep over San Esposito 7 (Hodge) 19:42. Pen- 
Diego Gulls, was pressed into allies—Smith B 0:55, Barclay 
service after a restless night. I Plager SL 5:07, Boston bench 
He arrived in St. Louis late Sat- (served by Hayes) 7:25, Evans 
urday night. SL 10:27, St. Marseille SL 13:52,
Coach Al Arbour was hoping Orr B 15:34. _ , . _
the move would stimulate the ,„®f,con^
Blues whose regular netminding 4 'Smith, Bailey) 2:58; 
tandem, Jacques Caron and Joston, Hodge 4 (Cashman) 
Ernie Wakely, had been shelled 6:28; 7. Boston, McKenzie 5 
in earlier games. ’ I ^Bucyk, Stanfield) 11*lu. Penal*
Meanwhile Clarence Camp- ties—Vadnais B 7:31, Dupont SL 
bell, NHL president, said the 10:51, Awrey B 18:48.
Blues have subjected them- Third Period-8. Boston, Wal- 
selves to a fine for dressing ton 5, 11:09; 9. St. Louis, Sa- 
goalie Jacques Caron as backup bourin 3 (St. Marseille, Hor- 
to McDuffe. |nung) 18:15. Penalties—Bennett
“There is no way a club can




Rear next to Mohawk Service
Hwy. 97 North
recall a goaltender . . . except 
as in an emergency," said 
Campbell, who was al the game] 
and noted that the Blues had 
called up McDuffe from their 
Denver farm club because 
Caron was Injured.
"The Blues represented Caron 
as being hurt and we had to 
acknowledge that he was. But 
it’s hardly conceivable that they 
would dress a man supposedly 
hurt. There will be a fine."
EARLY STUDY |
QUEBEC (CP) — All school 
children In Quebec should begin 
to study the arts in the first few 
years of elementary school, 
says the Quebec Superior Coun­
cil of Education. The widest 
possible exposure to music, 
plastic arts, dancing and dra­
matics should no longer be con­
sidered a luxury tor the elite.
Shaver Specialists 






























ROM, the mot popular Adidas Train­
ing shoe.' White with Blue' stripes. 
We have it In sizes 6 to 12, and
'we'll moke jure 
you have a good 
fit. ......................-
1599
Not All Hixes Available.
hlmpMonvScarii: Sparta Centre (6) Kelowna 76.'I-58I4, 
Park Free Whilo You Shop Simptona-Sean, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
■
CZECHS TAKE HOCKEY TITLE FROM U.S.S.R
Jubilant members of the
Czechoslovakia ice hockey 
team embrace Thursday in 
Prague, after defeating the
Soviet Union team to win the year reign as world hockey for the second game of 
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Four Run Lead Not Enough 
Astros Rally For Easy Win
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
“I'll take a four-run lead en­
tering the ninth Inning any­
time,” San Francisco Giants 
manager Charlie Fox said. ■
The Giants had it Sunday—a 
74 edge over Houston Astros 
with three outs to go. But they 
couldn’t get those final three be­
fore the Astros got 10 runs.
•T’m not surprised by all the 
runs Houston is scoring." Fox 
said after the Astros’ 13-7 
triumph. "They’re the most-im­
proved club in the league. . .' . 
We scored seven runs so It’s up 
to our pitchers to hold ’em.”
In Sunday’s other National 
League action, New York Mets 
swept a doubleheader from Chi-
cago Cuba 8-2 and 7-8 in 12 in­
nings; St. Louis Cardinals 
handed Montreal Expos their 
first defeat 8-1; San Diego 
Padres edged Los Angeles 
Dodgers 2-1, and, in a pair of 
11-inning games, Philadelphia 
Phillies beat Pittsburgh Pirates 
54 and Atlanta Braves over­
hauled Cincinnati Reds 4-3.
In games Saturday, Montreal 
shaded St Louis 84, Houston 
shut out San Francisco 8-0, At­
lanta trounced Cincinnati 11-7, 
and Los Angeles defeated San 
Diego 1-0. Rain washed out the 
Chicago-New York and Pitts­
burgh-Philadelphia games,
HOMER PROVIDES LEAD
Lee May highlighted the As­
Darwin's Theory Of Evolution 
Is Working In Minneapolis
The modern version of Dar­
win’s theory of evolution is hap­
pening in Minneapolis. Bobby 
Darwin has evolved from a 
pitcher to a hitter.
"You can't make a mistake 
on him', he’s just too strong," 
said Oakland manager Dick 
Williams after Darwin burned 
the Athletics with a two-run 
homer in Minnesota’s 84 vic-
game, coming from
defeating the Russians 3-2 the had tied earlier in the series, tween the two teams. The 
Czechs ended Russia's nine- by a 3-3 score, to set the stage Russians also had trouble in














Chipperfield Leads Wheafies 
Back Into WCHL Contention
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Brandon Wheat Kings are 
back in contention in the semi­
finals of the Western Canada 
Hockey League, thanks largely 
to Ron Chipperfield.
Chipperfield scored three 
. goals and assisted on another 
Saturday to lead Brandon to a 
.6-1 victory, its first in the best- 
of-seven series, over Regina 
Pats. On Sunday, he got two 
more goals including the win­
ner, and one more assist as 
,Brandon beat Regina 5-3 to tie 
'the series 2-2.
The Edmonton Oil Kirigs-Cal- 
gary Centennials series in the 
league’s western division was 
also tied 2-2 in games after Ed­
monton rallied Sunday night to 
•edge Calgary 3-2. 
■ Both the Centennials and Ed­
monton have each won their 
home games but the next game 
in the series is scheduled for 
tonight in Medicine Hat because
Knicks, Lakers 
Meeting Again
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Two years ago Los Angeles
Lakers lost the National Basket-
ball Association championship 
in seven games to the New 
York Knicks, a team with an
no suitable arena is available in 
Calgary.
Brandon is at Regina tonight 
in the other series.
HAVE BIG SECOND
Brandon won Saturday in 
Winnipeg by scoring four unan­
swered goals in the second pe­
riod as the pattern of the gener- 
a 11 y close-checking game 
changed for a while.
Brian Coates, Glen Mikkelson 
and Don • McLaughlin joined 
Chipperfield in the scoring. 
Clark Gillies was the Regina 
marksman.
On Sunday In Winnipeg, Chip­
perfield scored the winner with 
less than four minutes remain­
ing in the game when he swept 
around behind the Regina nets 
and tucked the puck into the 
corner.
Coates, Bob Murdoch and 
Grant Famcombe added the 
others.
Scott Smith led the Regina at­
tack with two goals and Mike 
Wanchuk scored the other.
In Edmonton, the Oil Kings 
scored two goals in just over a 
minute in the third period to 
come from behind to victory.
Calgary had led Edmonton 2-1 
after the first period on goals 
by Jerry Holland and Brian 
Walker while Don Kozak tallied 
for the Oil Kings.
The second period was score­
less and Calgary maintained the 
lead until 12:02 of the third 
when Tom Bladon tied the
*1 don’t know how yon did it, 
but now thorn’s u man m back 
of us holding hit hood I"
Chuvalo Ready 
To Meet Ali
 score jOhn Rogers put Edmon- 
injury-ridden but l n s p I r 1 n g ton ahead at 13:08. 
centre, Willis Reed. ——-------------------------------------
Now, the teams are once 
again matched in the league's 
title series but the Lakers won’t 
have to ,contend with Reed, the 
Knicks’ captain, since he is re­
covering from early-season sur­
gery. . . .
The Knicks and Lakers both 
have been pressed in the 
league’s conference finals but 
each team is going into the 
championship scries at full 
strength.
Boston Celtics, camo ready to 
play the fifth gftme of their 
Eastern Conference finals, The 
Knicks showed up three minutes 
late. .
The Celtics sprinted, to a 14-0 
lead before Knicks' coach Red 
Holzman made a few substitu­
tions that got the team bn rhe 
h .scoreboard and on their wny to 
B)a 111-103 victory that put the 
"/New Yorkers against the Lakers 
Wednesday night in Los Ange­
les.
Lps Angeles wrapped up Its 
Western Conference finals Sat­
urday with a 101-100 victory 
over Milwaukee Bucks, taking 
the best-of-seven series 1-2,’
In the American Basketball 
Association, the Virginia-New 
York playoffs resume tonight In 
New York with the Squires lend­
ing the series 2-0, Indiana 
squared Its series with Utah at 
2-2 with n 118-108 victory on Sat­
urday. The teams moot again 
tonight in Salt Lake City,
Mitchell's Second Tour Laurels 
Come Against Feared Competitor
RANCHO LA COSTA, Calif. 
(AP) — Bobby Mitchell, who 
had complained earlier to sports 
writers that "nobody ever 
writes about me,’’ beat pro 
golf’s most-feared competitor in 
a sudden-death playoff Sunday 
for the title in the Tournament 
of Champions.
The 29-year-old Mitchell rolled 
in a 20-foot putt on the first 
extra hole and beat heavily-fa­
vored Jack Nicklaus for only his 
second victory in a pro career.
“It’s a great feeling,” ex­
claimed Mitchell, who collected 
$33,000 from the total purse of
TORONTO (CP) — Canadian 
heavyweight boxing champion 
George Chuvalo is doing road­
work in training for his return 
bout against Muhammad Ali in 
Vancouver, May 1.
Chuvalo says he has passed 
all the tests required by the Ca­
tt a di an Professional Boxing 
Federation.
'T’ve had them all—electro­
cardiogram, electro-encephalo­
gram and x-rays of the spinal 
column,” he said.
The last time they met, in 
Maple Leaf Gardens six years 
ago, Ali won a decision aftc i5 
bruising rounds.
Irving Ungerman, Chuvalo's 
manager, is not p r e d i c 11 n g 
who’ll win this bout, “but it will 
be dirty,” he says.
$165,000. "It was a wonderful 
feeling when I won at Cleveland 
last year (his first tour 
trimph). But this was even 
better because I beat all the 
champs.”
The Tournament of Champi­
ons is restricted to players who
scored regular pro tour victo­
ries in the last 12 months. Nick­
laus, who took the Masters and 
two other titles already this sea­
son, was a 4-to-l favorite to de­
fend his title successfully here.
But the odds went for nothing 
when Nicklaus pulled his tee 
shot on the par three 14th—the 
first playoff hole—into the deep 
rough and chipped six feet past.
MITCHELL ON GREEN
Mitchell put his tee shot in the 
green below the pin and made 
the putt.
Mitchell shot a final-round 70 
on the long, tough La Costa 
Country Club course and tied 
Nicklaus with a 72-hole total of 
280.
"You never like to lose a tour­
nament," Nicklaus said. “I fig­
ured if I shot 72 I’d win it."
had four home runs In five 
games this season.
Before his turnabout, Darwin 
worked on the mound for eight 
years in the minors. He 
switched to the outfield in 1970, 
striking 40 home thus in two 
seasons of minor league ball in 
the Los Angeles Dodgers’ chain.
He caught the attention of 
Minnesota scouts and the Twins 
obtained him on Oct. 23, 1971, in 
a trade for outfielder Paul Ray 
Powell.
’ A/L's RADIO & 
TV SERVICE
1383 Ellis St. 7634022
Service to all color and B&W 
TV, Phonos, Stereos and 
Radios.
Black and White and
Color TV’s
Calls ..... 8.00
Open Mon. through Sat.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
LIVE MOST EVERYWHERE
Minnows live on every conti­




3326 Lakeshore Rd. 763-7782
: PAINT




Low, Low Prices for 
Old Age Pensioners
NOTHING CAN STOP 
IT
FOR SPORTSMAN OILMAN 
FARMER LUMBERMAN OR 
ENGINEER OR JUST FOR FUN " sport
8.
#'
tiros’ rally 'with a three-run 
homer that' put Houston ahead 
8-7.
Successive home runs In the 
fifth inning by Cleon Jones and 
Jim Fregosl carried the Meta to 
their opening - game triumph, 
and Jim Beaucharpp’s pinch 
single drove in the winning run 
In the extra-inning nightcap. ■
The Expos, the only unde* 
feated club in the majors going 
into their game, were stopped 
by Scipio Spinks.
The tall right-hander seal* 
tered five Montreal hits while 
his St. Louis batterymate, Ted 
Simmons, gave him all the rune 
he needed with a two-run single
His latest homer was hit off 
Oakland southpaw Ken Holtz­
man.
In other ' American League 
games Sunday, Texas Rangers 
defeated California Angels 5-2; 
Chicago White Sox nipped Kan­
sas City Royals 3-2; Cleveland 
Indians downed Baltimore Ori­
oles 2-1 and Milwaukee Brewers 
trimmed Detroit Tigers 3-0. The 
New York Yankees’ game at 
Boston was rained out.
Saturday, Boston downed New 
York 11-7, Chicago swept a dou­
ble-header from Kansas City, 
winning 1-0 and 3-2, Cleveland 
Indians whipped Baltimore 9-2, 
Detroit defeated Milwaukee 8-2, 
and Texas blanked California 6- 
0. Snow postponed Oakland’s 
game at Minnesota.
in the first inning.
The Cards wrapped it up with 
four more runs in the eighth, 
Spinks driving in one with a sin* 
gle.
Clay Kirby went the route for 
the Padres, scattering six hits 
to end the Dodgers’ six-garde 
winning streak. Derrel Thomas 
gave him the winning run with 
a tie-brealjing bases-Joaded. sac­






SPECIAL GROUP RATES 
We have special group 
rates for birthday parties, 
family outings, etc. 50c 
under 12, 65o adults.. For 
reservation Phone 54130.










What to look for in aneconomy car.
for anything besides the price would be a If 
waste of time. Simply because there’s just B
from other economy cars. Corolla is more
*
e
Then go around to a showroom and have
a look there




The grcatcri number of fishes 
live. In the cold waters of the 
North Atlantic Ocean.




■ With prices ranging (mm 
>50 (for the government ap­
proved aid’ and up. We fea­
ture OTICON, the world's 
a r Re « I manufacturer of 
hearing nids., All units arc 
sold tinder our EXCLUSIVE 
MONEY BACK PROGRAM, 
isk nlxnit It.
INTERIOR HEARING 
AID CENTRE I II).
Serving sou nt 
Slmpsont-Sears , , 




Gas and brake pedals steer 
ingwhecl are conventional 
Excellent stability 
Automatic transmission 
StevLframo, fibre-glass body 
Approx speed 45 inph
OPTIONS’
Hubcaps Roll bar - white 
canvas top with windows 
Luggage rack ■ snowplough 
Trailer • Horn - Hester
TERRA JET TAKES YOU 
EVEN WHERE NOBODY 
GOES,
DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE
Get Into an exciting high profit Industry. Become a dealer in 
All Terrain Vehicles . . . Camper Trailers, boats and motors, 
10 speed bicycles and many other linos.
Call or write Io: ALL POWER SPORTS (1972) LTD.









Crow-flow engine / 
























Conalatently blghtr tcialc value 
(han other economy car*.
COROLLA IMO, with 103 hp, Crp»«.FIowcnfllne, h 
a vail able a* 2-iloor redan, «-«1o**Z Urdan. coupe ami 
at a (Ion wagon। optional automatic. COROLLA 1 MO, 
whli n hp, I* available, at 2-dovr and coupe.






'*320 Harvey Avcnqe 
Il ' ♦
....... ............................. .. .......... ...... "
*' **< w'wtw>
Teh 762’5203
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CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTSi ACCREDITED 






102-1491 Pandosy St Kelowna
THOMPSON 
ACCOUNTING SERVICE 
Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
286 Bernard Ave. Ph. 762-3631 
BUSINESS PERSONAL
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
furnished two bedroom bouse 
on Lawrence Avenue, near Glenmore 
Street. Available May 1st. *175 per 
month. No dogs. Telephone 762-3362 af-
ter « p.m. u
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM Up­
stairs' duplex. Refrigerator and stove. 
Within walking distance downtown. 
$100 per month. Available May l»t 
Telephone 763-5752. 223
MODERN TWO BEDROOM HOME IN 
Rutland. Seml-furnlahed, fuH basement, 
carport. Close to school and shopping. 
$150 per month. Telephone 763-6401, 224
TWO BEDROOM UPPER SUITE. ESL 
sentlal furniture, stove, refrigerator and 
washer. Central location. $125 monthly.
16. APTS. FOR RENT
LOVELY. LARGE ONE BEDROOM 
suite, available May 1st WaU to walL 
refrigerator, stove, swimming pooL 
patio, private' entrance. All utilities In­
cluded. CaU after 4:30 p.m.. 763-5043.
____________ _____________ , u 
VERY. LARGE. THREE BEDROOM 
unfurnished upstairs apartment near 
hospital. Heat and light* included. $150 
per month. No smaU children or pets. 
Steady renter* only. Telephone 763-2093.
«
AVAILABLE MAY 1ST. SPACIOUS 
two bedroom fourplex la Weatbank. 1V5 
baths, shag carpet, sundeck, electric 
beat. Children welcome. Telephone 768-
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE .
5262. u
Telephone 763.4950. 324
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
ilxplex in Rutland on Briarwood Road 
Close to school and shopping centre 
Children welcome. No pet*. Telephone
COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom units, dose, to 
Vocational School, college and , shopping 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach






Suite 205 - 1460 Pandosy St
Divorce $69
Tel. 738-1731
R. W. Gaye Services, 
414-1298 W. 10, Vane., B.C.
M, W, F 230
CONSTRUCTION •. ■ . '
MODERN. TWO BEDROOM, FURNISH- 
ed lakeshore cottage until June 15. $130 
monthly, utilities included. No pets. 
Boucherie Beach Resort, Westbank. 
Telephone 768-5769. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX ON AB- 
bott Street, within walking distance o( 
town. Private garage and yard. Avail­
able May 1. $160 per month. Telephone
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rate*. Only minutes from town on High­
way 97 South. One and two bedrooms; 
kitchenettes and showers. Children wel-
come. Telephone 763-4511. U
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN COLONY
Park Apartment*. 1255 
nue. Available June 1. 
frlgerator included. One 
Telephone 763-4294.
Bernard Ave- 




TWO BEDROOM HOUSE NEXT TO 
Orchard Park shopping centre. Full 
basement. Available May 1. Rent $135 
per month. Telephone 763-2920 days;
CENTURY MANOR. SPACIOUS ONE 
bedroom suite, colored appliances, wail 
to waU drapes and broadloom, cable 
TV. No children or pets. 1958 Pandosy
Street. Telephone 763-3635. tf
763-2203 after 6:00 p.m. tf
DUPLEX FOR RENT. IMMEDIATE 
occupancy. Three bedrooms on main 
iloor. carport and lull basement. Tele-
phone 765-8815. tf
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO.
Chartered Accountants 
Telephone 762-4434





Ste. 204, 1583 Ellis St., 
Kelowna
BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
ROD KING 
769-4697 days, 769-4671 
M, W, F I
PHOTOGRAPHY
tf
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, DOWN- 
town location, at $180 per month. 
Telephone days. 762-3384; evenings, 
763-4105.  tf
DELUXE THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
fireplace, VA baths, carport, close to 
Dr. Knox School and shopping. $170 
per month. Telephone 768-5875. tf
ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX SUITR 
Orchard Park. Heat, refrigerator, stove, 
carpeted. References. Immediate pos-






2820 Pandosy Street 
Corner Pandosy and West
M,
VACUUM CLEANERS
TWO BEDROOM HOME, CLOSE TO 
schools, shopping and lake. $160 per 
month. Telephone 763-2156. M, W, F, 
226
DELUXE 4 BEDROOM DUPLEX 
ior rent. Two baths. Carpeted through­
out. Near schools. In Rutland. Tele-
KNOX MANOR. SPACIOUS, BRIGHT, 
quiet, one bedroom suite, main floor, 
drapes, TV cable, stove and refrigera­
tor. Available May 1st. 1855 Pandosy 
Street or telephone 762-7918. H
TWO BEDROOM SUITES AVAILABLE 
in new sixplex. Carpets; with or with­
out refrigerator and stove. Centrally 
located, Rutland. 769-4394 or 769-4205.
tf
WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM 
unfurnished apartment. Large picture 
window—beautiful view of Wood Lake. 
Wall to wall carpet throughout. 765-6533.
COLUMBIA MANOR, 1919 PANDOSY 
One bedroom suite with stove, refrig­
erator, drapes and wall to wail carpet. 
Available May 1st. Telephone 762-8284. 
tf
WATERFRONT SUITES. THREE BED- 
room, three baths, continuous clean 
ovens, colored appliances, shag carpets. 
From $200. Corner Lakeshore and
Truswell. 764-7330. 226
phone 765-7772. . 222
tf
RUTLAND: TWO BEDROOM HOUSE 
next to shopping centre Available May 
1st. $160 per month. See at 350 Gray
Road or telephone 764-4525.’ 222
NEW ONE BEDROOM SUITE. HEAT 
and uitilities. cable television included. 
New stove, refrigerator, drapes aqd 
carpets. Centrally located. Telephone 
763-4892. 224
RETIREMENT SPECIAL!
Neat and ckan, located 1 Blk. to shopping in downtown Kelowna. Nicely landscaped 
yard. Large kitchen with eating area. Clear title. Art MacKenzie 7694264.
3 BEDROOM HOME
Close to Orchard Park, this home has a partially developed full basement. Large 
beautifully landscaped lot. Full price $28,000.00. Call Bren Witt 769-4326. MLS.
20 ACRE ORCHARD
First time offered, located in Rutland cornering on two main roads with gentle slop 
ing view, excellent holding property. Planted heavy to apples. Good production re 
Cords, 3 Bedroom house plus equipment sheds. $35,000.00 down. To view Emit 
Zeron 2-5232. MLS.
APPRAISALS FOR PROPERTY EVALUATION — R. G. Trimble, F.R.I.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY ™
1451 Pandosy St. SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY Office Ph. 3-4144
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
DISPLAY HOME 
CRESTVIEW HOMES 
Open from 2-6 p.m. every 
Tues.. Thurs., Frl. and Sun. 
from 2-5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mtn. Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
urn right on Dundee.
Call 765-8712, 763-6066 or 
763-3737.
(Furnished by Turvey’*) 
tf
OPEN HOUSE
By owner,. See luxurious living 
with a beautiful view on Sunny­
side Road off Boucherie Road.
Phone 769-4171
REALTORS
MORTGAGES and INVESTMENTS LTD.
RESIDENTIAL
SECLUDED NEIGHBOR­
HOOD OF SUCCESSFUL — 
well established families. 
This prestige 3 bedroom 
home was built by the con­
tractor owner on a' % acre of 
the most beautiful view in
W. R. FENNELL & CO. 
Accredited Public Accountants
W. R. Fennell, APA, FCI
R. D. Horton, APA, FCIS 
2979 Pandosy St.. Kelowna, B.C. 
Telephone 763-4528






THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 
basement, carpeted living room, range, 
near Quigley Elementary School. Avail­
able May 1st. Telephone 765-9232. 222
NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE- 
ment duplex on creek. $150 monthly. 
CaH 765-7105, evenings 765-7451. tf
THREE BEDROOM HOME, 1440 
Ethel Street. Telephone 762-6139, morn­
ings or after 5:00 p.m. 225
16. APTS. FOR RENT
CLASSIFIED RATES
Classified Advertisements and Not­
ices for this page must: be received 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publica­
tion, except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day publication.
Phone 763-3228 
WANT AD CASH RATES
8. COMING EVENTS
A.C.W. SPRING TEA AND BAZAAR 
ta Anglican Parish Hall, -2:00 p.m.,. 
Wednesday, April 26. Home baking, 
white elephant and plant stalls.
. 215, 221-223
SHERWOOD MANOR




word per insertion.' 
Six consecuUve days. 4c 
per insertion.






I & H COUNSELING 
SERVICE 
Presents: Divorce Classes, 
Professional Dating Club and
Corner Ellis Street and 
Rosemead Ave. 
Near Downtown and Park
new, one bedroom suite, cen-H. the valley. Truly built for 
tral Rutland, ’ refrigerator and stove indoor-outdoor living: Full 
and television cable Included: $160 per nr;PP Onlv 4:42 (10(1 with a
month. Available May 1st. Telephone Pr‘Ce only JM.UVV Wim a
765-8841, 223 7>^% NHA mortgage. Call
modern, clean, three room, Clare Angus at 762-3713 days
one . bedroom self-contained duplex or 762-4807 evenings. Exclu- 
suite, refrigerator and stove. Adults s;vp
only, no pets. Hospital vicinity. Only II 
$115 per month. Telephone 764-7221. 2221|
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE CARAMILLO HEIGHTS 
in Rutland; all* utilities paid, refrigera- —Owner had to move, must
tor and stove included. Immediate || sell this beautiful 3 bedroom
occupancy. Telephone 765-6374oaftw 5:0^ horne with W/W carpets
SimiERLAND MANOR, i-A  ̂ }^°^'P
two bedroom suite. Cable tv. Adults in tnc large master bed*
only. Apply to manager. 560 Sutherland room. Main floor utility
Avenue* u room, lots of room for en-
AN ACRE IN GLENMORE— 
Low taxes yet close to town 
is this immaculate 3 bed­
room home on beautifully 
landscaped piece of proper­
ty. Over 1400 sq. ft. of fam­
ily living at its best for 
only $26,900. Call Terri Meck-
ling at 762-3713 days or 763- I 
6657 eves. MLS.
. Minimum charge for any 
ment Is $1.00. ’T-
Births, Engagements,' Marriages
5c per word, minimum $2.50.
Death - Notices. Id Memoriams, 
Cards of Thanks Sc per word, mini- 
. mum $2.50.
' If paid prior to Initial' billing, a 10% 
,discount may ba deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
Applicable within circulation gone 
only.
Deadline 4:30 p.m. day previous to
publication, except 12 
Monday publication.
One insertion $1.89 
Three consecutive
noon Saturday for
per column inch, 
insertions $1.82
per column inch.





Read your, advertisement the 
day it appears. We will nbt be ... 
ponslble for more than one Incorrect
No.
Counseling.
10 — 435 Bernard Ave.
763-6722
M, W, F 222
Now Renting
ONE AND
TWO ’ BEDROOM SUITES.
KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD. 
Furnaces, eavestroughlng, sheet metal 
work. 1085 Glenmore St. Telephone 763-
3952. tf
"CAJUN" FOR WEDDINGS. BAN- 
quets, dances, etc. Old time, modern, 
and country music. Telephone 765-7323
or 765-6932. tf
$8,900 IN THE CITY — over 
900 feet of living area, two 
large bedrooms and a gar­




Roy Paul at 
or 765-8909
EXCITING LAKESHORE
. taxer U on.
BOX REPLIES
50o charga for the usa of a Courier 
box number, . and 50c additional if 
repllea are to be mailed.
Names and address of Boxboldera 
are held confidential *
As a condition of acceptance of a 
box number advertisement, while 
every endeavor will be made to tor- 
' ward replies to the advertiser as 
soon as possible, we accept no Ila- 
. blllty In respect of loss or damage 
alleged to arise through either fail- 
. ure or delay In forwarding such re- 
< piles, however caused, whether by 
neglect or otherwise.
12. PERSONALS
TO COURIER SUBSCRIBERS: WOULD 
the Courlei subscribers please make 
sure they have a collection card with 
the carrier's name .and address and 
telephone number on It. If vour carrier 
has not left one with you, would you 
please contact The Kelowna Dally 
Courier.' telephone 762-4443. M. W. F, tf
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE, 
medically approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator with many years, ex­
perience. For further Informstlon. tele-
Air conditioning, elevator, 
underground parking, con­
crete between all floors, 
electric heat, attractive shag 
rug, drapes throughout, No 
children or pets.
Phone Manager —
‘ 762-0861 or 763-2305
. tf
one bedroom furnished suite, tertaimng in the spacious
married couple or two girls. Abstain-1 rnriwi rQii
ers. Available May 1st. Telephone 762- living room. Call Dave Deln- 
,4847 after 5 p.m. tf || stadt at 762-3713 days or,
Nassau house, deluxe one bed. 762-4894 evenings. MLS,
room suite, very quiet and close in.
Adults only. Contact Manager. Suite 108, THACKER DRIVE — NEW’ 
1777 water street. . ± _ 3 bedroom family home
LOVELY, TWO BEDROOM APART- fpAt.uriniy two firenlaces
ment in triplex with fuU basement in leaiuring IWO lirepiaces
I Rutland. Available May 1. Telephone | covered sundeck, garage, 
765-8529. tf view of lake, ensuite plumb-
furnished, carpeted one and irig, and lots more. Call Joe
w^kta^aiiy^rates noVbScm Limberger at 762-3713 days
Beach Resort?762^. ' « or 763-2338 evenings. Exclu-
CLOSE IN, ONE BEDROOM SUITE. S1Ve’ 
Available May 1st. Contact manager. ___
Bermuda House, 1779 Pandosy Street I BE YOUR OWN BOSS — 
o£ telephone 762-3911. <___ tf | modem grocery store in the
HOME — centred on 100 feet 
of excellent beach. Spacious 
living room features large 
stone fireplace, broadloom 
rug, can be 2 or.3 bedrooms, 
2 separate baths (up and 
down). Abundance of trees— 
both shade and fruit. Real 
quiet location — ideal for 
children. Good investing at 
$54,000 with good terms. Call 
George Phillipson at 762- 
3713 days or 762-7974 eves. 
MLS.
phone Helen Gray. 763-6512. u
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. Box 587, Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
765-5335, 763-5057 or 765-6923. In Winfield 
766-2107. Is there a drinking problem 
in your home? Contact Al-Anon at 763-
6675 or 765-6766. tf
1. BIRTHS
FAMILY'S HISTORY - YOUR FAM- 
Uy's history can be written with 
clippings of th* happy events—Birth*, 
Engagements, and Wedding* from your 
Daita’ Newapaper. Notice* tor these 
event* ar* a* low a* $2,50, You may 
brink (hem to the Cla**l(led Counter or 
telephone. The Kelowna Dally Courier 
783-3328, a*k (or ClassKied.
SINCERE GENTLEMAN! MID 40s, OWN 
home (separated) would like to meet 
lady with sense o( .humor, for com­
panionship, Box A668, The Kelowna 
Dally Courier,223 
LEARN ALL THE LATEST DANCES 
and old-time dances at Mr, Vincent's 
Academy. Dancing Is a great social
CENTENNIAL HOUSE 
APARTMENTS
Located,adjacent to Centennial 
Park, McIntosh Road, Rutland. 
Occupancy May 1, 1973. Spa­
cious deluxe suites, air condi­
tioning, carpeting, colored ap­
pliances, drapes, inter-com sys­
tem, cable TV, full laundry 
facilities, storage, paved park­
ing, close to all shopping areas.







working mother with one child | r heart of a growing district. 
m.,Shhnrm? warLme1, WsMi' CaSh bUSineSS. Volume ous home with same. Telephone 763« I « nr6820. 226 I growing every month. Low
two bedroom ■ suite in four- 11 down payment. Call - Gordon
piex unit in Rutland. Water and gar- 1 Marwick at 762-3713 days or
bage pickup included. Telephone 762- I 769-4662 eves. MLS
7021. 224 1





AVAILABLE NOW - TWO BEDROOM 
unite in Rutland faurplex. Close in.
Telephone 765-5111 or 763:5676. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
some cable vision. O’Callaghan's Re.
sort, 3326 Watt Road. tf
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS, ONE AND 
two bedroom suites, no children or 
pets. Telephone 764-4246. tf
5 ACRES
HIGH AND DRY — See this 
for value — 3 bedroom home 
in Glenmore, fully completed 
basement, and fully air- 
conditioned. On a quiet street 
close to schools and facili­
ties. Full price $25,000. Call 
■ Wilf Rutherland at 762-3713 
days or 763-5343 eves. MLS.
LAND AND ACREAGES
Tremendous
view, good soil, fenced, do­
mestic and irrigation water.
Paved road school bus
_ route. Call Fred Kyle at
17. ROOMS FOR RENT 795.5155 days or 765-8804
ROOMS FOR COLLEGE OR VOCA- punninffs MLS tlonal students. Living room and kitchen ’-veiling^, ivu^o.
facilities. About a two minute walk to 
the college. For further information „ _
telephone 763-6564. .2271| 2 ACRES and 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED GROUND FLOOR HOUSE- 
keeping room. Only male pensioner 
need apply. Non1 drinker, Call at 453
Lawrence Avenue. tf
LARGE CLEAN SLEEPING ROOM, 
good residential area. Single beds lor 
two girls. Telephono 763-5770 or after
ACREAGE ONE MILE 
NORTH OF CITY — Approx­
imately 30 acres of prime 
subdivision property, now in 
orchard. Close to city with 
domestic water, power and 
telephone available. $32,500 
down payment will do it, 
easy terms on balance. Call 
Andy Runzer at 762-3713 days 
or 764-4027 eves. MLS.
2. DEATHS
HIGGINS — Mrs. Mary Olivo Higgins 
of Brendalco Road, Weslbank, B.C., 
passed away at her residence on April 
21, 1972, at th* age of 78 year*. Mrs. 
lllggln* wa* predeceased by her loving 
husband Charles in May 1960 and Is 
now survived by (our son*, Ivan of 
Weatbank, Paul of Miiniton. N.B.. Alli,. 
•nd Vaughan both of Calgary and one 
daughter, Mra. Vernon Deminings of 
St, John's N.H. I 14 grandchildren nnd 
■lx great grandchildren, Funeral sor- 
vicea tor the Into Mra. Mary lllggln* 
were held from The Garden Chapel, 11.1 
Bernard Ave., on April 23rd st 3i00 
p.m., with The Rev; 1. G. Hind, R.A., 
D.D. officiating. The remain* are being 
forwarded to Newcastle Bridge, N.B. to 
be Interred ta th* fnnilly plol. THE 
GARDEN CHAPEL FUNERAL DIREC­
TORS are entruated with <he funeral 
■rrnngementa. (Telephone 762-3010), 221
HAPPY
6 p.m. 763-4678. 222
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
message in time of sorrow.
KARENS FI.OWF.Il IVSIU'T
451 Leon Ave, 762-31 ID
M. W. F tf
B,C. HEART FOUNDATION - DEKP 
aatlrtactlcn cornea from remembering 
departed family, friend* and aaaoclatea 
- with a memorial gift to lb* Heart
Foundation. Kelowna Unit. P.O. Box 
IM. •»
4. ENGAGEMENTS
BailEBBECK • KAUS — Mr. and Mr*. 
Henry ' Svhlejbeck of. Kelowna are 
pleated ta announce th* engagement 
of their daughter Anke-Ul* Chrlatln* Io 
Peter Kall*, eon of Mr. and Mr*. Peter 





A celleclioa •! amitabte ntwi <*r a** 
In I* Memortam* ta on band al The 
Ketewn* Daita Cewtw Oftldk tn Mem- 
Mteme M* accepted emtU 4'50 p.m, day 
ptnoedln* publteattoai. U yon wish 
com* no. CtadeUled Covnlw and 
m*k* a MiMtien ear teltphon* far » 
trained Ad-wrt*** U antet yen la th* 
cbotc* *1 an »t'iww'rl*t» etna and 
ta writing thn in Memotiam. Tele- 
ph*** lejtan M, W. F. if
i.*Ki:’viF.w”Mi;Moni M.“i'ARk~'<T.Mt;. 
tet» new add**.* HM Hrfbwnod Rd 
tend) Rntlaad. T.tephen* lUttM. if
BURGER











15. HOUSES FOR RENT
If you want to live In comfort, 






FURNISHED ROOM WITH KITCHEN. 
Suitable for two. Downtown. $90 per
month. Telephone 763-fI051. 225
A LOVELY SLEEPING ROOM. WORK- 
Ing girl only, Telephone 762-6146. tf
8' ROOM AND BOARD
HOME — located close to 
Rutland High School — this 
home offers charm and com­
fort PLUS lots of elbow 
room. The 2 acres are plant­
ed to strawberries, currants 
and more. Ideally suited to 
subdivision. Call Harry Mad­
docks at 765-5155 days or 
765-6218 even. MLS.
PRIVACY & SECLUSION — 
A cozy 2 bedroom cottage In 
excellent condition on well 
landscaped and treed 2 acre 
site. Close to the lake and 
bus service at the door, 
Ideal for a small family or 
retirement. Enquire now. 
Call Blanche Wannop at 




Spacious 1 BR, unfurnished 
suite. All conveniences, and 
lovely view. Close In. Retired
or quiet living couple. 
PHONE 765-6536 
eves. 762-3037, tf
EXCLUSIVE. BRAND NEW TUBER 
bedroom faurplex units In Rutland, One 
block from school;, tell basement, »hag 
carpet In 10 Ing room and bedroom*, 
cathedral entrance. Tastefully, decorat­
ed, Available' Immediately, Telephone
761 Mil or 5013. If
room and board for gentle- Mary Ashe 763-4652, Bill Campbell 763-6302, Bob Clements
man. sharing, 690 per month. All living 704.4934 Bud Dalley 765-6959, Ernie Donnelly 762-2558,
76W241'after ^o p™' tf II Mike Martel 762-0990, Ken Mitchell 762-0603, Sylvia Roberts 
ROOM AND-hoard, oh sleeping 705-6936, Ron Wilkinson 703-6960, 
room In beautiful homo, downtown Io, ’ 
cation. Telephone 763-6820, 226 MORTGAGES & APPRAISALS — Darryl Ruff — 764-7536
ROOM AND HOARD FOR GENTLE-
man, Telephone 762-0220. tf
NEW HOME UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Just outside of the city limits situated on a large lot, 
underground wiring and paved roads. This is a beauty. 
Imagine a bay window in eating area, plus a large sun- 
deck, 3 bedrooms, 2 sets of plumbing, 2 fireplaces, car- J 
port, wall to wall carpet on 90% of total floor area, and | 
you may have your choice of colors if you buy now. Only '* 
$26,900.00. EXCL.
INVEST — LET YOUR TENANTS PAY-THE RENT I 
We are offering two of the finest 4-Plex units in the area. 
Have to be seen to be appreciated. You can buy both or 
one. Situated only 2 blocks from main business of Rutland, 
close to schools, lots of parking, a very attractive deal. 
Owner may consider a good home in trade as part of down 
payment; Priced at $45,000.00 and $47,000.00. You make 
over $400.00 per month net. Look at this one soon.
LARGE HOME WITH IN-LAW SUITE
1360 sq. ft. of finished living area on each level, ground 
floor is completely above the ground. This7 home is beau­
tifully finished with carport covering oyer 90% of the 
floor area, 2 large fireplaces, 20’ x 20’ covered sundeck. 
Home is water heated, a terrific view of the lake. Only 
% block from Okanagan Lake. This would make a tre­
mendous large family home. Asking price $47,500.00 with 
terms and owner will accept trades. MLS.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
“ESTABLISHED IN 1902’ 
364 BERNARD AVE.
Carl Briese 763-2257




George Martin _ 763-7766 
.... 763-3666
GRACIOUS LIVING — All on the one floor, over 1450 
sq. ft.; 4 BR home, iVz baths, family room; comfortable 
LR; air conditioning; W.W. throughout; bright kitchen; 
part basement; hot water heat; garage; fenced treed lot; 
owner says bring an offer; to view call Lloyd Bloomfield 
eves. 3-3089 or days 2-5544. MLS.
BUILDING SITES-
Strategically Located — Acreage In two adjacent parcels; 
near Harvey Ave. on Burtch Rd.; approx, three acres 
excellent holding and/or investment properly; MLS.
Lot with Excellent View — of lake; four miles from 
Vernon at Okanagan Landing; 200 feet from pavement; 
power nearby; MLS.
Level Lot — with Ponderosa Pines; two blocks from th« 
lake in Peachland; ’A acre — $4,500. MLS.
, Large Treed Lot — Near beach In Peachland: a holding or 
building proposition; Call Mike Chepcsuik eves. 4-7204 or 
days 2-5544. MLS.
GROCERY STORE — and living quarters; excellent fam- 
. ily operation; business steadily increasing; for more
Information call Betty Elian eves, 769-4397 or days 2-5544. 
MLS.
COUNTRY HOME —• Attractive h?me with full basement . 
, and many extras; double glass; large sundeck; full, 
basement; 2 fireplaces; space for extra BRs and rum­
pus room; attractive kitchen; 4 pc, bath; W.W. carpets. 
Asking price $24,000. Call George Silvester eves. 2-3516 > 
or days 2-5544. MLS.
ROOM AND BOARD FOR YOUNG 
tnan, Telephone 765.8436. 224 *
EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN- 
(urnl*h'’d suite available for immed­
iate ocrirnnhcy, MIU Creek Apart- 
mcnl«, 1707 1 Water Street. Stove, re­
frigerator, wall to wall carpela, cabin 
television, henl, llghta, laundry nnd 
mrklng Included. No children, no peta, 
lletlred or professional tenants prefer­
red, Telephone 763-3693. tf
CONTINENTAL MAl'iOR, ROWCLIFFK 
Avenue; one and two bedroom deluxe 
suites available for Immediate occu­
pancy, Wall to wall carpet, cable TV, 
undercover parking, laundry fadlltlea, 
elevator, nnd • reduction for tennnta 
60 yenra nnd over. Adulta only. No 
peta. Must tie seen. Telephon* 763-4209.
WESTVIEW AI'AIITMENTS-ATTHAC.’ 
live new on* bedroom suite*, shag car­
peting throughout, appliance*, targe pri­
vate pstlo*. Ie,n mlnutea from Kelowna 
$110 per month. Two bedroom suite 
with panoramic view of lak* al*o avail­
able Telaphon* 768-5B73. , tf
DELUXE THIIEF. BEDROOM DUPLEX 
for, rent In Spring Valley HuMIvUlon 
Thin duple* I* round proof. »lmo«t *1 
carpet throughout nnd ban lit bath*. 
Full baaampM. Renting for 1163 per 
month. Telephone 764 476*. If
DELUXE FAMILY ’ DUPLEX AVAIL- 
ahi* May L Three tied room*. lh bath*, 
on quiet ctan-ent In Rutland; children 
welcome. Calrden apace, *153 per month 
pine iilllltlea. Telrphonn 7*3 6131 day*,
•noept Saturday. 275
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM HU1TI
21 PROPERTY FOR SALE 
SMART TWO BEDROOM HOUSE JUST 
waiting for an owner to chooso Interior 
finishing. Drive liy the corner of Prior 
anil Holbrook Enit nnd make an ap­
pointment to view today, Price $20,830. 
We aha have an attractive 3 bedroom 
house ready for Immediate occupancy 
on 3rd Avenue North In downtown 
Wentbank. Price 811,300; and olhcr 
NHA houaea alerted In Hollywood Dell,
Hraemar Conatructlon Ltd, Builder* in 
Kelowna »lnce 1962. (Hilco 154 Btetaoq 
Motel. Telephone 761-0310. Evening* 761-
0936 or 703-2610. If
;s
available, Sound proof building. Shag 
carpeting, air - conditioning, drapes, 
range and refrigerator, aauna, ‘rec, 
room, elevator, intercom, free laundry. 
Wlndnor Manor, 7M-71M. tf
ONK AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY 
furnUhed with kltch«n«lte*. Available 
weekly *nd monthly rate*. Clo«« to 
•hopping centra. VocalloniJ fkhooL ba*, 
etc. Clnnamon'a l.*ke»hoe*' lleiort. sail 
Abbott Street T«l«phon* Ttttell. tf
RUTLAND SPECIAL. BUILDER HAS 
reduced the prlc* of thl* charming two 
tiedroom cathedral entry homo to 
$11,400 for quick tale, Feature* In­
clude i carport, sepurato basement en­
trance, shag carpet, maple kitchen 
cabinet*, over sited sundeck, roughed 
In plumbing In ba*ement, No down pay- 
ment to qualified buyer. For all the 
details, call Don Walllnder, 763 6066 or 
.Crestview Home*, 763-3737 . 270
ItA itti AuTllUNliNG? ? ? TH V"" $1,300 
down payment, Immaculate 3 bedroom 
Glenmore homo with , llreplsce, gists 
sliding doors Io tundeck. 4lh bedroom, 
rec, room and game room Hnlthed
downstairs. Dratllcally Reduced to *14,- 
$30. MI.S. Call Olivia Wort(old 7*2 30%, 
evening* 761-W3. Hoover Realty Md.
313, 119, 211, 212. 214. 226
OWNER MOVINgTmUST SELL, IDEAL 
retirement or < email family homo In 
park-lik* setting, only on* block from 
th* |ak* |n th* Mission- Two bedrooms, 
L-ahaped living and dining room, open 
beam atyl*. Fireplace and carport. Uiw 
la«sa, reasonably priced with gruel 
terms. 431 Hartons Hoad. Trlephon* 74<- 
s iu
TWO LOTS ON BEI-GO HOAD, EAST 
nt Bell lload. 71’slIV. Fl.too rath m 
nearest Mier Trrmt available *1 *'-
CLEAN, BHKHlT, ONIt BKDBOOM
b*M-mrnt *uite, Store, refrigerator. I on* bedroom apartment with electric 
drape*. carport and pm nt* entrance, I *lme, refrigerator and *11 cookware, 
Fire block* 1* downtown, *123 per I Carpeted, direct dlaLlelephon* and c»hl*
FOR RKNT BY WEEK. FURNISHED
nvnth )nrt<i<iiiig vi'tom AvailanW• vltfon Ne net*. Canamsra Beach Motel 
May l*L Toifphona 7*34UX ’ »4 7614117. It Tslspboo* 76112*4. If
KELOWNA - 483 Lawrence Ave.. 762-3713 
RUTLAND - Shoppers’ Village, 705-5155 
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTORS
RETIREMENT SPECIAL - close in on Ethel St. ? 
BR with undeveloped attic; could ho 2 small Bits or 1 
large; large kitchen and living room on fully landscaped 
lot; asking price $14,000. Call Ruth Young eves, 3-0758 or 
days 2-5544. MLS.
JUST RIGHT — Investigate this comfortable two bedroom 
home located close to Southgate Shopping Centre and 
beach. Home in immaculate condition with grounds 
nicely landscaped and fenced, as well as a few fruit 
trees. Well priced at $18,500., Clear title. May be 
re-financed with 10% down. Ideal for young couple or 
retired. For full details call Jim Barton at 4-4878 even­
ings or 3-4343 days, MLS.
OKANAGAN MISSION — Very attractive 3 bedroom 
bungalow on a quiet street 1 block from the lake and 
beach. There arc many features Including 2l(* baths, 
large corner fireplace up and down, To vlciy call Dennis 
Denney at 3-4343 or 5-7282, MLS.
COUNTRY LIVING -— Immaculate family home located 
In the Okanagan Mission featuring four bedrooms, ,two 
tiatha, recreation room, covered sundeck and third acre 
lot. Asking only $24,960. For details contact Hugh Mervyn 
nt,’ 3-4343 or 2-4872. MI-S. i,
Murray Wilson 2-6475
Lakeland Realty
1561 PANDOSY ST. LTD..
INFORMATION ON AT J. MTLISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS
J63-4343
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C.
John Dricdgcr 2-8939, Jack Sasscvlllo 3-5257 '
John Walker 769-4397 \
Peachland Branch 767-2202 or Bert or Muo'Utyoo 707-2525, 
Penny Calllcf 767-2655
\ RANCHETTES WITH A VIeW
$1,000 AN ACRE
Overlooking Okanagan I-ake nt Okanagan Centre. Com­
plete with roadsk In 5 acre to 20 aero parcels, Located 
in the pine*. Plan now for a Rummer home, n hideaway 
or even a permanent home with country Retting. Financing 
arranged.
McKinnon realty ltd
To view call office 76IW741 Residence 765-7451
, HIGHWAY 33, RUTLAND
r
223
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
5.34 ACRES 3 MILES SOUTH OF BRIDGE!
522 ft. frontage on Hwy. suitable for motel, commercial or 
industrial, PLUS an excellent beautfiully landscaped fam­
ily home on a separate .49 acre off Ross Rd. Please call 




Investigate this business supplying frozen meat, fish, Ice 
cream and vegetables to schools, restaurants and resorts. 
ONLY $20,000 down! Full line of equipment to establish re­
tail also. CaH Gaston Gaucher 2-5030, evgs. 2-2463. MLS.
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
For the beauty operator with a. good clientele.. Buy into 
your own business in a well established and beautifully 
decorated parlour. 3 locations to choose from. For more 
information phone Jean Acres 2-5030, evgs. 3-2927. MLS.
SOUTHSIDE REVENUE HOME
Immaculate 3 bdrm. home, (plus rec. room) for owner’s 
use, plus a self-contained furnished suite. Lovely yard. 
Close to everything! $31,750. MLS. Phone Olivia Worsfold 
2-5030, evgs. 2-3895.
NORTH END SPECIAL — $13,950
Situated on Ok. Blvd., 2 bdrm home with separate DR, 
220 W, in kitchen, landscaped and fenced. Phone Olivia 
Worsfold 2-5030. evgs. 2-3895. Excl.
O. Ungaro 3-4320, Ed SchoU 2-0719
CHOICE BUILDING SITES — Close to city boundary. 
Builders terins or trades. For details call now. MLS.
WHERE CAN YOU BUY A DUPLEX FOR ONLY 
$24,250.00! We have just the one! 3 brs. on main floor 
and 2 br completely furnished suite up. Ideal city 
location. Call us to view. MLS.
EXECUTIVE HOME — In secluded natural setting over­
looking lake. Rooms enough for large family to live 
and entertain. 6 bedrooms, with large rec. room. Con­
tact John Wylie for all information and to view. Office 
2-2739 or eve. 3-6940. MLS.
HOBBY FARMERS! Are you looking for acreage? Here 
are 5 acres presently in hay. Ideal for pasture or 
development. Build a prestige home and have lots of 




270 Bernard Ave Phone 762-2739
Frank Petkau 3-4228 Bill Woods 3-3931
BUI Tretheway 766-2970 Al Pedersen 4-4746
Norm Yaeger 2-3574
Hoover REALTY762-5030426 Bernard Avenue
TRY YOUR OFFERS!
Bankhead area. 3 bedroom bungalow, with fireplace, built 
in stove, large yard, plus a private 2 bedroom suite in 
the basement. Must be sold. A 6%% mortgage, at $140.00, 
P.I.T. See this well kept 6 year old home. Call Mrs. 
Gerri Krisa, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 3-4387. MLS.
NOW LEASING, prime Com­
mercial space in Rutland. 
Call Mr. Patterson at 765- 
7704 or 765-6180 evenings.
STOP LOOKING!—I HAVE 
WHAT YOU WANT. A beau­
tiful 4 bedroom home in 
lovely Hollywood Dell. This 
full basementthome is bn a 
nicely landscaped lot The 
carport melts into the dwell- 
ing. A classy fireplace in the 
living room sets off the wall 
to wall carpeting. The family1 
room again comes with a 
cozy fireplace. All this for 
only $23,900.00. If you think 
this is your future home 
call Gord. Davis evenings 
at 765-6180. MLS.
CITY RETIREMENT 
HOME. Beautifully kept old­
er type 2 bedroom home. 
Fully landscaped with cher­
ry trees in back of lot. Lo­
cated in the South end of 
city. Close to shopping, 
schools, etc. Priced right to 
sell. For further information 
call Otto Graf evenings at 
765-5513. MLS.
NOTICE. Midvalley Realty 
Ltd., has moved to 429 High­





243 BERNARD AVE. — KELOWNA 
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK
Only a few lots left in this attractive subdivision, just 
south of the city. Close to Gyro Park, Rotary Beach, new 
school site and transportation on Lakeshore road. Priced 




429 Hwy. 33, RUTLAND 
PHONE 765-7704
Evenings:
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
NEW THREE BEDROOM BUNGALOW; 
bar. extra bedroom la basement, built- 
in range. Excellent financing. Full price
S2L300. Telephone 70-47% ' 234
PRIVATE SALE — TWO BEDROOM 
home, finished suit* in th* basement. 
Near Orchard Perk. Telephone 763-5007. 
tl
ATTRACTIVE NEW TWO BEDROOM 
duplex. A good Investment. Telephone
evenings. 765-6141. tf
OLDER TYPE TWO BEDROOM HOME 
ta Rutland ana. Telephone 765-3204 
eveplngs. It
4 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE. HAS 
704 feet of. road frontage. Telephone
762-71*5. ns
22. PROPERTY WANTED
SAWLEY REALTY & 
. DEVELOPMENT LTD. 
Commercial Property Only.
1447 EUis St.
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON.. APRL124. 1972 PAGE 11
... ..  ...... ... -■ IN. ........ ■ ..................— ..—i
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES 129 ARTICLES FOR SALE
BONNIE PRUDEN FIGURE SALONS
Inc. Franchis* open tor Penticton. Kel­
owna. Vernon and other areas of B.C. 
Telephone 687-9081 or writ* 1721 Davie
Street. Vancouver J. 375
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
SECOND MORTGAGE FOR SALE, 
worth 91.000. 97# Interest. for term ul 
three years. Telephone evenings, 765-
#071. U
FOR SALE: AGREEMENT FOR SALE. 
*t9.673 at 6%: pay* $200 per month. 
May be purchased tor $15,000 to yield 













28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
BULK CARROTS FOR SALE AT 3d 
per pound. Bring own containers. Apply 
Westbank Orchards Ltd.. 3rd Avenue 
North, Westbank. Telephone 768-5353.
223
BLACK MOUNTAIN TABLE AND 
seed potatoes. Warbler. Norland. Pon­
tiac and Cariboo. H. Koetz. Gallagcr











WANTED TO RENT OR BUY: .BY 
September 11. 1972. Large lot in West­
bank area, suitable for a mobile home, 
either serviced, or with nearby facili­
ties to Install services. Write: D. Jef­
ferson. c/o B. C. Hydro. Port Hardy.
B.C. 222
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
COUNTRY LIVING IN STYLE, in a pine-treed setting. 
Very attractive, near-new Glerirosa home with its three 
bedrooms (one to be finished). Wall to wall in living and 
two bedrooms. Built-in oven, and counter top range. 
Indoor/Outdoor carpet on sundeck. Call Dick Steele 
768-5480. MLS.
CALLING ALL GOLFERS! — Last chance to obtain a 
beautifully treed lot, overlooking Kelowna Golf and Coun­
try Club. TRY OFFERS on this attractive well located lot. 
Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS.
YOUR FINEST INVESTMENT—LAND! Just 3 miles 
from Kelowna, 20 acres, proposed pjan for 15 lots, each 
1 acre or more. Owner will sell in 2— 10-acre parcels. 
TERMS TO SUIT YOU! Stella Gunderson has details. 
3-2887 or 5-5111. Exclusive.
BUY YOUR LOT, HOME AND FURNITURE - in one 
package deal for just $13,900.00. Just $2500.00 down, 3 
bedroom mobile home, fully furnished, carport and 
porch included in full price. Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111 
to view. MLS.
SHORT WALK TO KELOWNA CITY CENTRE — Revenue 
home on corner lot. Fridge and stove in upstairs suite. 
A gracious home, oak floors, electric fireplace. Garage, 
large shrubs and evergreens enhance this investment 
property. Stew Ford 2-3455 or 5-5111. MLS.
FAMILY INCREASING? Recently listed 5 bedroom home, 
two bathrooms, 1370 sq. ft. in this roomy family type 
property — Lot is 63 X 247. Full price $19,400.00 for financ­









446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
"ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!"
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL 
250 feet of frontage on Hiway 97. 1.23 acres; Close to Hi- 
way 33. This valuable property is priced right. For full 
details call Met Russell at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 
769-4409. MLS. • .
DRIVE BY 295 MERRIFIELD RD. RUTLAND 
To view an almost new home of 1156 sq. ft., 2 nice bdrms, 
full basement and nicely landscaped lot. A real good in­
vestment at $21,500. Please call J. F. Klassen at 762-3146, 
evgs. and wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
NO TIME TO HAGGLE — 
OWNER DEMANDS ACTION!
Tremendous view for miles around from this fine, large 
executive home with an excellent layout and 3 sets of 
plumbing, huge wrap-arouhd balcony, carport and other 
extras. You have to see it for yourself! Call Harry Rist 
at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
“ONLY 2 LEFT!”
Butt Road, Westbank. Check these 2 lovely lots—hard to 
bent at $4,300. (70’ x 135'). Nice fruit trees and a panora­
mic view of lake. City water is in and sewer bn the way. 








GOLF COURSE AREA 
Well maintained 2 bdrm home with patio off kitchen,
separate D.R., cosy L.R., fireplace and finished 
D. Adnmoski 763-7900 or 765-8982 eves.
LAKE VIEW LOT — Shuswap dlst., year round 
(ion, 2 golf courses, marina, air field, guest 
riditig. Located near the lake. pHcc $8,000. Call 







536 Bernard Avc, Phone 763-7900
VINEYARD; Just listed 15 acres of full producing grapeg 
In an excellent location, Complete permanent set sprink­
ler system and full line of machinery, A money inukerl! 
Price on this exclusive listing Is $90,00Q and terms.
SOUTH KELOWNA: 10,51 acres of level land, nil under 
.Irrigation project. Suitable for small holding, subdivision 
or what Have >»»;i. 1’iiil |'»nce 130,00(1 with good terms. 
MLS. Call Ix'H Neave eves, 5-5272. '
GADDES REALTY
LIMITED
547 Bernard Avenue 762-3227
Phil Moubray eves 3-3028 Harold Hartfield eves 5-5080





Sam Pearson ------ 762-7607
BY OWNER $27,900
GLENMORE — MTN. AVE.
AT KENNEDY
1200 sq. ft,, 3 bedroom, WW in 
LR, fireplace, full basement, 
enclosed garage. Close to 
schools, golf course, ■ store. 
Large corner lot, partially 
fenced for privacy. Quiet 
neighborhood. CMHC 6%% 
Mortgage $147.00 mo. including 



















Order yours before the
Pile is Gone. 
$3.00 per yard — 




30" Gurney .electric range. 
Norge gas dryer, .Upright 18 
cubic foot freezer. Old ornate 
sideboard. Colonial type dinette 
table. Hand mower. Several 
guns. 14 ft. boat complete with 
steering. Camp cots. Kitchen 
radio. Movie camera. Poodle 
clippers. 45 h.p. Chrysler boat 




____________________ 222 ’ ’ 
30“ TAPPIN-GUERNEY- ELECTRIC 
stove: Auto, oven and timer. Excellent 
condition. $75 firm. Telephone 763-6515.
_ ___________ ______________________
KENMORE WASHER AND DRYER^ 
electric stove, refrigerator and drapes.
Electric guitar and case. Telephone 762- ' 
3907 after 6:00 p.m. 223
LUMBER. 2x4's. RANDOM LENGTH, 
and studs, $60 M. Telephone 762-3775
after 5:00 p.m. tt
ROUND FfVE FOOT DOUBLE FACED 
commercial neon sign. Telephone 763- 
3319 or 762-5211. tf
QUEEN SIZE WATER BED WITH UP- 
holstcrcd frame and legs. $130. Tele-
phone 762-3890. 226
239
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE. $3 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on large orders. Telephone
SET OF LEFT HAND GOLF CLUBS, 
bag and accessories included. Telephone
765-7327 after 6:00 p.m. 222
763-3415. tf
IF YOU ARE LOOKING — for a one floor plan, two bed­
rooms, on an extra large lot, ideal for retired couple or 
starter home, then let me show you this one. Home is in 
Glenmore and is vacant so immediate occupancy and the . 
asking price is only $23,000. For further information call 
Alan Elliot at the office or evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
SHADE TREES AND SHRUBS, greenhouse and garden, 
are only some of the features of this delightful two bed­
room home! Ideally, located in Kelowna, just a short 
walk to People’s Food Market! A garage, workshop and 
. patio area complete the picture; Don’t delay — for more 
information call Gord Funnell at the office or 2-0901 even­
ings. Full price only $16,750. MLS.
Ben Bjornson 9-4221 Einar Domeij 2-3518
Joe Slesinger 2-6874 
573 Bernard Avenue 762-3414
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
BREATHTAKING VIEW - PEACHLAND
4.23 acres, naturally treed, good building site, domestic 
water, power, phone, irrigation rights, 5 minutes from 
Peachland. Well priced at $8,500 terms. Call Mike Jen­
nings 762-4400, evenings 765-6304.
LOADS OF ROOM FOR THE FAMILY
Older, 4-bcdroom home, close in to shopping and elemen­
tary school, 220 wired, oil space heat, city sewer and 
water, separate garage, insulated root house, shade and 
fruit trees, 50x126 foot lot, fenced. Asking $13,000, excel­





■'fr - t, 
w
222
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE 
available in air-conditioned one Morey 
building, centrally located. Ample staff 
and client parking. Custom renovation 
may be arranged. Furnished U deaired. 
Pleas* telephone Mr. J. M. Roberts. 762- 
2002 tf
DOWNTOWN UPSTAIRS OFFICE 
space. Choice location. $125 per month 
including heat and use of air condi­
tioner. Telephone Regatta City Realty 
762-2739.  »
AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE 
for lease in new Rutland professional 
building. Telephone 765-7027.
M. W. F. tf
WELL ROTTED COW MANURE. $3 
per yard. 5 yards minimum delivery. 
Discount on large orders. Telephone 762- 
8748. ' tt
ATTENTION ORCHARDISTS: VARIETY 
apple trees for sale. 4' to 6’ tall on 
good root stock. 75c each, will deliver.
UTILITY TRAILER. $60, CAR RADIO 
from a Jaguar. $40, Prefab tool shed 
6’xI2‘ plywood walls with aluminum 
roof. $80. Telephone 762-6371. 222
HAND KNITTING MACHINE. 3 YARN 
carriers and carrying case, $125. Tele-
phone 765-6586. 223
CLOTHES FOR SALE IN VARIOUS
sizes. Telephone 762-3712. tt
Telephone 765-5863> tf
TREES TRIMMED, TOPPED OR RE- 
moved. No job too big or too small. 
Don’t hesitate to call. Free estimates.
Telephone 765-8842. 241




FOR SALE - TWO YEAR OLD 
BarUett pear trees. $1 each. Telephone
763-2291. tf
GARDEN ROT0-TILLING, LARGE OR 
small gardens. Telephone 762-7209 any-
time. tf
LAKEVIEW TREED LOT 
New 2 BR Deluxe Home.
Lot 39, Dunbarton Road, Glen- 
rosa Subd., Westbank. Many 




M, W, F tf
DOWNSTAIRS OFFICE SPACE IDEAL 
for insurance adjuster, etc. Call Regatta 
City Realty. Telephone 762-2739. ti
SPACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT. 
we have it. The Cannery Group. 763-
ROTOTILLING BY THE HOUR OR 
by the job. Telephone 763-2581 or in­
quire at 786 Coronation Avenue. 227
THREE VARIETIES OF GRAPE 




LADIES AND CHILDREN'S WEAR 
store. $30,000 stock ,at cost. Open to 
offers. Good business area. High poten­
tial. Tie-up with national firm avail­
able. Call Orlando Ungaro at Hoover 
Realty Ltd., 762-5030, or 763-4320 (res) 
MLS. 224
TWO LOTS $3200 EACH
70’ x 130’ located on Gerard 
Road east of Rutland high 




WESTBANK ORCHARD — 13 acres, 11 
In producing orchard. Varied plant­
ing. Ideal for the family, with three 
bedroom living accommodation. Full line 
of equipment. Can be purchased on 
terms. . Contact Austin Warren, days, 
763.4932 or evenings, 762-4838. Lund and
VARIETY STORE: FLOURISHING 
business in excellent location. Large 
solid building Includes living quarters 
at $62,950. For details please • telephone 
Olivia Worsfold 762-5030, evenings 762- 
3895. MLS. Hoover Realty Ltd.
219. 222, 225
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
COMPLETE SET OF GOLDEN BOOK 
illustrated dictionary—8 volumes. 47 
volumes of National Geographic 1968 
to 1971 inclusive. 816 page family medi­
cal guide. All items are in brand new 
condition. Please telephone 762-7848. 223
1 H.P. JACUZZI IMPELLOR WATER 
pump with deep well conversion kit. 
ten months old. Selling for half price. 
See at Big Eagle Car Wash. Telephone 








48 BASS QUAGLIARDI ACCORDION. 
like new. Telephone 765-5639. 228
29B. ANTIQUES
STROHM’S ANTIQUES, 2974 PANDOSY 
St., next door to Strohm's Barber and 
Beauty Shops. Com* and aay hello te 
Jean and ask her about the antiques. 
Fine tables and objects of art. tl
32. wantbo to buy
6:00 p.m. 222
Warren Realty Ltd. MLS. 222
SUMMERLAND HOME. TWO YEARS 
old, three bedrooms, full basement, elec­
tric beat, wall to wall carpet In living 
room and dining room, wood panelling 
throughout. Full price *19,900. Appli­
ances optional. No agents. Telephone 
494-8418 or 494-6151. : M, F, S. 228
BRAND NEW TOWNHOUSE UNIT 
for sale. Two bedrooms, balcony, car­
port, landscaped, full basement, all 
services In and paid fnr. In lovely 
area across from golf course on 
Glenmore, Large NHA mj-tgage avail­
able. Buy for less thatf *ent. Tele- 
phone 763-2104 or 763-3842.* 227
WE WILL TAKE YOUR TRADE OR 
accept a low down payment on either 
of two new houses we have in Rutland. 
Both have three bedrooms, full base­
ments, carports and carpet throughout. 
Priced at $20,900 and $21,300.'Telephone
768-5860. tf
FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, by owner, shag carpet through­
out. Roughed-ln rumpus room. Double 
fireplace, carport. Across from new 
park in Rutland. Telephone 765-9129.
evenings. tf
FOR LEASE - NEWLY RENOVATED 
Pacific . '66 Service Station, Westbank. 
Experienced mechanic—service station 
operator only need apply. Please sub­
mit past experience. Reply to Box A630, 
The Kelowna Daily Courier. ■ ■; tf
9 X 12 TENT. STEEL UTILITY TRAIL- 
er. set camper jacks. . 10 h.p. garden 
tractor. Reclining chair, one dining 
room table and six chairs. One truck 
canopy. Telephone 762-7122. 223
MAHOGANY DINING • ROOM SUITE. 
Almost new, suitable for apartment. 
Extendable with 3 leaves. Also 12 x 9’- 
6” almost new off-white wool carpet.
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest price* for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599 





DRIVE BY on McCLURE ROAD, 
OKANAGAN MISSION
or Call builder 764-4618
M, W, S 221
FAMILY BAKERY 
FOR SALE
Excellent business nnd re­
putation for quality bakery 
goods. Long established. 
Southgate Shopping area. 
Full list of equipment and 
financial statement for 1971 
open to sincere buyer, List­
ing price $25,000.00, Vendor 
may consider substantial 
down payment and carry 





J, J. Millnr .....





W. H. Iloshinsky ..... 4-7236
I NEW THREE 
| BE DROOM HOMI-,
wall to wall, crti]x>tt, double 
(fireplace, roughed-ln ba*emcnt. 
VIA lot. $26.500.'
.3 Bedroom 1101110.1 under con­
struction, Cathedral entrances,
TERRIFIC VIEW
If you are looking for peace 
and quiet, you should, Invest­
igate this lovely lakeshore 
home with a terrific view. To 
view this lakeshore paradise, 
call Grant Davis nt 2-2846, 









TO SELL, NEW 1178 SQUARE FOOT 
home. Mountain View Subdivision. Well 
treed lol, full basement, sundeck over 
carport, rough landscaped. For parti­
culars call collect, 345-0339, Vernon.
_ _________ 224
FOR SALE BY OWNER, IDEAL RE- 
llrement or small family, three bedroom 
home with garage, Fully landscaped. 
In quiet area. Close to city center, 
Telephone 762-3318, tf 
REDUCED TO *10,300, IDEAL ONE 
bedroom retirement home. New Crest­
wood kitchen Cabinets, sink and plumb­
ing, now carpet throughout. Immediate 
occupancy, Telephone 7*3-4323, tf
PRIVATE SALE, HAVE *2200, HOUSE 
with view nt lake and city, 2,000 square 
feet finished area. 7W% mortgage, $171 
P.I.T, No a Ants. 1124 Mountain 
Avenue or telephone 76.1-3410. tf
BY OWNER, 763 BURNE AVENUE 
home. Three years old. two bedrooms, 
well built, srpsrats entrance basement 
suite, Carport, garage, fruit trees and 
Howers, *28,5bO, Telephone 762-0003, tf 
FOiFsTlFTn HOLLYWOOD DELL, 
two tn four bearoom homes, some with 
fireplace, Low down payment. NHA 
finance. Telephone Schaefer Builders,
71,11-4605. or 7112-0990, , M, iW, F, H, tt
SACRIFICEi HUTJ.ANI) INVESTMENT 
duplex prcsenlly producing $270 Income. 
Two blocks from Dion's corner. For ap- 
polntmrnt lo v|ow call owner 704-7330. 1 
• 220
I WILL BUILD ~ ATl'Il5cflVE~~"Tw6 
hed rm mi, I'uvercil sundeck anil rap
I port, hill Imneinent home. l.*rK* 'lol, 
$1,000 down. Call Erle lluiliea. 760-395.1.
I Montreal Truat. Exclusive. 224 
''Bv6~iiinmo(>M*T( 
pntlo, lull li.iirmnit, carpeted living 
room. I'rlvate sale. 022,0001 $11,000 cash 
to (m"„ inorlgage. Telephone 762-1530,
l , 
l' hotlHCli.
--priced from S2(l,r»i>() up.
—(lowiilown Kchv.na, Gilm- 
hioie area, Lakeview Heights 
nnd^ApplAwood Acres.





DUPLEX ALMOST NEW. 
moving, For particulars 






Bedroom i lot - ioo" front on <iiir:i:N ray
' l.svonu. Hhelletrd plan f»r boat dod■h
su'-’.o, lur qiiii k »alr. Telephone "M- 
( i.!l . for. spiMimtuKnl. , u
iniu;i: ni nnooM homf..' nickT.y 
Innilncxpeit. Illock from Isk* and linn,









Have fun together in match­





IBM Keypunch, Computer 
Programming. Electronic 
Machine Accounting 
(mini - computer) 
Hotel-Motel 4200 Machine 
Accounting
Our representative will be iri< 
tervlewing In the Kelowna area 
during the week of May 1, 
1972. For appointment, write 
McKAY CAREER
TRAININGS < 
| 2151 Burrard St., 
Vancouver 9, B.C.
223
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
College, 444 Robson St., Vancouver *88- 
4913. ’ .
REGISTRATIONS FOR THE FALL 
term ar* now accepted at Elly’* 
Kindergarten, 929 Wardlaw Avenue. 
Telephone 763-*358 after *;00 p.m. 224 
34. HELP WANTED, MALE 
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohibits any ■ advertise­
ment that discriminate* against »ny 
person or any class of person be­
cause of race, religion, color, na­
tionality, ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of ago be­
tween 44 and 65 years unless Iha dis­
crimination is justified by a Iran* fide 
requirement for the work jiivnlved.
APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED 
FOR THE POSITION OF
NOXIOUS INSECT 
INSPECTOR
INSTANT CAPES! Crochet 
posy medallions for yoke, add 
leaf border; finish enpe in 3rd 
color. Use worsted. Pattern 548: 
(child's 2-12); (teens', misses’ 
8-16) included.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS In 
coins (no stamps, plelise) for 
each pattern—add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class
mailing mid special handling 
cure of■to I.iiurn Wheeler,
If
IIAIUIEN APARTMENT HITE AND 
plans for a IT unit complex |h Hut- 
land. For further Information pl**ne 
r.lll 761 55,'T or in 35J». J27
NEW DUPLEX. TWO nEDhTlOMH? 
wall to wall carpeting, full liaeement, 
carp'll, landacapcd, fleet oiler. Tele, 
plume Vt.'uH'.ll, ,
1XMI HClUtOOM litil’I.r.X,’ Fl't I. 
Iia.emeiil l<mr\,eeie old. ill ar Idle 
l’i mi ipah onh.\A|'ply llCi Woodlann 
Mreel. Kelman*. \ 114
Tlie Kelowna Dally Courier, 
Ncedleciaft Dept., 60 Front fit. 
W„ Toronto, Ontario' iciildeiilH 
add 4c Hides lax. Print plainly 
PATTERN NUMBER, your 
NAME and ADDRESS. '
1972 Needlecriift, Calalog- 
Knll, .crochet, ehibiolder gilia, 
fiihhlon.'i, I’icc (lnei'lion.s, 5(|c
NEW Inalmit Mnermnc-- 
Basle, fancy knots. Pattern $1, 
NEW Easy Art of Hairpin 
Crochet has 26 jialterns $1.
Instant Crochet Book--SUp- 
by-step pictures, patterns. $1, 
Complete Inslnnt Gift Book- 
tnorct than J00 gifts. $1.
Complete Afghan Book—$1. 
16'Jiffy Rugs Bsk fu:‘.,
Book of Iz l’iize Afghani, 6(lc
<)uilt I "KI 10 ! n -Ku.




THIS SEAM SCHEME Is d<>- 
.ilgned to do the most sllm- 
mlng things for larger sizes! 
Sew pantsuit and dress in 
carefree polyester knits.
Printed Pattern 9122: NEW 
Women's Sizes 36, 38, 40, 42, 
14, 46, 48, 5(i; Size 3(1 I bust 40) 
pantsuit 4Vz yards 35-lncli,
S E V E N T Y-FIVM CENTS 
(7!ic) In coins (no stumps, 
plens<!)' for, each pattern—ndd 
15 cents for cneh pattern for 
firsl-clmis mailing irnd special 
handling, Onlarm i esldcnl,’! add 
4c sales tax, Print plainly' 
SIZE, NAME. ADDRESS nnd 
STYLE NUMBER,
Bend ’order to M A«R I A N 
MARTIN, care of The Kelowna 
Daily Courier, Pattern Dept., 
60 Front St. W,, Toronto.
SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
nnd choose Ono piillern free 
from new Sprlng-Su'mmer Cat­
alog. All sizes! Only 50c.
INSTANT !5EWIN(J BOOK 
xr-w toJav, wear (omoirow. >|. 
i\ INSTANT FASHION ' BOOK ■ 
Mluiidirds r>t fashioni fiu.ls *1.
for (he Regional District, of 
Central Okiiniigan for the 
period from Muy 1. to August 
30, 1972.
The Hiiecessful applicant, will 
e responsible to inspect (lore- 
let orchards and other trees 
Io determine If they are lnfcc(- 
>(| or are about to become In- 
,'clccl with noxious ‘insects ns 
defined in the Regional District 
loxiobs Insect Bylaw mid Io 
iibmll re|)orts and rcconiiiiOn- 
Inllons to the Regional Board,
'Hi nt knowledge of iircluinl 
fiirm’ng and inii.i! Have thn 
ability Io iiMet' Ihe public. 
Duties are to commence Muy 1, 
1072.
Interciitcd persona are iw|iiejit- 
ed to'Hiibinll lld’ir Wl'ill<’» »p-, 
plications to the iindcmlgncd on 
ir before April ?H, 1972, oiitlln- 
ng lli 'lr knowledge and cxpeii-
•nee In orchurd fanning, age 
iim,itnl h',iitun iiivl xalaiy ex
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42. AUTOS FOR SALE
190 OLDSMOBILE SUPER 08 AUTO- 
matic. power steering, brake*, radta, 
good Ure*, good condlUcM. Telephone 
76F454O. XU
1954 VOLKSWAGEN. EXCELLENT 
drive train foe <to»e boggy. Apply Gian, 
wood Pacific 88 Berrien or tetephoo* 
7S3-502 or 70-3267. 223
_. . commissions. Contact 
George Trimble at Apple Valley 
* Realty Ltd., 1451 Pandosy St, 
, Kelowna, B.C. 222
Ton
1965 BUICK SKYLARK SPECIAL. 
Clean car. Low mUuga* Priced at 
$975. TclepbOM 7UH302. U
1968 AUSTIN UM MARK II. NEW 








$50 to $77 per week 





EXPERIENCED ORCHARD MANAGER 
and . experienced landscape aulatant 
Telephone 762-3384 or night* 763-4103.
U
VANCOUVER SUN CARRIER FOB 
Manhattan and Bay Avenue are*. Tele­
phone 762-2221 day*: 762-6294 alter 6:00
p.m. 223
1983 BUICK SPECIAL. EXCELLENT 
condition, very low mileage Telephone
7634168. 225
1961 CHEVROLET B1SCAYNE. 4 DOOR 
sedan, V-8. standard. 8200 eash. Tele-
phone 765-8741. 221
1970 DUSTER. 340. BUCKET SEATS. 
comoI. aotosnaUc. TtlepboM 763-5891.
1970 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE. IIJXX) 
miles, four winter tire*. Askins 81450. 
Telephpne 762-6447. 223
1965 MGB. REBUILT ENGINE AND 
transmission. New paint and sha<. 'Will 
trade for van. Telephone 763-6889. 222
1970 TOYOTA COROLLA. ECONOMI- 
cal. In excellent condition. 81300. Tele-
phone ‘ 763-4437 evenings. 223
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
WANTED — BABYSITTER NEAR DR. 
Knox School. Monday to' Friday. 8:30 
to 3 p.m. Telephone 763-2109, after S
p.m. U. W, F. 226
EXPERIENCED PART-TIME HAIR- 
dresser. Apply at La Vogue Beauty
Bar or telephone 762-2032. U
REQUIRE A BABYSITTER TO WORK 
Wednesdays and Saturdays, lull time. 
Glenmore area. Telephone 763-5141. 223
l PABT-T1ME MOTEL MAID RE- 
i quired In RuUand area. Telephone 765- 
< 5145. : 222
WANTED - LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER 
for elderly man. Telephone 765-5621. 224
36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
'X:
Boys and Girls 
Earn your own spending 
money by delivering the 
KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER 
Applications for carrier 
routes are available at the 
COURIER OFFICE during 
business hours. 
CARRIERS MUST BE 
BETWEEN AGES OF 11 TO 
15 YEARS.
1968 FIAT 124 SPYDER FOR SALE OR 
trade, excellent condition. Inquire 765- 
5771 days, or 7644817 evenings. 222 
1967 1100 AUSTIN. EXCELLENT CON~ 
ditlon. good second car. Priced 8850. 
Telephone 765-6477. M. W, F, tf
1965 FALCON TWO DOOR HARDTOP.
Telephone 762-6210. 228
1961 CADILLAC. ASKING UR1CE 8500. 
Apply at 4174 Lakeshore Road. 223
1967 VW 1500 DELUXE. MUST SELL.
A-l condition. Telephone 763-7880. 223
1963- COLUSION DAMAGED PONTIAC. 
V-8 automatic. Telephone 762.0795., 222
1961 CHEV. STATION
















1081 Glenmore St. 
763-6901 
M, W, F, tf
1969 SUZUKI 50 CC. WILL TAKE 10 
speed bike part trade. Telephone 764-
Addition to Paris skyline Is Eiffel Tower arch. It is the 
shown rising beneath the Maine-Montparnasse Tower
NEW VIEW
under construction in the pleted in April of next year,




SALES REPRSENTATTVES. WITH 
car. to service established customers. 
Average weekly earnings $125 per week. 
Experience not necessary. Apply Box 
A 644, The Kelowna Daily Courier, tf
37. SALESMEN, AGENTS
WANTED IMMEDIATELY AGGRES. 
aive farm machinery salesman. Trans* 
portation provided. Salary and good 
commission set up. Apply Vernon News.
4540. 223
Box 20, Vernon, B.C. 223
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
ior. Good workmanship at reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Telephone 763- 
4595 anytime. tf
WILL DEEP CLEAN YOUR SHAG 
carpet* and also broadloom. Telephone
765-8438. 224
MIDDLE AGED LADY DESIRES COM- 
panlon - housekeeper position. Reply to 
< Box A660. The Kelowna Dally Courier.
. .222
' FURNITURE REPAIR AND REFIN* 
ishing. Smail repairs can be done in




WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME. BY 
day. week or month. $3.00 a day or 
,50c per hour. Telephone 763-6820. 226
WILL . DO LANDSCAPING. GARDEN* 
ins. yard work, odd Jobs. $2.50, per
hour. Telephone 763-3434. 226
1955 HARLEY DAVIDSON. PANHEAD. 
Chopped. Telephone 741 Beaverdell. 222
43. AUTO SERVICE
AND ACCESSORIES
FOUR NEW FORD SEVEN INCH 
chrome reverse mags, 830 each or four 
for $100. Telephone 765-8680. 224
MUNSEY FOUR SPEED. HURST 
shift. Telephone 741 Beaverdell. 222
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
FOR SALE - 1966 INTERNATIONAL 
logging truck, six cylinder diesel. 25 
ton Evergreen trailer with 8’ bunks. 
For particulars, 762-4315. days. Bids 
will be accepted on the above until
March 30, 1972. tf
TWO 1953 INTERNATIONAL CHASSIS, 
2Vi ton. One 1962 Kenworth single axle 
tractor (diesel). Contact Doug Duns-
don at 762-2928. 226
1948 WILLYS % TON JEEP. GOOD 
condition. Telephone 762*8367 after 5 
p.m, 223
44A. MOBILE HOMES r"
AND CAMPERS
REPOSSESSION-1970 13* x 66* THREE 
bedroom, utility room, new furniture 
throughout. 1968 Detroiter, 12*x46*, three 
bedrooms, clean unit throughout 1961 
20th Century, 10*x38', ideal for the 
young couple. Okanagan Mobile Homes,
OTTAWA (CP) — Political 
observers here are flummoxed 
trying to predict the electoral 
fates of two MPs in the Com­
mons who switched parties after 
they were elected to Parliament 
in 1968.
Perry Ryan of Toronto Spa- 
dina arid Raymond Rock of 
Montreal Lachine came in as 
long-time Liberals, bolted to the 
Conservatives and plan to face 
the voters under their new ban­
ner in the election expected this 
year.
Both predict their own victo­
ries and deny that there is any 
popular feeling that as “turn­
coats" they* should be turned 
out.
\ But professionals in Liberal 
and Conservative camps admit 
bewilderment as to their 
chances. Local conditions seem 
to be the key factors, and they 
differ for each man.
There are few hints in Cana­
dian political history to help the 
odds-making. Four other MPs in
recent memory have switched 
and won the next election. But 
anonymity has been the reward 
for others.
Mr. Ryan, a careful-speaking 
54-year-old native of Barrie, 
Ont., set up a new practice in 
Toronto and beat a Conserva­
tivein traditionally-Liberal Spa- 
dina in the 1962 election that 
ended the majority government 
of John Diefenbaker. He won 
the 1963 contest that began five 
years of minority government 
under Lester Pearson.
Two elections later, in 1969, 
he shunned his lifelong affilia­
tion with the Liberals to sit as 
an independent on the opposi­
tion side of the House.
He complained that Prime 
Minister Trudeau was reducing 
Canada’s commitment to 
NATO, ignoring urban problems 
and setting policy without ask­
ing MPs.
He says he was strongly sup­
ported in his core-city riding, 
where about 75 per cent claim




Stocks Show Uncertain Pattern
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimates. Telephone K.Z. 
Paintlni. 763-5278. M, W. F. U
4 40. PETS end LIVESTOCK 
' QUARTER HORSE AT STUD: BAR
Boss Jr. No. 546459. Grandson of Leo 
‘ . Bar and Pit Boss. Tralnid by Jim
? ’ McDonnell. Shows ability, confirmation.
and disposition. Fee $100.00. Phone: 
Manager. 764-4397: owner. 542-8700 (Ver- 
' non). 222. 227. 232, 233, 238,139. 244, 245
STANDING AT STUD. "IWA JIMA" 
Grand Champion Appaloosa Stallion, 
’hr” Also "Monkey Mount" Double bred 
74 , Music Mount quarter horse stallion. May 
bo inspected at our indoor riding arena 
i on Zlprick Road. Rutland. Telephone
765-7030.M. W, S, tf 
* CROSS BRED GERMAN sllEPHERD 
watch dogs for sale. Also cross bred 
German Shepherd pups and a variety 
it of small house dogs, and a good cattle
dog. Telephone 766-2441, 223
THREE BEDROOM TRAILER. UTIL- 
ity room, day room with extras, deep 
freeze, washer, dryer, fully furnished. 
Apply 74 Shasta Drive, Shasta Trailer 
Court. Telephone 763-4869 after 5:00 
p.m. if
During Wall Street's Past Week
HARDTOP CRANK-UP. FOLD OUT 
camper trailer: fibreglass body, A-l 
shape, three new tires, sleeps four on 
4 inch foam mattresses. $450. A. Coul­
ter. Peachland or 768-5666 weekdays
after 5:00, 229
SKYLARK, 8’x24* TRAVEL TRAILER. 
Installed with 8’xl2‘ porch, at Wood 
Lake Resort. Sleeps five. Ideal for sum­
mer or year round home. Telephone 
owner 766-2261. Resort 766-2763. Any-
time. 227
16 FOOT OASIS HOLIDAY TRAILER: 
sleeps five, propane stove with oven, 
refrigerator, propane furnace, dual 
wiring, electric brakes, Easy-lift hitch, 
spare propane tank, spare tire. $1,175,
Telephono 764-4787. 222
NEW YORK (AP) — The New 
York stock market traced an 
uncertain pattern last week, up 
one day and down the next, and 
ended up with mild losses.
In the early part of the week, I crossed the 
news of the Vietnam escalation March 13. 
dominated investor thinking, an-
HORSESHOEING, - INTERNATIONAL 
Farrier* College, Californli. Telephone 
Stevo Price. 497*5570 collect. tf
THREE YEAR OLD BLACK MARE, 
well broke. Arabian and Quarter. Tele* 
phone 763*7337 after 6:00 p.m. 222
QUARTER HORSE GELDING, FIVE 
' year* old. Suitable for novice rider.
Best offer. Telephone 762.6947. 223
923_^l(rLlAT)ELi~ilOA^l)7’~SHl'FnjrNi)
-pony, 2 years old, $73. Telephone 765- 
8191. 22.1
15* LEISUREHOME TRAILER. SLEEPS 
four, can be seen al Paradise Family 
Resort and ' Home Park. Boucherle 
Rd., Weslbank. Propane furnace, lights, 
stove with oven, electric brakes, 223
MUST SELL: 1970 22* SKYLARK 
Travel Trailer, tandem axle. Completely 
self-contained, beautiful condition. Nover 
been travelled. Telephone 769-4726 after
6 p.m. 222
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone
ti-
BEGISlUnED PINTO STALLION 
standing for service, thoroughbred, li 
Arab, 4683 Paret Rd.. Kelowna, 222 
GERMAN iiilEPHERD™piip's FOR 
sale, 830 each. Seo at 4683 Paret Rd..
703-2878 tf
Kelowna. 222




GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK, 
Green Bay Road off Boucherlo. Land­
scaped lots available In i. nlly and re­
tirement areaa, Telephone 760-5543. tf 
1971 12* x M’ MOBILE "HOME. DE. 
luxe model with three bedrooma and 
IM, bath*, Excellent condition. Tele* 
phono 70-73113,_______________223
FOR SALE - tW HOUSE TRAILER, 
with added on room and porch, furn­
ished. Telephone 70*5526 or 762*230,
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS 
ESTATE OF LEONARD 
WILLIAM MOULDEN, 
DECEASED
Creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
Leonard William Moulden, late 
of the Postal District of Oyama, 
in the Province of British Colum­
bia, Retired, are hereby re­
quired to send them to the 
undersigned on or before the 
15th day of June, A.D. 1972 
after which date the Executor, 
The Royal Trust Company, will 
distribute the said Estate among 
the parties entitled thereto 
having regard only to the claims 
of which they have had notice.
GIES. SALLOUM, DOAK 
nnd COMPANY 
Barristers and Solictors 
1630 Ellis Street 
Kelowna, British Columbia 
Solicitors for the Executor
•IU
ONE 300 AMI" LINCOLN WELDER 
on wheel*, alx cylinder Hercule* en­
gine, good worklug condition, 81,200.
al Okanagan Trailer Court, 225
’^ 6 T*ll'P,lnna if
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. 
“Your, Total Trmwportntion 
Centre"
. 1658 Pnndosy Ph.: 763-7700 
Used Car Txit 763-6060
M. T, W, Tli tf 
omToivneh, iwa chi''v"c6VGd<t- 
thio. A-l condition, one )c«r warralitj 
tell. 337 lour b»rrrl, thrro speed auto­
matic. tilt wheel, over 8l,0to extien, 
custom stereo, Tclrphons 763-7BM after 
4. ' ______ _ - ' iJ*
5»» BEAUMONT C<)NVtRTHH.i\~35o: 
300 horse. ] speed turbo hydra-malic, 
vPower, Meeting, radio, new biter*. 
Valves and brekea, Excellent tires. One 
owner. 0«M, M3 Fleming Road. Rut-
MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE. SET UP 
In adult court. Telephone 70-372* or 
70-7495. ________ _ _ M
jTfOOT SHASTA. 1967, FOUR PIECE 





We nre Introducing a high qual­
ity wood-canvas canoe, built by 
Ontario craftsmen, tn B,C,
LANGFORD CANOES





1W1 MORRIS FOUR DOOR IN GOOD 
condition, need daily. Two extra enow 
lire* and which, Ckweil otter to ghM
1VI,ph»n« 10-7941. 234
1M4 OLDS 1)1.1.TA M, FOUR IMWR
to* ALL WELDED ALUMINUM CREST* 
I In* r*bln crunrr with llylnx brldi*. 
105 hompowtr Chry»l«r mttbnard with 
powtr HU, t»nd»m tr»ll«r, \ T*l«phon« 
7M M78 OT TSI SIM. ' 7X1
board motor, rkitrlr ahllt and pow-r
BRITISH COLUMBIA HYDRO 
AND ROWER AUTHORITY 
Invites Tenders For: 
Grooming mid Seeding approx, 
180 acres, Powerline r/w Nnk- 
usp to Burton.
Reference No. CQ 6708
Closing Pate: May 16, 1972
Grooming and Seeding approx, 
170 acres, Powerline r/w Brenda 
Mines area.
Reference No. CQ 6700
Closing Date: June 27, 1972
Sealed tenders clearly marked 
ns above-refbrenccd will be re­
ceived in Room 1056, B.C. Hydro 
nnd Power Authority Building, 
W0 Burrard Street, Vancouver 
1, B,C, until 11:00 A.M., closing 
dates as above.
Details may be obtained at the 
office of the Purchasing nnd 
Supply Department, 10th floor, 
370 Burrard Street, Vancouver 
1, B.C.; telephone 683-8711, Local 
2577,
435 V *. aulontalic I'ono br»Xr». ndi >. 
*»ry nice condKhxi. Telrphxn* 7*5" 
7»I7 betwren 5 *<nl • pm
uh F.xccllrnl rpmllllon. Ttlephon* 7M' 
«|U or m




-• -Ml Ju >1
151 I 14 FOOT "aluminum~’liriMNMm>K"l 
Uli , ir«ll»r, 31 h l> rlectric; Kvmruil.
condition iHrmtghoul. fJTM .fnm, Trln- 
phton 7(S**MI. ' ”4
mr~cTiRYMiS NKwroiiT, »» 
itinlor, *lr ronditlonini. Olt<(«? For
t»nr» In/ormallon Ulrphcw, 







Clean. 800. TWkphoae Mr. Brown tw-
tween * >05,00. 70*30. TH
Mun. coMmrrr: wtm cav 
hw, harrfiofk Icihrhui ?rt raihn.
tot tlraa oat whaela. 76111 T9.
»ln. 
nt
»SM, Tetephuuc 7*'-43W. t(
to' CEDAR BOAT, INBOARD ('AD-1 
Iliac VI, hbrr*l»«. bottom, Complete 
with trailer, Il.toO him, Telephone 
70-7048 »B«r 7 p m, DO, III. 312 
IC FII1BE4;|.A&> BOAT, 40 li p, EI-KC-1 
trie M*rt motor, water »X1*. brldto and 
•hl rope, etr, Telephon* 764 40*0 11]
4&~AUCTION SALES
KEIXtWNA AIMTION l)OME REGULAR 
sale* *»er» Wednesday. TOO pm, We 
pay rath toe romplela estates aa4 
houathotd contents Talephann 705M1 । 
Itahind Iha Drty»la Pwasr*. Highway 
n NartK ।■ «
Gap Widens 
In Supplies
NEW YORK (AP) - A gov. 
ernment survey last week indi­
cated that the gap was widening 
between national requirements 
for most basic materials and 
the remaining easily accessible 
world supplies.
American Metal Market, the 
daily newspaper of the metal 
Industry, says the report also 
noted that reliance on foreign 
supplies was “steadily increas- 
ing as quality of basic ores 
drops in tiie U.S.”
The government’s survey of 
the basic materials needs for 
the rest of the century said the 
U.S. deficit accelerated steadily 
in the last 20 years and could 
grow to more than $60 billion 
annually by the year 2000.
“The unmistakable conclusion 
is that as the nation’s needs for 
basic materials continue to 
grow and as per capita con­
sumption of materials in other 
countries increases at an even 
faster rate than ours, it be­
comes increasingly difficult for 
the U.S. to fill its ever-growing 
deficit by imports," the report 
said.
Jerome Klaff, chairman of the 
materials policy commission - 
board, emphasized recently t)| 
the conflicts between mateM 
availability and environment 
quality have brought into’ 
greater prominence the need for 
reducing pollution and reconsti­
tuting secondary materials Into 
basic materials.
The report supported this 
view, noting that reprocessing 
of materials would become
storeys of office space topped 
by a panoramic restaurant.
Businessmen Need Patience
Dealing With Chinese Buyers
After carefully sounding out ’ 
Opposition Leader Robert Stan- : 
field during the summer of 1970, 1 
he joined the Conservatives in 1 
August, 1970.
CLAIMS SUPPORT
’ Mr. Rock, 49, also claims the 
support of his constituents. 
About one third of the people in 
his riding , on the west end of 
Montreal Island are French- 
speaking, the others English.
He, too, was first elected in 
1962, defeating a Conservative 
who came to power with Mr. 
Diefenbaker.
Like Mr. Ryan, Mr. Rock’s 
big complaint when he went to 
the Conservatives last month 
was Mr. Trudeau’s slight regard 
for the role of Liberal back­
benchers.
The similarity ends there.
Mr. Ryan carefully gathered 
his Liberal riding executive to 
his side when he went Conserva­
tive, building a whole new Con­
servative organization that in­
cludes the old Liberal leader­
ship.
Mr. Rock, words tumbling 
forth like potatoes from a 
bushel basket, says that al­
though he told his organization 
he was not keen to run for the 
Liberals again, he forewarned 
only one Conservative before he
alysts reported, and the market 1 
responded to reports from Indo­
china. - <
Toward midweek, economic ! 
hews took sway. The commerce 
department reported that the 
gross national product—dollar 
value of the output of goods and 
services—rose 11,8 per cent in 
the United. States, but that infla­
tion accounted for more than 
half this gain. Prices surged 
ahead 6.2 per cent in the 
quarter.
Of Friday, the government 
noted that the rise In living 
costs as measured by the con­
sumer price index eased some­
what during March.
However, reports of a record 
level of mutual fund redemp­
tions, fur exceeding sales, sent 
prices scooting downward.
The Dow Jones average of 30 
Industrials ended the week with 
a 3.92-point loss at 930,80. The 
New York Stock Exchange 
index of some 1,300 common 
stocks slipped 0.56 to 60,72.
Of the 1,934 Issues traded dur­
ing the week, 669 advanced and 
1,085* declined, There were 255 
now highs and 245 new lows.
The Associated Press 60-stock 
overage dropped 2.7 to 342.3. 
Standard and Poor's 500-stock 
index foil 0.95 to 108.89.
Volume for the week totalled 
90.37 million shares, compared 
with 1)9.53 million shares the 
previous week.
Of the 20 most-nctlvoly traded 
issues, 12 ndvnnced and eight 
declined,
Republic Corp, was the vol­
ume lender, gaining 2% to $9%, 
American Motors, second mos' 
active, rose 1 to $8, Occidental 
Petroleum, third most active 
rose 2 to SIIPm,
Other closing prices included 
Alaska Interstate, up 8% to 
$49%; Universal Oil Products, 
up 3% to $20%: Fannie Mae, off 
1% to $22%: Chrysler, up 1 to 
$36,' nnd Anaconda, up 1% to 
$20%.
On the American Stock Ex- 
1 change, the price change index 
fell 0.23 to 28,30,
Dominion Concrete Products Ltd
Ixicaird on Steven Rd., Wrnlbank Industrial Park. 
Call 76MS97 — kycningn 760-1671
I
OTTAWA (CP) — Business- ; 
men need patience negotiating 
with Chinese buyers, says Can­
ada’s Peking trade counsellor, 
but when a sale is made, the 
Chinese meticulously honor con­
tracts.
Besides, they pay cash.
R. G. Godson, counsellor and 
cc.isul in Canada’s four-month- 
old Peking commercial office 
spoke Monday to a development 
conference sponsored by the 
trade department and business 
associations.
China balances its trade by 
paying for imports with export' 
earnings, he said, and rarely 
asks for even short-term credit 
from Western exporters.
Canada was China’s sixth 
most important trading partner, 
with total trade expected to ex- 
ceed $200 million this year.
He predicted Chinese demand 
for complete industrial plants as 
they push to catch up with the 
advanced technology of Western 
countries. -
Imports were now limited to 
raw materials,. machinery and 
semi-finished goods and, since 
China was developing its own 
' light-manufacturing and food-
processing industries, It 
ported few consumer goods.
im-
In spite of China’s policy of 
self-sufficiency, said Mr. God­
son, it would continue to import 
chemicals, drugs, wheat, textile 
fibres, rubber, pulp, paper­
board, scientific apparatus and 
metals.
The conference is to conclude 
Tuesday.
An unrelated group of Cana­
dian importers left Vancouver 
Sunday on a buying tour of 
China. Headed by Jean-Louis 
Gervais of Montreal, president 
of the Canadian Importers Asso­
ciation, the 68 buyers will visit 
the Canton trade, fair before re­
turning May 12.
more essential in the U.S. as | 
the lack of basic materials ere- I 
ated higher prices and greater j 
dependence on foreign ores. I
Major metals prices: 1
C o p p e r—52%-52’i cents a I
pound, delivered; foreign 51.13 I 
cents, nominal, New York. I
Lead—15%-16 cents a pound. I
Zinc—17-18 cents a pound. I
Aluminum—29 cents a pound, I 
unalloyed ingots, delivered. I
Antimony—59 cents a pound, I 
bulk, (99.5 per cent), carlots, I 
producer’s plant. |
Magnesium—37 %-38 cents a 1 
pound, ingot.
Manganese ore—61-64 cents a I 
ton unit of 45-50 per cent. .
Nickel—$1.33 a pound, electro- i| 
lytic cathodes, Port Colborne, < 
Ont. j
Platinum—$120-125 an ounce. !
Silver—$1,563 an ounce, New •
York; 59.4 pence, London. I
Tin—$1.82 a pound, New i
. York. ’
Quicksilver—$155 a flask (76 I
, pounds), New York. !
Tungsten ore—$60.75-63.27 a I
short ton unit, duty extra. j]
New Union Turmoil Facing 
Britain As Order Defied
Commons floor
RYAN NOMINATED
Mr. Ryan already holds the 
Conservative nomination in his 
riding, having won a convention 
aSt June.
But Mr. Rock still faces a 
nomination race among Con­
servatives in Lachine.
He says the Conservative he 
beat in 1968—Dorval Mayor 
Sarto Desnoyers—has assured 
him he will not contest the Con­
servative race again.
As for the Conservative lead­
ership in the riding, Mr. Rock 
says: “I understand they want 
me.”
But nobody is making any 
promises. The nominating con­
vention is not expected until Mr. 
Trudeau names, the election 
date.
In 12 general elections since 
1930, Conservatives have won 
only three times in Lachine. In 
1968, a New Democrat run sec­
ond. ' ; ' .
NOTES RIDING RECORD
Mr. Rock, a former hardware 
merchant, says the riding al­
ways voles for the party that 
gets elected to govern.
With high unemploymriet, 
"governments have always 
been defeated In our area. And 
It will be defeated this time."
Mr. Ryan and other Conserva­
tives concecd that Spadiniv—with 
Its high ethnic population—Is a 
typically Liberal sent. But Mr. 
Ryan Is said to have enough 
personal appeal to carry It for 
the Conservatives.
Both men say they have in­
curred no political costs In their 
moves. They sny their ridings 
were hostile to the Liberals 
when they switched and the ani­
mosity has risen since.
Both expect to be buck In the 
Commons after the next electb i 





RED DEER (CP)-The cen­
tral Alberta area around Red 
Deer returned to near-normf.l 
Sunday after what power com­
pany officials described as the 
most devastating snowstorm 
ever experienced In the district. 
Power was restored to all areas 
Sunday after a storm that be­
gan Friday and continued until 
Saturday morning brought winds 
of up to 50 miles an hour and 
power disruptions that lasted up 
to 22 hours.
FRAUD ALLEGED
BRANDON (CP) - A former 
taxi drivei', charged With Im­
personating a U.S. psychologist 
to gain an appointment to Bran­
don University's faculty, has 
depositions on 14 counts of 
fraud drawn up against him at 
a special hearing which ended 
here Saturday. The depositions 
will be forwarded to Worcester, 
Mass., where Joseph Robert 
Bohn, 38, is being held for an 
extradition hearing expected 
later this week.
LONDON (CP) — The govern­
ment was faced with new union 
turmoil today, as thousands of 
rail workers defied a court 
order and walked off their jobs, 
plunging the world’s busiest rail 
traffic centre into chaos.
Prime Minister Heath now. 
faces either persuading the mili­
tant rail men to go back to 
“normal” operations or at­
tempting to seek heavy court 
fines on the union treasury.
The government’s handling of 
the rail crisis may well estab­
lish whether the Heath-spon­
sored Industrial Relations Act 
can become effective. Britain 
has a history of union turmoil 
which, some economists main­
tain, has been constantly stran­
gling the.country’s progress.
Seeking to end the national 
rail slowdown, the government 
last week went before the new­
ly-established Industrial .Rela­
tions Court which ordered the 
800,000 workers to resume “nor­
mal" work for a 14-day cooling- 
off period. The men are seeking 
a 16-per-cent pay increase; the 
nationalized rail board has of­
fered 12.5.
Union leaders, at first defiant, 
finally agreed to order tho union 
members to resume work duties 
and most of the country's rail
tions so that travellers had to I 
walk over rail track where the | 
“juice” from the high-powered 
third rail could electrocute a 
person. ■
The rail' men said they were 
angered by south region’s ulti- 
.matum that they resume “nor- I 
mal” work, including overtime i
lines reported fairly reasonable 
service today. But the southern 
region—which hauls about 
500,000 commuters Into London 
during peak periods dally—was 
completely chaotic with scores 
of drivers walking off their Jobs, 
ENDANGER COMMUTERS
In some cases, trains were 
halted before they reached sta-
work, or they would be fired. I 
The rail men have to work I 
about eight or 10 hours a week 
overtime to keep the lines run­
ning normally because of Btaff 
shortages.
However, “overtime" involves 
a legal question. Can a man be 
forced to work overtime through 
the Industrial Relations. Act. 
Union leaders claim he cannot. 
In any case, they, argue, they 
have ordered their men back to 
their jobs. Of course, the men I 
who refuse to obey can be disci­
plined by the union executive, 
but It appears unlikely that the 
union leaders would take sulf 
action.
It may be up to the govern, 
ment to find some means oV 
persuading the men to resume 
full operations or wind up be­
fore the court again, this time 
arguing overtime technicalities 
that may force the court to at­
tempt provocative interpreta­
















Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT 




. OPTICAL SERVICE 
Special Frames for 
a Fashionable Mlns 
Just op you choose make-up,, 
clothes to complement your 
own fashion look ... we . 
choose cycwqir Io flatter z-'a 
your features, accent your 
pcrHbnality, 
Open All Day Monday through Bat, NoonSpccinhstn in • Retaining Walls nnd Cappings • Patio 
Blocks • Curbing • Septic Tanks • Picnic Tables 
• Root Cellars and other products on requests. AU 






Tired of Paying Rent? 
Let us help you 
build your own home. 
PAY less pre-fab 
MART LTD.
• * Get the Ixjst' through Pay Less, Our 
pirn Is to live by our name In order 
for you to gain, Wo build your home 
cheaper and better or you build your- 
self through our saving discount on 



































15. Minuscule 31. Cleve-
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I PUT IN YOUR.
LUNCH
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Some fhhes have taste buds
and ran
Tl-Jan. ,l!))i































































DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to work it
AXYDLBAAXR
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
med for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
bin” Each day the code letters are different
BSBOO EOONL HK IBOITBO
DXIBKXIHV LIOOWS.-XTBN HETDF
Saturday's Cryptoquote; ONLY OUR INDIVIDUAL FAITH 
IN FREEDOM CAN KEEP US FREE.-DWIGHT D. EISEN­

















THE MOST BIZARRE CAVALRY IH HISTORY!
CAVALRYMEN Mette
WHO DISTINGUISHED THEMSELVES IN BATTLE 
AGAINST THE GREEKS IN THE 5 th CENTURY B.C
WERE MOUNTED ON OSTRICHES . '
QUEENIE
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
The Doctor Said No
On Antabuse Use
By George C. Thostesoo. M.D
married to an alcoholic. 1 have
asked my doctor to prescribe 
Antabuse but he refuses, saying 
it is dangerous and could kill
This doctor has never seen
my husband professionally, so 
his opinion has nothing to do
with my husband’s physical con­
dition. He’s killing himself any­
way, and me along with him.
What is your opinion of Anta­
buse for one in good physical
condition but alcoholic?-—Mrs.
I think I'll answer your ques­
tion in some detail because peo­
ple who have heard of Antabuse 
keep hopefully asking if they
can’t put it in somebody's coffee
to put an end to alcoholism.
It just can’t be done! Anta­
buse (chemically, disulfiram) is
a curious drug which makes a
person violently ill if he also
gets any alcohol in his system.
In fact you have to wait, before
giving the first dose, until the
^4
must not only stay away from
booze but from cough syrup,
medicines, sauces or other foods
that contain alcohol, and must
be cautious even about shaving
lotions and rubbing alcohol. Re­
actions are possible even two 
weeks after the last dose of the
you that you are starting at the 
wrong end of the banana. That 
husband of yours will have to 
want to quit boozing before he’s 
a fit candidate for Antabuse.
How to go about it? Best
suggestion 1 can offer is that 
you get in touch with Al-Anon, a 
companion group of Alcoholics 
Anonymous, and discuss with 
others the ways they have used
to get an alcoholic spouse
want to sober up.
If you can’t find Al-Anon in 
your local phone book, write to 
Al-Anon Family Group Hq„ 
Inc., P.O. Box 182. Maaison 
Square Station, New York 10010.
(P.S.: Don’t expect a physi­
cian to write a prescription for
patient's system is free of alco-1 a person he knows nothing 
/ | about. And most particularly
Your doctor’wasn’t exaggcrat-l '---- -- -------------
ing when he said giving your
husband the drug could kill him.
It can (with alcohol) affect
heart, breathing, stomach;
cause blurred vision, sweating
pain, throbbing head­
aches. It can even cause convul­
sions and death. Plus a few
other things I haven't
There can be reactions
certain other drugs, too.
That is why even the
pany which principally markets
Antabuse warns that it is help­
ful for selected alcoholics “who
forced sobriety.
“Used alone, without proper
motivation and without suppor­
tive therapy, it is not a cure for
alcoholism and it is unlikely
that it will have more than a
brief effect on the drinking pat
tern of the chronic alcoholic.'
The patient taking this drug
7MS 71MS-7DR HA& l4Ef=T THS
PLANET ASSMO^.




not for a dangerous drug. That’s
the purpose of prescriptions—to 
make sure that all except the
most innocuous drugs are given
6nly under informed supervi­
sion. You were off base asking
your doctor to do so.)
Dear Dr. Tbosteson: What
would be the benefit of adding a
teaspoonful of powdered skim, 
milk to skim milk as supplied'
by the milk dealer?—J.S.P
It fortifies the skim milk, in­
creasing the protein and cal­
cium content without apprecia­
bly increasing the calorie con­
Note to Mrs. P.T.: If the pill
is unwise for your condition and
If the coil or IUD causes irrita­
tion and bleeding, then the ob-
answer is some other
CONTRACT BRIDGE









This remarkable hand occur-
red m the 1968 match between
Spain and Switzerland. With
and Togores North-South
Two clubs was Stayman and
wood by jumping to four no­
trump. But South had only two
aces and the bidding died at five
spades.
Had West led the ace and an 
other club, the contract would 
have gone down two, assuming 
that East would ruff,and return 
a heart. But West’s opening
lead was a diamond and Togores
were naturally concerned over
the outcome, for it seemed like­
ly that at the other table their
teammates would get to four 
spades with North as declarer— 
and go down against the normal
Lead of a singleton club by East.
But, oddly enough, their fears
proved groundless when their
teammates, Fenwick and Catze- 
flis, had a very lucky bidding 
misunderstanding and wound up
in five clubs—which was ice






agreed to play transfer bids op 
posite opening notrump bids,
KKIDWNA DA1T.T COliaiKR, MON., APRIL t4, ffl> MOB H
JAIA1NLY BECAUSE Or TW GUTTER- 
RAT HE BROUGHT HOME-TW
FRANKY PERSON. HW SWEAKf
HE SNOOPS AROUND A5 IP WES
MAKING AN INVENTORY OF
I'LL EAT 1T^. 
AT MY OWN DESK- '
BIX SHERMAN 5E3NS HIS MOURnFULTRIPHOME
TO ’SET THE SACK' FOR BUNGLING THE’SKEETER’JOB...
MY BOSS DIDN'T SET
WHAT I PROMISED TO
GIVE HIM-AND THE WAY
THEY RUN THAT SHOP
I'M A LIVING BOMB.1
BUT WHAT YOU PIP




PAGWQOO/ I JUST 
I REMEMBERED X FORGOT 
TO BOIL. THE EGG
TOURE A HOPELESS PONT KNOCK US
ROMANTIC-AND DON'T;HOPELESS ROMANTICS.
EVER CHANGE, WE'RE THE TYPE YDUVwNTTO MAKE A SICK MAN
WON'T YOU EYEN
LOOK AT THE
SICKER? FEEL FREE! 
LET'S 60 INTO THE
( HAPTUM SQUEEZE THE LAST 
LTM--------- -r OP ALUM
By Phil Interlandi
asked South to bid a four-card
major if he had one. , Togores 
happily complied with' two 
spades, whereupon Bulfill decid­
and North’s four spade call was 
understood by South to be a 
transfer bid to clubs. South
ed there would be a good chance
(or a slam if South had three
“I say she’s wishy-washy on women’s lib
dutifully responded five clubs, 
which North passed, and in that
way the Swiss pair arrived at
the only game contract that was
DO YOU THINK ALL




Economy Has High Marks
On U.S. rs Report Card
NEW YORK (AP) - The
economy generally scored high 
marks on the government's re­
port card last week.
The rise in living costs eased
last month while workers' 
age earning': showed the sharp-
cst March Increase in seven
And the 'government reported
that the gross national product, 
the dollar value of, the nation's 
output of goods and services, 
shot ahead 1L8 per cent In the
The consumer price Index, 
which measures typical family
spending, rose two-tenths of one 
per cent last month, less than 
half the February increase, the
bureau said. On a seasonally 
adjusted basis—taking Into ac­
count the usually expected
be forced to impose tight con­
trols on (ood prices so as to
prevent them from upsetting the
Nixon administration’s anti-in­
flationary program. Food prices 
have been among the fastest
rising.
He also said price reduction 
Hbacks might be ordered for
' to 10 per cent of lai;
U.S. corporations which Gray­
FIRST QUARTER GLOWS
The tide of glowing first-
quarter earnings reports contin­
ued with even companies in 
such profit-starved Industries as 
steel and airlines showing shfirp 
improvements, j
Among the larger profit In­
creases reported this week were
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Arles (March 21-Aprll 19); > Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22); De 
Tidy up, do chores that need tour 
full concentration and detailed normal routes ns Itnblls hit 
.study. Line.up budgets andnd-;shags. People disagree merely 
just plans to skip extras, for a clinnge of pace.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): If
I's prove more direct than
. , Scorpln (Oct. 23-Nov. 21); If
you have ovcrschcdulcd yoiir- V)IU nre g0(ng t0 hHp, get in 
self, made too many promises completely and co-operate, If 
you can get out of some today.; ll(^
Project more of your own feel
Ings.
then concentrate on In-
ercasuiit your own resources.
Gemini (May 21-Jum 201; A <Nov' «•*>*<';
bold approach works best in ev
ervthliig but money matters 
What seetnvil out of reach ye
What yon do for nj> older friend
needs d'send'on. In general, It's 
better not to talk money with
lerday now Is nvailable to you, 
Cancer (June 21-July 22) Ml , Caprlccri <’)'< 
k nds of necrcts emerge now for H, M»i <’i>n < 
nr Mudy'ami counsel Accept- "“'k 
ire, avd if that fails, tnlei'ahcp lhi‘ i jn be a greai d-iy for ex
, os cntial,
Aquarius (Jan 
. you arc n<>( at your best I’m
(July 23-An*. 22): Rpalire
I make the most of the dayi | seem p i o <| n c 11 v e, fo-us on 
Hrlng home a pleasant surprise someth mt 
(or loves! ones ntents pome v ,tli -steady effort.
I’lscrs (Feb. I9-March 20): 





March' Increase—there was no
change In living, costs for the
first month In more than five
After allowing for the rise In
living costs, the average weekly
paycheque of nearly 50 million 
rank-and-flle workers in March
was 2.9 per cent higher than a
year earlier, the largest year- 
lo-year increase since 1905, the
government said,
PRll’EH ROSE HIIARri.Y
On tiu> darker side of the eco­
nomic picture, the government
reported that a aliarp gain in 
prices of 0 2 pur cent during the
first quaitcr accounted more
than half of the 11,8 per cent
spurt tn GN1‘ during the period,
Dow Chemical, up 23 per cent 
from a year ago; Xerox, up 1(1 
General Teleplioni' 
and Electronics, up 13 per eenl ; 
and Chrysler, whose profits of 
$35,8 million were more than 
triple tlioso of a year earlier.
cent;
RAININ' SOS I 
COULD. GIT OUT
Housing starts, which have
provided much of the fuel for
the economy's recovery, contin­
ued at a high level last month, 
Ilie govern m e n t reported. 
March starts totalled 2,4 million
units, it saldl Although that was
a decline from Ilie record Feb-
ruary figure of 2.7 million units,
the March level exceeded a|l 
but three of Uw past 15 months,
Utilization of the country's
plant capaclly Inched ahead li
74.5 per cent, during the fn:ii
quarli'i from 73.8 per cent
In the last quarter (if 1971/the prrsious qh.irler, Hip Fed- 
during half of winch Hip «,»ge-ieral Jle-rive Board, rcpor'rd, 
effect, Despite the unpioveinmi, plnnlprice
prices ruse by.l 7 p"r cent, ii t th / a I inn
E r oil o m i c observer.-, H^id, 
however, that the lower rate of
advance of the cost of living In 
Marell Indicated ■ (hat'the infla­
tionary pressure evident in the
first two moptlit of the first
In another <'v r’opmenl, nr cc
I'DinmiAM.on (han man I,
nally the same low rate tha
has prevailed since Ilie fourth
quarter of 1970, observers noted,
H-HiU’ieil all over- Ihc.r Im.l a
Ison Grayson Jr. said ho might।ywhere near them.
“Iaste" ,foo<i that is an-1
OF THIS SCfiRV
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Former Penticton Girl
Wins Top Acting Award
NEW YORK (AP) — Sticks 
and Bones and Two Gentlemen 
of Verona*, Broadway shows 
written by newcomers, swept 
top honors for an exciting finale 
to the 26th annual Tony Awards 
ceremony. _
The top drama was Sticks and 
Bones, written by 31-year-old 
Vietnam veteran David Rabe. 
Two Gentlemen, written by 
John Guare and Mel Shapiro, 
was named the best musical.
The top acting awards for 
musical performance presented 
during Sunday night’s ceremony 
went to Alexis Smith of Follies 
and Phil Silvers, who arrived 
just two weeks .ago in a revival 
of A Funny Thing Happened on
Sada Thompson, of Twigs gar­
nered the top drama acting 
prizes.
Supporting . musical awards 
went to Larry Blyden, also in 
Fonim, and to Linda Hopkins, 
who appeared in Inner City, 
which closed three months ago.
beats and blues type jazz. 
Guare and Shapiro shared a 
Tony for their book.
Follies, a musical that opened 
a year ago but was eligible for 
consideration now under Tony
the Way to the Forum.
The role of Miss Smith, a 
native of Penticton, in Fol­
lies was the highlight of her 
career in which she has played 
mostly in second-rate films. But 
her performance in Follies elec­
trified the critics and the show 
is one of the most successful 
now running. ,
Cliff Gorman of Lenny and
Miss Hopkins was the only 
Negro to win an award this 
year even though there were 
several blacks nominated in 
many categories.
In the drama supporting cate­
gories the winners were Vincent 
Gardenia of The Prisoner of 
Second Avenue and Elizabeth 
Wilson of Sticks and Bones.
The elaborate presentation 
rites at the Broadway Theatre 
were telecast over the ABC net­
work and, as usual, ran over 
the planned two-hour schedul­
ing, this time by 15 minutes.
Sticks and Bones is the story 
of a blinded soldier returning 
home from the war to his fam­
ily. Two Gentlemen is a ligh- 
thearted romp through the 
Shakespeare comedy. It moves 
to rock and Latin American
WORLD BRIEFS
SMALLPOX KILLS 150
CHANDIGARH (Reuter) — At 
least 150 persons have died of 
smallpox in the Indian state of 
Haryana in the last three 
months, a health department 
apokesman said here Sunday. 
More than 1,000 persons had 
been infected.
WORKMEN FIND MAMMOTH
MEXICO CITY (Reuter) — 
' Workmen carrying out excava­
tions in a onetime lake district 
on the outskirts of this capital 
city found the bones of a five- 
ton mammoth which archeolo­
gists estimate lived between 
8,000 and 10,000 years ago.
Sunday. The find also included 
25,000 clay tablets with inscrip­
tions.
deadline regulations, won seven 
silver medaUlons in the 18 com­
petitive categories, the most for 
a single production.
By coincidence the ceremo­
nies took place on the 408th an- 
niversaryof Shakespeare's 
birth. His posthumous assist to 
1972 creativity was the only 
overseas tinge amid all the 
presentations. For the first time 
in many years all the awards 
were won by Americans.
Special awards for distin- 
g u i s h e d accomplishment 
through long careers were rep­
resented to musical star Ethel 
Merman and composer Richard 
Rodgers, both of whom partici­
pated in quick-tempo reprises of 
' conspicuous triumphs. Harold 
Prince got a medallion citation 
on behalf of Fiddler on the 
’ Roof, which on June 17 becomes 
! the longest running show in 
Broadway history.
The Tony awards are named 
after Antionette Perry, a figure 
of Second World War theatre.
COPS TO HEAR GRIPES
LONDON (Reuter) A 
round-the-clock complaints de­
partment will be set up as part 
of a London police reorganiza­
tion it was announced here Sun­
day. Allegations of police cor­
ruption have increased here in 
recent years, and the aim of the 
department is to speed investi­
gations into complaints.
FIND STOLEN HOUSE |
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (Reu- • 
ter) — Leon County Sheriff 
Raymond Hamlin says he has . 
found a small cinderblock house ( 
reported stolen last week on the . 
other side ot town. Charges may 
be laid against five persons who 
dismantled the home and 
< started to put it up across town, 
he said Sunday.
MANOEUVRES END
MOSCOW (AP) — The War- 
saw pact countries completed 
Sunday six days of naval ma­
noeuvres in the Black Sea, Tass 
reported. The Soviet news 
agency said the staff of the joint 
armed forces, the headquarters 
and naval forces of Bulgaria 
and Romania and the Black Sea 
Fleet of the Soviet Union took 
part in the exercise.
HELICOPTER CRASHES
GRAZ (AP) — An Austrian 
army helicopter engaged in res­
cue operations in flooded Styria 
province hit a power line and 
crashed Sunday, killing all three 
soldiers aboard, Four persons 
have died in the floods, caused 
by heavy rainfall.
UNEARTH PALACE
< DAMASCUS (Reuter) — A 
. palace dating back to the third 
millenium BC has been 
unearthed by a French expedi­
tion at Tel al-Hjriri near the 
r Syrian-Iraqi border, antiquity 
department sources said here
SOME ODDITIES
IN THE NEWS
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — 
The Memphis Better Business 
Bureau couldn’t help the man 
who complained that a car 
dealer refused to refund his 
$50 down payment after he de­
cided not to bdy the car.
“You have not told us all 
the facts,” the bureau chided 
in its newsletter. “The dealer 
suggested you take the car for 
a test ride—and you did. Blit 
you were gone three days and
put more than 1,500 miles 
the car....”




her sister, Deborah, 14, were 
called to jury duty last week 
in Sedgwick County district 
court.
“It was just one of those 
computer goofs,” explained 
Howard C. Kline, administra- 
tiye judge.
READING, Mass. (AP) — 
. A policeman parked his patrol 
car with the keys still in the 
ignition and joined a hunt 
through a wooded area for a 
robbery suspect. The suspect 
escaped in the cruiser.
Canada Has Nothing To Gain I Greenpeace Flag
By Tanker Roufe-St. Pierre
VANCOUVER (CP) — A Brit- 
ish Columbia member of Parlia­
ment said Saturday that Cana­
da has nothing to gain and the 
most to lo?e if the United States 
goes ahead with a proposed 
pipeline-tanker route to bring 
oil south from Alaska.
Paul St. Pierre (L — Coast
the international boundary Une 
runs through the strait, with 
Canada claiming one side as 
internal water and the U.S. 
claiming the other side.
Will Fly Again
USE IN BREAD
For coffee-time, a light fruit 
bread uses canned fruit cocktail 
in a novel way.
Capllano) told the Canadian ; 
Owners and Pilots Association 
there are strong indications the ’ 
U.S. will proceed with plans for ; 
a pipeUne across Alaska to Val­
dez Island, and a tanker route to 
the Cherry Point refinery in 
northern Washington State. ’
“We will get no benefits'from 
the shipments because we are 
not participating in any sense,” 
Mr. St. Pierre said. “Yet in the 
case of a catastrophic oil spill, 
ours is the vulnerable coast 
which can be grievously dam­
aged.”
He said normal tidal patterns 
would ensure that the B.C. coast 
suffered more than U.S. shores.
He said the danger of a spill 
is greatest in the narrow waters 
of the Strait of Juan de Fuca, 
between Vancouver Island and 
the Olympic peninsula of Wash­
ington.
Mr. St. Pierre said some de­
gree of control could be enforced 
, if the strait constituted an inter­
national waterway. But, he said,
REALTOR FINED
VANCOUVER (CP) —City 
realtor James B. A. Yates, 65, 
was fined $9,500 Thursday for 
evading income taxes and filling 
false returns over a four-year 
period in the mid-60s. Yates, 
under an order' by Provincial 
Court Judge Jack Anderson, 
must also pay $61,000 in taxes 
on unreported income totalling 
$154,000. Additionally, the min­
ister of national revenue has 
imposed a $15,300 penalty.
COMPLETE RENTAL 
LINE FOR 
CONTRACTORS . . . 
“We rent most everything








VANCOUVER (CP) —The 
tattered green and yellow ban­
ner that flew from the mast­
head of the Greenpeace and 
Greenpeace Too was passed to 
Ben Metcalfe, chairman of the 
Greenpeace Foundation, in a 
brief ceremony al. Vancouver 
International Airport Saturday.
Jim Bohlen, one of the found­
ing members of the Don’t Make 
a Wave Committee, and leader 
of the first Greenpeace mission 
to Amchitka last year, present­
ed the flag to Metcalfe who then 
caught a plane lor New Zea­
land.
The flag will fly from the 
halliards of Greenpeace Three
which wUl sail shortly from 
Auckland. New Zealand, to pro* 
test nuclear tests planned by 
France in the South Paclfio 
sometime in June. .
The vessel Is a 38-foot ketch, 
owned and skippered by David 
McTaggart, 34, of Vancouver.
The ship will carry a crew 
of four others—navigator Nigel 1 
Ingram, 25. of Devon, a former • 
officer in the Royal Navy, Met- I 
calto and two others whoso I 
names have yet to be an- I 
nounoed. " ' . ’ I
A sailing vessel was chosen | 
for the voyage because it would 0 
be less dependent on the shore p 
for fuel, said Mr. Metcalfe. Ho 
said the sailing date has yet to t 
be announced because “one s 
lesson we learned at Amchitka 
was not to announce, too much | 
too soon." |




SALES — SERVICE — SHARPENING 
HEP'S SERVICE DEPOT 
“YOUR 'LAWNMOWER HOSPITAL”
. 1125 Glenmore St. North 763-5415
U.S. GROWTH SLOWS
WAiSHINGTON (AP) — The 
U.S. rate of population growth 
fell below one per cent last 
year, the second time this has 
happened since 1940, the census 
bureau said Sunday. The na­
tional growth rate in 1971 was 
0.98 per cent compared with 1.09 
per cent in 1970. The rate also 
fell below one per cent in 1968.
PRIORITY PLANTS
NORWICH, England (CP) - 
A unique species of mushroom 
has halted Norfolk council’s 
plans to build a £400,000 sewage 
plant. The mushroom, agaricus 
vinosobrunneus, can be found 
only in woodlands outside Nor­
wich, accoring to botanists. 
The suggested site, for the sew­
age plant nearby “would have 
threatened the species with total 
extinction,” Dr. Martin George, 
of a local nature conservation 
body, explained. The council 
agreed to find a new site.
Vinyl bags. Wet-look or dull finish 
They’re all the rage about town. 
And you’ll save a trim 33%! 
An easy deal to swing...it’s 
practically in the bag.
SAVE 3.66 ON SALE 'TIL 5:30 P.M. SATURDAYThese beautiful handbags have everything. Soft, fashionable looks 'and a rock bottom price. Right now, and for 6 days only you'll save 
$3.66. Crafted from wet-look or matte finish vinyl in a wide selection 
of different styles. A quick wipe with a damp cloth and they bounce 
back brightly. The perfect gift for Mom on her day. This sole lasts 
only 6 days, so visit or phone Simpsons-Sears. today. Don't be left 
holding the bag.
All styles available in White or Bone, 
a—Double handled frame shirred pouch, 
b-—Double handled flap tyle pouch, 
c—Shoulder style with flap elbow bag. 
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at Simpsoni-Scart atorc, Kelowna (763-5844),On Salo
sis*®
i
P/easa phona or wr/to fbr fo/der todsy. 
Phone: 762-5004 (Kelowna) 
MEMORIAL society OF B.C 





• Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• New, Used machines
• Service to all mach­
ines
• Free pick-up, delivery
• Prices to fit your bud­
get
135 Belgo Rd. 765-8759
Are you beginning ■
to think this way I
about funerals? |
□ I think many people buying a funeral ■ ' Ml 
end iip paying far more than originally-planned, M|
Eosslbly because they are emotionally 
ewildered at the time.
E] Money spent on elaborate funerals would be etter spent among the living.
□ I want my funeral, Including cremation or 
burial, to cost under $300.
□ I think embalming, for purposes of displaying Ilie 
body, is an unnecessary indignity.
a I am repelled by putting a body on display th the face made up to look “natural".
□ I favour a closed coffin, a private cremation 
or burial, With perhaps a memorial service alter, for 
friends and relatives.
□ I feel strongly enough about these matters 
that I would like to support an organization 
dedicated to promoting simpler, less costly, more 
dignified funeral practices.
□ I would like to receive a simple plan which lets 
me record my wishes in privacy, so that they may be
■ filed with a non-profit organization I know will carry 
out my wishes alter death. This also saves my 1 
next-of-kin from making these difficult decisions 
■ under emotional stress.
If you feel this way you arc not alone, Over 
60,000 people now belong to the Memorial Society of 
■ . B.C. If you move, your membership can be 
easily transferred to other societies throughout 




for Individuals $10 for families
.. if f (,4
I ,>>1
. Last year the Society's under- 
A taker held 2,018 services for 
2 members, at an average, 




Available from coast to coast In Canada 
through all Slmpsons-Soara stores, (hit 
very special offer la the sincerest off on 
Slmpaons-Sears can make to bring you, 
merchandise that combines fine quality 
with the lowest possible price ”
